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APOLLO SPACECRAFT FLIGHT HISTORY

Mission Spacecraft Description Launch date

PA-I BP-6 First pad abort Nov. 7, 1963

A-001 BP-12 Transonic abort May 13, 196L

Launch site

White Sands

Missile Range,

N. Mex.

White Sands

Missile Range,

N. Mex.

AS-IOI BP-13 Nominal launch and May 28, 1964 Cape Kenned,y,

exit environment Fla.

AS-102 BP-15 Non_nal launch and Sept. 18_ 1964 Cape Kennedy,

exit environment Fla.

A-002 BP-23 Maximum dynamic Dec. 8, 1964 White Sands

pressure abort Yissile Range,

N. Max.

AS-f03 BP-16 Micrometeoroid Feb. 16, 1965 Cape Kennedy,

experiment Fla.

A-O03 BP-22 Low-altitude abort May 19, 1965 White Sands

(planned high- Missile Range,

altitude abort) N. Mex.

Micrometeoroid May 25, 1965 Cape Kennedy,

experiment and Fla.

service module

RCS launch

environment

AS-lOb BP-26

PA-2 BP-23A Second pad abort June 29, 1965 White Sands

Missile Range,

N. Mex.

AS-I05 BP-9A Micrometeoroid July 30, 1965 Cape Kennedy,

experiment and Fla.

service module

RCS launch

environment

A-OOh SC-002 Power-on tumbling Jan. 20, 1966 White Sands

boundary abort Missile Range,

N. Mex.

Supercircular Feb. 26, 1966 Cape Kennedy,

entry with high Fla.

heat rate

AS-201 SC-009

AS-202 SC-OII Supercircular Aug. 25, 1966 Cape Kennedy,

entry with high Fla.

heat load
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1.0 SUMMARY

The Apollo 12 mission provided a wealth of scientific information in

this significant step of detailed lunar exploration. The emplaced experi-

ments, with an expected equipment operation time of 1 year, will enable

scientific observations of the lunar surface environment and determination

of structural perturbations. This mission demonstrated the capability for

a precision landing, a requirement for proceeding to more specific and

rougher lunar surface locations having particular scientific interest.

The space vehicle, with a crew of Charles Conrad, Jr., Commander;

Richard F. Gordon, Command Module Pilot; and Alan L. Bean, Lunar Module

Pilot; was launched from Kennedy Space Center, Florida, at 11:22:00 a.m.

e.s.t. (16:22:00 G.m.t.) November 14, 1969. The activities during earth-

orbit checkout, transl1_ar injection, and translunar coast were similar

to those of Apollo ll, except for the special attention given to verify-

ing all spacecraft systems as a result of lightning striking the space

vehicle at 36.5 seconds and 52 seconds. A non-free-return translunar

trajectory profile was used for the first time in the Apollo 12 mission.

The spacecraft was inserted into a 168.8- by 62.6-mile lunar orbit

at about 83-1/2 hours. Two revolutions later a second maneuver was per-

formed to achieve a 66.1- by 5h.3-mile orbit. The initial checkout of

lunar module systems during translunar coast and in lunar orbit was sat-

isfactory. At about 10h hours, the Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot

entered the lunar module to prepare for descent to the lunar surface.

The two spacecraft were undocked at about 108 hours, and descent

orbit insertion was performed at approximately 109-1/2 hours. One hour

later, a precision landing was accomplished using automatic guidance,

with small manual corrections applied in the final phases of descent.

The spacecraft touched down at 110:32:36 in the Ocean of Storms, with

landing coordinates of 3.2 degrees south latitude and 23.2 degrees west

longitude referenced to Surveyor III Site Map, First edition, dated Jan-

uary 1968. One of the objectives of the Apollo 12 mission was to achieve

a precision landing near the Surveyor III spacecraft, which had landed

on April 20, 1967. The Apollo 12 landing point was 535 feet from the

Surveyor III.

Three hours after landing, the crewmen began preparations for egress

and egressed about 2 hours later. As the Commander descended to the sur-

face, he deployed the modularized equipment stowage assembly, which per-

mitted transmission of color television pictures. The television camera,

however, was subsequently damaged. After the Lunar Module Pilot had

descended to the surface and erected the solar wind composition foil, the

crew deployed the Apollo lunar surface experiments package. On the re-

turn traverse, the crew collected a core-tube soil specimen and additional

II II. IU Id Id 11 ld L Ii ti IZ Ia II 11 II L L E
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surface samples. Also, an Apo]'lo erectable S-band antenna was deployed

for the first time. The duration of the first extravehicular activity
period was h hours.

Following a 7-hour rest period, the second extravehicular activity

period began with preparation for the geology traverse. Documented sam-

ples, core-tube samples, trench-site samples, and gas-analysis samples

were collected on the traverse to the Surveyor IIi spacecraft. The crew

photographed and removed parts from the Surveyor. Following the return

traverse, the solar wind composition foil was retrieved. The second ex-

travehicular activity period lasted 3-3/4 hours. Crew mobility and port-

able life support system operation, as in Apollo ii, were excellent through-

out the total 7-hour 46-minute extravehicular period. Approximately

74.7 pounds of lunar material were collected for return to earth, as well

as the Surveyor parts.

The ascent stage lifted off the lunar surface at 142 hours. After a

nominal rendezvous sequence, the two spacecraft were docked at 145-1/2

hours. The ascent stage was Jettisoned following crew transfer and was

maneuvered by remote control to impact on the lunar surface; impact

occurred at 150 hours approximately h0 miles from the Apollo 12 landing
site.

After a period of extensive landmark tracking and photography, trans-

earth injection was accomplished with the service propulsion engine at

172-1/2 hours. The lunar orbit photography was conducted using a 500-ram

long-range lens to obtain mapping and training data for future missions.

During transearth coast, two small midcourse corrections were exe-

cuted, and the entry sequence was normal. The command module landed in

the Pacific Ocean at 244-i/2 hours. The landing coordinates, as deter-

mined from the onboard computer, were 15 degrees 52 minutes south lati-

tude and 165 degrees i0 minutes west longitude. After landing, precau-

tions to avoid lunar organism back-contamination were employed. The

crew, the lunar material samples, and the spacecraft were subsequently

transported to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The Apollo 12 mission was the twelfth in a series of flights using

Apollo flight hardware and was the second lunar landing. The purpose

of the mission was to perform a precise lunar landing and to conduct a

specific scientific exploration of a designated landing site in the
Ocean of Storms.

Since the performance of the entire spacecraft was excellent, this

report discusses only the systems performance that significantly differed

from that of previous missions. Because they were unique to Apollo 12,

the lunar surface experiments, the precision landing operation, and lunar

dust contamination are reported in sections 3, 4, and 6, respectively.

A complete analysis of all flight data is not possible within the

time allowed for preparation of this report. Therefore, report supple-

ments will be published for certain Apollo 12 systems analyses, as shown

in appendix E. This appendix also lists the current status of all Apollo

mission supplements, either published or in preparation. Other supple-

ments will be published as the need is identified.

In this report, all actual times prior to earth landing are elapsed

time from range zero, established as the integral second before lift-off.

Range zero for this mission was 16:22:00 G.m.t., November I_, 1969.

Greenwich mean time is used for all times after earth landing as well as

for the discussions of the experiments left on the lunar surface. All

references to mileage distance are in nautical miles.
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3.0 LUNAR SURFACE EXPLORATION

This section contains a discussion of the formal experiments con-

ducted for Apollo 12 and presents a preliminary laboratory assessment of

returned samples. The experiments discussed includes those associated

with the Apollo lunar surface experiments package and the solar wind com-

position, lunar geology, lunar surface photography, and multispectral

photography experiments. The evaluations in this section are based on

the data received during the first lunar d%v. All final experiment re-

sults will be published in a separate science report when the detailed

analyses are complete (appendix E).

Lunar surface scientific activities were performed essentially as

planned within the allotted time periods. Three hours after landing, the

crew began preparations for egress and the first traverse of the lunar

surface. During the first extravehicular activity period, which lasted

hours, the crew accomplished the following:

a. Deployed the modularized equipment stowage assembly, which per-

mitred transmission of color television pictures of the Commander descend-

ing the lunar module ladder

b. Transferred a contingency surface sample to the lunar module

c. Erected the solar wind composition foil

d. Collected a core-tube soil specimen and additional surface samples

e. Deployed the Apollo lunar surface experiments package for an ex-

tended collection of lunar scientific data via a radio link.

The experiments package included a cold cathode gage, a lunar surface mag-

netometer, a passive seismometer, a solar wind spectrometer, a dust de-

tector, and a suprathermal ion detector. A brief description of the ex-

periment equipment is presented in appendix A. Certain difficulties in

deploying the equipment are mentioned in this section and are discussed

in greater detail in section lb.3. Anomalies in the operation of the

equipment since activation are also mentioned, but the nature and cause

of each experiment anomaly will be summarized in a later science report

(appendix E).

Following a 7-hour rest period, the second extravehicular activity

period began with preparations for the geology traverse. The duration of

the second extravehicular activity was 3-3/h hours, during which the crew

accomplished the following:
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a. Collected documented, core-tube, trench-site, and gas-analysis
samples.

b. Photographed the Surveyor III and retrieved from it a cable, a
painted tube, an unpainted tube, the television camera, and the scoop

c. Retrieved the solar wind composition foil.

Crewmobility and perceptibility, as in Apollo ii, were excellent
throughout both extravehicular periods. The discussion in the following
paragraphs is based largely on real-time information and crew comments.

3.1 APOLLOLUNARSURFACEEXPERIMENTSPACKAGE

The Apollo lunar surface experiments package was deployed on the
lunar surface at 116 hours (fig. 3-1), and the experiments were activated
between 118 and 124 hours. After the initial difficulty in removing the
radioisotope fuel capsule from its transporting cask (see section i_.3.3),
the crew installed the capsule in the radioisotope thermoelectric gene-
rator. The experiment package transmitter was turned on by ground command
approximately 69 minutes after the fueling of the generator. At the time
of activation the power output of the radioisotope themoelectric gene-
rator was 56.7 watts; as the generator warmedup, the power output stead-
ily increased to 73.69 watts and has remained nearly constant at that
level.

The transmitter downlink signal strength was minus 139 dBmat the
time of activation and has remained constant at about m£nus140 dBm. The
execution of uplink commandsverified normal communications. Several
commandshave not showncommandverification in telemetry data but were
verified by functional changes in the experiment operation. The overall
performance of the central station, shownin figure 3-2, has been excep-
tionally stable. Temperatures at various locations on the thermal plate,
which supports electronic equipment, are shownin figure 3-3, and the
average thermal plate temperatures have been well within the expected
maximumvalues since activation.

Discussions of the preliminary performance and, when available,
scientific results for each of the studies in the exceriment package are
presented in the following paragraphs.

3.1.1 Dust Detector

Output data from the dust detector cells are shownin figure 3-h.
All readings are close to expected values and showno evidence of natural

L
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NASA-S-70-525 


Figure 3-l.- Lunar Module Pilot lifting Apollo lunar surface 
experiments package prior to deployment traverse. 
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NASA-S-70-S26 


Figure 3-2.- Central power station cables and flat-tape power. 
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dust accumulations; An increase in the cell 2 output was seen at lunar

module lift-off. Data from cell 2 show that the sun incidence angle was

normal to the cell face about 6 hours prior to actual lunar noon, indi-

cating the package is probably tipped about 3 degrees to the east.

3.1.2 Passive Seismometer Experiment

The passive seismic experiment, shown in figure 3-5, has operated

as planned with the exceptions noted. The sensor was installed at a lo-

cation west-northwest from the lunar module (fig. 3-6) at a distance of

130 meters from the nearest footpad. The crew reported that tamping the

surface material with their boots was not an effective means of preparing

the surface for emplacement because the degree of compaction is small.

Spreading the thermal shroud over the surface was difficult, because in

the lunar gravity, the lightweight Mylar sheets of this shroud would not

lie flat (see section lh.3.h).

Instrument performance.- The passive seismic experiment has operated

successfully since activation; however, instrumentation difficulties have

been observed.

The short-period vertical-component seismometer is operating at a

reduced gain and fails to respond to calibration pulses. Detailed com-

parisons between signals observed on both the long- and short-period

vertical-component seismometers has led to the initial conclusion that

the inertial mass of the short-period seismometer is rubbing slightly on

its frame. Nominal response is observed for signals large enough to pro-

duce inertial forces on the suspended mass which apparently exceed re-

straining frictional forces. The threshold ground-motion acceleration

required to produce an observable signal cannot be determined accurately,

but it is probably less than 8 x 10-4cm/sec 2, which corresponds to surface

motions of 2 millimicrons at a frequency of l0 hertz. On December 2,

1969, a series of square-wave pulses were observed on the short-period

vertical trace over a period of approximately 13 hours. The pulse ampli-

tude was constant and was approximately equal to a shift in the third

least-significant bit of a telemetry data word. These pulses are also

observable on the records from the long-period seismometers, but with

reduced amplitude. The problem is believed to be in either the analog-

to-digital converter or the converter reference voltage.

The response of the long-period vertical seismometer to a calibra-

tion pulse was observed to be oscillatory soon after activation. In the

presence of feedback, this effect can be produced if either the natural

period of the seismometer is lengthened or the feedback filter corner

period is shortened beyond design values. It is probable that the natural

period of the seismometer was lengthened from 15 seconds to approximately

60 seconds as a result of vibration effects. Acceptable operation has

I/ !1 i/ 1/ ]J IJ lJ L L,' U U ]J U i/ IL L L L
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Figure 3-5.- Passive seismic experiment and the experiment central station in the foreground 
with the undeployed suprathermal ion detector experiment in the background. 
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been achieved by removing, through ground commands, the feedback fi1ters 
from all three components. In this configuration, the seismometers have 
responses equal to underdamped pendulums with natural periods of 2.2 sec
onds. 

The active thermal control system was designed to maintain a tem
perature level of 125° F to within 1° . The observed range is from 85° F 
during the lunar night t o 132.5° F during the lunar day. This tempera
turs variation will not degrade the quality of seismic data, but it will 
reduce the probability of obtaining useful long-period (tidal) data. 

Recorded seismic signals.- Prior to lunar module ascent, a great 
many signals were recorded and corresponded to various crew activities, 
on the surface and within the lunar module. The crewm~n's footfalls were 
detectable at all points along their traverse, with a maximum range of 
approximately 360 meters. Signals of particular interest were generated 
by static firings of the reaction control thrusters and the ignition of 
the ascent engine, as shown in fi gure 3-7. These signals traveled from 
their sources to the seismic sensors with a velocity of approximately 
108 meters/sec. Spectra of the thruster signals show peak signal ampli
tudes near 8 hertz, as was observed during Apollo 11 static firings. 

NASA-S-70-531 
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Figure 3-7.- Seismic signals during reaction control thruster 
and ascent engine firings. 

Following ascent, 18 seismic s ignals that could possibly be of 
natural origin have been identified on the rec ords for the 10-day period 
of observation. All but one of the 10 high-frequency events detected by 
the short-period vertical component were recorded within 8 hours after 
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lift-off and probably correspond to venting processes of the lunar module 
descent stage. These data contrast sharply with the hundreds of signals 
assumed to be of lunar module origin recorded during the first 8 days of 
Apollo 11 seismometer operation. This drastic reduction in the number of 
interfering noises from the lunar module is attributed primarily to the 
increase from 16. 8 meters to 130 meters in distance from the descent stage. 
However, the reduced sensitivity of the vertical component in the short
period seismometer is certainly a contributing factor. 

Of the eight signals recorded on the long-period components, three 
are extremely small, possibly of instrumental origin, and the remaining 
five are quite definite. All signals exhibit emergent onset rates and 
durations lasting from 10 to 30 minutes; periods which are long compared 
to similar seismic events on earth. 

The most significant event recorded was the impact of the lunar 
module ascent stage at a distance of 15.9 kilometers and an azimuth of 
114 degrees east of north from the experiment. The angle between the 
impact trajectory and the mean lunar surface was 3.1 degrees at the point 
of impact, and the approach azimuth was 306 degrees. Signals from the 
impact were recorded well on all three long-period seismometers. The 
signal amplitude built up gradually to a maximum of 10 millimicrons 
peak-to-peak on all components over a period of about 1 minutes and there
after decreased very gradually into the background, the total duration 
being about 50 minutes. Distinct phases within the wave train are not 
apparent. The signal is shown on a compressed time scale in figure 3-8, 
and no phase coherence between components is evident. The spectral dis
tribution of the signal ranges from approximately 0.5 hertz to the high
frequency limit of 2 hertz for the long-period seismometer. 

NASA-S-70-532 

, 

I 
- -, 1 

Z-axis . 

Note: Ascent stage impact occurred at 149:55:16.4 

Figure 3-8.  Long-period seismometer response to ascent stage impact. 
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The seismic wave velocity, corresponding to the first arrival, ranges

between 3.0 and 3.78 km/sec. The unexpectedly long duration of the wave

train is assumed to have either resulted from a prolonged effective source

mechanism or from a propagation effect. An extended source from such an

impact might result from: (1) triggering of rock slides within a crater

located near the point of impact; (2) the distribution of secondary im-

pacts which would presumably rain downrange, and toward the seismic sen-

sors, from the primary impact point; and (3) the effects of an expanding

gas cloud consisting of residual ascent stage fuel and volatilized eJecta.

If the signal duration is a propagation effect, the quality factor (Q) of

the lunar material through which these waves propagate must range between

2000 and 4500, as opposed to Q-values of between l0 and 300 for most crust-

al materials on earth. Further interpretation of this very unusual signal

must be deferred pending a final analysis. It should be noted, however,

that the impact signal is similar in character to a number of prolonged

signals detected by the Apollo ll seismometers. This similarity elimi-

nates an earlier suspicion that the Apollo ll signals might be of artifi-

cial origin.

A direct correlation has been made between signals recorded by the

magnetometer and those recorded by the short-period vertical component.

This correlation was particularly noticeable during passage of the moon

through the transition zone between the tail of the earth's magnetic field

and interplanetary space, where rapid variations in the magnetic field

strength are observable from the magnetometer record.

Feedback outputs.- The long-period seismometers are sensitive to both

tilt (horizontal components) and changes in gravity (vertical component).

These data are transmitted on separate data channels, referred to as

"feedback," or "tidal," outputs. A particularly interesting case of tilt-

ing has been observed, beginning approximately 8 hours before terminator

crossing and lasting 24 hours thereafter, as shown in figure 3-9. A

total tilting of 45 seconds of arc, downward and in the direction of east-

northeast, occurred during this interval. The tilting may have been pro-

duced by a combination of thermal effects either on the very near lunar

surface or on the instrument itself, and possibly by the tilting of large

blocks of the igneous rock underlying the regolith, which is estimated

to range between 1 and 5 meters in thickness. Thermal effects could not

have propagated for more than a few inches into the regolith during the

period of observation. Thus, tilting of underlying blocks by thermal ef-

fects would have to be produced by changes in temperature at exposed crater

walls. The crew reported seeing zones of lineations 5 to 30 meters wide

trending approximately north-south in this region. Such zones may have

been produced by sifting of regolith material into underlying fractures.
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3.1.3 Magnetometer Experiment

The magnetometer experiment measures the magnetic field on the lunar

surface in response to the moon's natural electromagnetic fields in the

solar wind and the earth's magnetic tail. Measurement of the field vec-

tor and gradient permits placement of an upper limit on the permanent

magnetic moment of the moon and also allows inhomogeneities and local

field sources to be studied. Vector field measurements taken during the

moon's passage through the neutral sheet in the geoma_:,etic tail will

also allow determination of the moon's bulk magnetic permeability. Simul-

taneous field measurements taken by the lunar surface magnetometer and a

lunar orbiting satellite will be used to differentiate the sources pro-

ducing the lunar induction magnetic field and to calculate the bulk elec-

tri cal conductivity.

The initial data show that a portion of the moon near the Apollo 12

landing site is magnetized. The data also show that the magnetic field

on the lunar surface has frequency and amplitude characteristics which

vary with lunar d_y and night. These two observations indicate that the

material near the landing site is chemically or electrically differenti-

ated frem the whole moon.

The magnetometer was deployed in approximately 3 minutes, and fig-

ure 3-10 shows the deployed magnetometer at the experiments package site.

Magnetic-field data were received immediately after instrument activa-

tion, and ground commands were sent to establish the proper range, field

offset, and operational mode for the instrument. The experiment was de-

ployed so that each sensor is directed about 35 degrees above the hori-

zontal. The Z sensor is pointed toward the east, the X sensor toward the

northwest, and the Y sensor completes a right-hand orthogonal system. In-

strument measurements include both time-invariant and time-varying vector

field information. The time-invariant fields are produced by a source

either associated with the entire moon or in combination with a possible

localized source. The time-varying vector fields are produced by the

sun's magnetic field in the solar wind and by the earth's magnetic field

in the regions of the magnetic bow shock, transition zone, and the geo-

magnetic tail. These regions and the moon's first orbital revolution

after deployment are shown in figure 3-11. At the time of instrument

activation, the moon was Just inside the earth's magnetic bow shock.

The magnetic field measured on the lunar surface is a vector sum of

the fields from the lunar, terrestrial, and solar magnetic fields. The

selenomagnetic field associated with a local portion of the moon should

have small-amplitude variations over time periods on the order of days

and can therefore be separated from the higher frequency transients by

measurements taken during a period of one complete revolution around the

earth. A preliminary analysis of the field measured during half an or-

bital period shows that the field is approximately 30 gammas in magnitude
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NASA-S-70-534 

Figure 3-10. - Lunar surface magnetometer deployed. 
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and is directed downward approximately 50 degrees from the vertical toward

the southeast. The magnetic-field gradient was measured to be less than

lO -3 gammas/cm in the plane tangent to the lunar surface. Magnetic-field

measurements from the lunar orbiting Explorer 35 spacecraft indicate that

the dipole moment is less than l020 gauss-cm 3, which implies the 30-gamma

field is caused by _ localized source near the Apollo 12 landing site,

rather than from a uniform dipole moment associated with the whole moon.

Along with the time-invariant magnetic field associated with the

moon, a relatively large time-varying component exists. During each

orbit around the earth, the moon is embedded in each of the different

magnetic-field regions shown in figure 3-11. The magnetic-field environ-

ment is dominated by the solar wind in interplanetary space, by the in-

teraction of the solar wind and the earth's magnetic field in the bow

shock and transition region, and by the earth's intrinsic field in the

geomagnetic tail region.

Figures 3-12 through 3-15 show typical field measurements obtained

during a 6-minute period in each of the three regions shown in fig-

ure 3-11. Figure 3-12 is a time-series plot of the three vector compo-

nents of the magnetic field in the instrument coordinate system while

the moon was in interplanetary space and the instrument was in sunlight.

The field variations are caused by the fluctuating solar field tr_tnsported

to the lunar surface by solar plasma and correlate in time with data from

the solar wind spectrometer (section 3.1.4). Figure 3-13 is a plot of

the three vector components during a period when the moon was in inter-

planetary space and the magnetometer was in darkness. The resultant

lunar surface field can be seen to lack the short-period fluctuations

appearing in data received when the instrument was in sunlight. The

magnet_ c-field vector components during a time when the moon was in the

vicinity of the earth's plasma magnetohydrodynamic bow shock are shown

in figure 3-1h. The response amplitude in this region is large. Typical

measurements obtained in the transition region between the bow shock and

the magnetopause are plotted in figure 3-15. In this region, the field

fluctuations are of greater amplitude and contain higher frequencies than

in the interplanetary solar field regions. These measurements also cor-

relate well with data from the solar wind spectrometer. As expected,

measurements taken in the field region of the geomagnetic tail show very

low amplitude and frequency fluctuations with time.

Temperatures measured at five different locations in the instrument

were approximately 68 ° F higher than expected because of lunar dust on

the thermal control surfaces.
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Two anomalies have been observed in the operation of the magnetometer

since deployment. Following discovery of a malfunction, one of the three

digital filters in the data processing electronics was bypassed by ground

command 3 days after equipment activation. The problem was discovered as

a faulty subroutine in the digital filter that was erroneously multiplying

the data by zero. After the electronics temperature decreased from a high

of 161 ° F to below 122 ° F during the lunar day, the filter was commanded

back into the data link and instrument operation was satisfactory. Pre-

liminary indications are that a welded connection parted at the upper

temperature. The second anomaly occurred about 3 weeks after deployment,

when the three vector-component measurements dropped off-scale and the

vector magnetic field could not be measured. Subsequent commands per-

mitted the X-component measurements to be brought back on scale but not

the Y- and Z-sensor outputs. All subsystems were operating normally ex-

cept for the sensor electronics. Another attempt will be made to restore

the sensor electronics to proper operation when the temperature of the
electronics rises at lunar sunrise.

3.l.h Solar Wind Spectrometer

Since the solar wind spectrometer was activated on the lunar sur-

face, the performance and the data received have been satisfactory. The

solar wind spectrometer was turned on by ground command at approximat,_:i_,

122-1/2 hours. All background plasma and calibration data appear normal.

The seven dust covers were successfully deployed at 143-1/2 hours.

The observed plasma ion data, characteristic of the earth's "tran-

sition region," were found to be consistent with that indicated by the

magnetometer. As expected, the plasma properties are highly variable in

the transition region. The bulk velocity was near 300 km/sec, the density
was about 5 ions/cm 3, and fluxes of from 0.5 x lO 8 to about 2 x lO 8 ions/

cm2-sec were observed. High-energy electrons were also detected.

When the instrument entered the geomagnetic tail of the earth, es-

sentially no solar plasma was detected. Upon emerging from the geomag-

netic tail, the spectrometer again passed through the transition region.

Nine d_vs after deployment, the instrument passed through the plasma

bow shock of the eart!: into the interplanetary solar wind, which exhibited

the following t_ical plasma properties: bulk velocity of from 500 to

550 km/sec, density of from 2 to 2.5 ions/cm 3, and a flt_ of approximately
1.4 x lO 8 ions/cm2-sec.

With the onset of lunar night, the plasma activity, as predicted,

decreased to below the measurement threshold of the instrument.

L L
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B.l.5 Suprathermal Ion Detector

The suprathermal ion detector experiment functioned normally until

14-1/2 hours after activation, at which time the 4.5-kV and 3.5-kV power

supplies and the voltage sequencer for the low-energy curved-plate analyzer

shut down. At the same time, the sequencer for the high-energy curved-

plate analyzer skipped forward five data frames and returned to normal

sequencing on the next cycle. After successfully commanding on the se-

quencer and the 3.5-kV power supply, all attempts were unsuccessful in

restoring the 4.5-kV power supply.

Instrument operation continued until about 29 hours after activation,

when the instrument changed its data accumulation mode, and the high-

energy and low-energy sequencer voltages went to zero. The instrument

was immediately commanded into the normal operating mode and the sequenc-

ers commanded back on. At this time, the total ion-detector background

counts were close to 200 counts per accumulation interval and were in-

creasing, indicating a pressure rise with temperature. For this reason

an arc in the 3.5-kV power circuit to the detector was suspected and the

3.5-kV power supply was commanded off. Following lunar noon (13 days

after activation) the 3.5-kV power supp]y was reenergized and the experi-

ment has remained fully functional. However, daily attempts to command

on the 4.5-kV power supply have been unsuccessful.

The following observations of scientific interest have been detected

during the first 18 days of full operation:

a. The ascent-engine firing

b. Ascent stage impact

c. Presence of sporadic low-energy ion clouds during first passage

through the earth's transition region. One typical event in this region

showed the passage of an ion cloud, the beginning of which was indicated

by both the detection of 750-eV ions and an associated magnetic field

that was sensed by the magnetometer, with the remaining ions of the cloud

generally in the energy range of from 30 to 100 eV

d. Presence of low-energy ions with narrow energy spectra, indi-

cating the ground screen has some influence on incoming thermal ions

e. Presence of very energetic protons and/or alpha particles on

the night side (fig. 3-16)

f. Presence of solar wind ions on the night side

g. A possible sunrise-related pressure wave characteristic of the

moon

h L. JL
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NASA-S-70-540
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Figure 3-16.- Typical high energy spectrum at 1919 G.m.t.

on December 4, 1969.

h. Possible gaseous emission from the descent stage following sun-
rise. :

The data are too preliminary to Justify a detailed discussion, and a more

rigorous analysis of these observations will be presented in a later

science report.

3.1.6 Cold Cathode Gage

As expected, the cold cathode gage indicated full-scale response

at activation because of gases trapped within the instrument. After

Ill ]L[ IJ ]L: ]; U L E _ U. ]_ L:. U lilt /_ _ L L L
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about a half hour of operation, the response changed perceptibly from

the full-scale reading. After 7 hours, the indication had decreased to

about 3 x lO -9 torr. At the time of lunar module depressurization prior

to the second extravehicular activity period, the response increased to

at least 7 x lO -8 tort. The exact value is uncertain because a pro-

gr_zamed calibration, which time shares the data channel, was being per-

formed near the time of maximum pressure. The pressure increase result-

ing from lunar module outgassing is in reasonable agreement with predic-

tions. Whenever a crewman approached the experiment during the second

extravehicular activity period, the instrument response went off-scale,

as expected, because of gases released from a portable life support sys-
tem.

The stiffness of the electrical cable Joining the cold cathode gage

to the suprathermal ion detector experiment caused some difficulty during

deployment of the gage (see section lb.3.5). To avoid this problem the

tape wrap will be eliminated from future experiment packages and will de-

crease the cable stiffness The instrument apparently suffered a cata-

strophic failure after about 14 hours of operation, because of a malfunc-

tion either in the h.5-kV power supply or in the power-supply switching

mechanism.

3.2 SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT

The solar wind composition experiment was designed to measure the

abundance and the isotopic composition of the noble gases in the solar

wind. In addition, the experiment permits a search for the isotopes

tritium (H 3) and radioactive cobalt (Co56). The experiment hardware was

the same as that flown in Apollo ii and consists of a specially prepared

aluminum foil with an effective area of 0.4 square meter. Solar wind

particles arrive at velocities of a few hundred kilometers per second

and, when exposed to the lunar surface environment, penetrate the foil

to a depth of several millionths of a centimeter, becoming firmly trapped.

Particle measurements are accomplished by heating portions of the returned

foil in an ultra-high vacuum system. The emitted noble gas atoms can be

separated and analyzed in statically operated mass spectrometers, and the

absolute and isotopic quantities of the particles can then be determined.

The experiment was deployed on the lunar surface and was exposed to

the solar wind for 18 hours 42 minutes, as compared to 77 minutes for

Apollo ii. Afterward, the foil was placed in a special Teflon bag and

returned to earth for analysis.

U
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3.3 LUNAR GEOLOGY

Geological information, in the form of voice descriptions, lunar

surface samples, and surface photographs, was also provided during all

other phases of the surface stay. It appears that the locations and ori-

entations of a significant number of the returned samples can be deter-

mined relative to their positions on the lunar surface; therefore, de-

tailed geologic maps and interpretations can be made from this informa-

tion. A summary of the returned lunar surface samples, compared with the

Apollo ll samples, is contained in the following table:

Material

Fines* and chips

Rocks

Core-tube specimens

Total

Approximate weight, lb

Apollo 12

12.8

61.0

0.9

7_.7

Apollo ll

24.2

24.3

0.3

I_8.8

*NOTE: Terms used in this section are defined in

a glossary, Appendix F

3.3.1 Ceology of the Landing Site

The lunar module landed on the southeastern part of the Ocean of

Storms at ll0-1/2 hours. The coordinates of the landing site are given

in section 4.3. This portion of the Ocean of Storms mare is dimpled by

many small craters of Copernican and Eratosthenian age, and the landing

site is contained within a broad Copernicus ray. The site is located on

the northeast rim of the 150-meter-diameter Head crater and the northwest

rim of Surveyor crater, in which the Surveyor III unmanned spacecraft

landed on April 20, 1967. See figure 3-17 for a traverx_ map of the

landing-site area. The surface northwest of the landing site is littered

with debris from a 450-meter crater, informally called the Middle Crescent

crater, the southeast rim of which lies about 200 meters northwest of the

landing site.

On the second extravehicular excursion, the crew visited four craters

of over 50 meters in diameter, and many of smaller size. The character-

istics of eight craters were described, and a variety of material ejected
from each was collected. The crew made numerous comments about smaller

craters and about the surface features between them, including ground

I/ ILl. L: L U U. U L: U l/ ]/ L L L
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that may be underlain by ray material from more distant craters, espe-
cially Copernicus. The rock collections returned to earth contain a

variety of material ejected from local craters visited on the traverses.

These collections included fine-grained materials of both local origin
and from far-distant sources.

Regolith.- During the landing operations, the regolith, or fine-

grained layered material on the lunar surface was only penetrated to an

average depths of about 5 centimeters by the lunar module footpads. The

loose regolith material beneath a crewman's boots compacted into a smooth

surface. Many crew comments concerned the large amounts of glass con-

tained in this regolith. Beads and small irregularly shaped fragments

of glass were abundant both on the surface of and within the regolith.

Glass is also splattered upon some of the blocks of rock at the surface

and is concentrated within many shallow craters. The crew commented

"Every crater you .... look in, you see glass beads."

Along many parts of the geology traverse, the crew found a fine-

grained material of relatively high albedo. At some places, this material

is at the surface (for example, near the rim of Sharp crater) but at other

localities is buried beneath l0 centimeters, or more, of darker material

(as on the west side of Head crater and on the outer slope of Bench crater).

This fine-grained material may constitute the deposit which is observed

in the telescope as one of the bright rays of Copernicus.

The darker regolith above the light-gray material is only a few

centimeters thick in some places but probably thickens greatly on the

rims of some craters. The darker regolith appears to show more variation

from one locality to another than does the light-gray regolith. These

regolith variations include differences in both the size and shape of

the particles and in the observed mechanical properties. Most of these

differences probably result from the effects of local cratering events.

The differences in abundance, size, and angularity of ejected blocks, as

well as the petrologic differences of the rock fragments on and in the

surface regolith, appear to be closely related to local craters from which

some of the blocks have apparently been derived.

Patterned ground was noted northwest of the lunar module, at _md

near Surveyor III, on the outer slopes of Sharp crater, and near Halo

crater. Northwest of the lunar module, this patterned ground was de-

scribed as consisting of linear traces or grooves only about 0.3-centi-

meter deep and probably of the same type shown in Apollo ll photographs.

The grooves are oriented north-south. These features were also observed

near Middle Crescent crater at a distance of about 200 meters from the

lunar module. Near Surveyor III, however, the lineations were described

as having a generally northwest orientation. This phenomenon correlates

with the pattern@d ground shown in certain Lunar Orbiter photographs, but

the associated grooves are obviousSy much larger than those described in

Apollo 12.

U k b
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A tentative interpretation of the upper two layers of the regolith
is suggested. The light-gray material which underlies the darker material
quite possibly is ray material related to Copernicus, and the darker rego-
lith consists partly of debris ejected from local craters younger than
Copernicus. Probably there has been considerable mixing together of ma-
terial from these two sources as a result of subsequent smaller cratering
events. Other processes, such as downslope creep, mayalso have contri-
buted to this mixing, and later "space weathering" processes mayhave
contributed to the change in surface albedo.

Craters and block fields.- The supposition that the darker regolith

is largely of local origin is strengthened by crew observations of the

larger local craters and their block fields. Information on the distri-

bution, size, shape, abundance, and petrologic dissimilarity of the blocks

observed in different areas of the traverse is particularly pertinent in

an interpretation of the remainder of the rego]ith.

Northwest of the lunar module is Middle Crescent crater, the largest

visited. The crew observed huge blocks on its wall, probably derived

from the local bedrock. According to one crewman, blocks on the surface

between this crater's rim and the lunar module consist of "everything from

fine-grained basalts to a few coarse-grained ones."

Both rounded and angular blocks were found on the western edge of

Head crater and described. One rock the size of a grapefruit was tossed

into the crater to excite the seismometer and went skipping and rolling

down the slope in slow motion. Most rock fragments were angular and of

a dark gray color (fig. 3-18). These blocks were reported to be much more

abundant on the rim nearest the crew than on other parts of the rim. Some

rocks appeared to be coarse in grain and their crystals showed clearly,

even when covered with lunar surface material. These crystals were de-

scribed in one of the rocks as being a very bright green, much like a

"ginger ale" bottle. The crystals are obviously basalts and coarser-

grained rocks that were ejected from Head and Middle Crescent craters.

Bench crater appears to show some significant differences in its

eJecta and morphology. Numerous large blocks were apparently ejected

from this crater, some as large as a meter in length. These rocks, some

angular and others rounded, were estimated to make up 5 percent of the

material surrounding the crater. Material in the bottom of the crater was

reported most likely to be bedrock (fig. 3-19) and appeared to have been

molten at one time. Numerous "glass beads," some of which were collected,

were reported to be on the sides and in the vicinity of this crater. The

crater derives its informal name from a bench-like protrusion located high

on the crater wall and apparently totally free of regolith. This protru-

sion remains unexamined because the steep slope of the crater walls pre-

vented a closer investigation.
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NASA-S-70-542 


Figure 3-18.- Blocky ejecta near a small crater photographed during the 
first extravehicu lar activity period. 
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Figure 3-19. - Photograph of Bench crater showing probable bedrock. 
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Blocks observed on the south rim of Surveyor crater and near Sur
veyor III are ~uite similar to those from Head and Middle Crescent craters. 
Angular blocks, some cube- and others brick-shaped, were also noted near 
Surveyor III. One rock was described as having shear faces and abrasion 
marks on it, and it also contained the bright crystals. 

Photographic panoramas were taken across the lO-meter-diameter crater 
(informally called "Block" crater) within Surveyor crater. Nearly all the 
blocks from this crater were described as sharply angular. The sharp angu
larity of the blocks suggests that the crater is relatively young. 

Sharp crater contrasts strikingly with the blocky-rim craters pre
viously described. It is a small crater with a rim, less than a meter 
high, composed of high-albedo material, which has also splashed out radi
ally. The core tube driven in the rim of the crater penetrated this ejecta 
without difficulty. 

The Halo crater areB seems to contain a group of small craters that 
are without block fields. Little description of this area was reported, 
aside from the fact that a patterned ground, with a coarse texture of 
ripples and dimples, was prespnt. 

The crew reported observing two unusual mounds just north of Head 
crater. The larger of these mounds was scoop-sampled and was later de
termined from photographs to be about 1.3 meters high, 1.5 meters in dia
meter at the top, and about 5 meters in diameter at its base (fig. 3-20). 
These mounds (fig. 3-21) are probably composed of slightly hardened clods 
of fine-graine •.:. material that was ejected from one of the nearby craters. 

3.3.2 Mechanical Properties 

Crew observations, photography, telemetered dynamic data, and ex
amination of the returned surface samples permit a preliminary assessment 
of the physical and mechanical properties of these materials and a com·
parison with Apollo 11 results. 

Descent and touchdown.- Lunar surface erosion resulted from descent
engine exhaust gases, and dust was blown from the surface along the trace 
of the final descent path (see section 6). Examination of se~uence-camera 
film suggests that this erosion was greater than observed in Apollo 11. 
Further analysis is re~uired to ascertain whether this effect resulted 
from different surface conditions, a different descent profile, or whether 
degraded visibility resulted from a different sun angle. 
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Figure 3-20.- Mound just north of Head crater as viewed from the northeast. 
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Figure 3-21.- Material on top of a reported mound. 
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The landing was gentle, causing only limited stroking of the shock 
absorbers. The plus-Y footpad apparently contacted the surface first 
(see section 4.2) and bounced a distAnce of about one pad-width. The 
minus-Y footpad slid laterally about 15 centimeters and penetrated the 
soil to a depth of about 10 or 12 centimeters. The other footpads pene
rated to depths of from 2 to 5 centimeters, as typically shown in fig~ 
ure 3-22. Similar penetrations were observed under similar landing con
di tiOT!fO at the Apollo 11 site, indicating that the surface material bear
ing capacities at the two sites are of the same order of magnitude. 

Extravehicular activity.- After an initial acclimation period, the 
crew encountered no unexpected problems in moving about on the surface. 
Traction appeared good, and no tendency for slipping or sliding was re
ported. Fine surface material was kicked up readily and, together with 
the lunar dust that coated most contacting objects, created difficult 
working conditions and housekeeping problems on board the spacecraft 
(section 6). 

Footprint depths were of the same order as in Apollo 11, that is, 
a centimeter or less in the immediate vicinity of the lunar module and in 
the harder lunar surface material areas, and up to several centimeters in 
the softer lunar surface material areas. The least penetration was ob
served on the sides of Surveyor cr?ter. Penetration of the lunar surface 
by various handtools and staffs was reported as relatively easy and was 
apparently easier than reported for Apollo 11. The staff of the solar 
wind compos~tion experiment was readily pushed to a depth of approximately 
11 centimeters and the flagpole approximately 17 centimeters. Trenches 
were dug to depths of 20 centimeters without difficulty, and the crew 
reported that, except for limitations caused by the lengths of the tool 
handles (section 9), they could have excavated to considerably greater 
depths without difficulty. Vertical sidewalls on these trenches would 
cave in when disturbed at the top but would remain vertical if left un
touched. 

Core tubes were pushed and driven at three sites (see fig. 3-17); 
single core-tube specimens were taken near the lunar module and in the 
bottom of a trench at Sharp crater, and a double core-tube specimen was 
retrieved at Halo crater. In both of the single-tube specimens, the tube 
was easily driven to its full depth. The double core-tube specimen was 
taken to a depth of approximately 70 centimeters. The core tubes were 
easily withdrawn, and the holes remained open unless disturbed. The in
terior design of the core-tube bits was different from that of Apollo 11, 
in that the Apollo 12 internal diameter was constant. This redesign prob
ably contributed to the ease with which they were driven. 

No change in the texture or consistency of the lunar material with 
depth was observed during trenching or the driving of core tubes. As 
expected, the subsurface material is darker than the surface material, 
except in the area just northwest of Head crater where the subsurface 
material was lighter. 
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Figure 3-22.- Detai I of lunar module minus Z footpad showing disturbance of 
of fine-grained material as viewed from the east. 
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The following conclusions regarding three distinct areas, in terms 
of lllilar material texture and behavior (fig. 3-17), were made by the crew: 
(1) the region between Halo and Surveyor craters, including the inside 
slope of Surveyor crater, has the firmest surface material and the appear
ance of ground upon which light rain has fallen; (2) the vicinity of Sharp 
crater has the softest surface material and permits the dee~est footprints; 
and (3) the vicinity of the lllilar module has lllilar material intermedia.te in 
character. The probing of portions of the protruding features described as 
"mollilds" revealed a composition of fine-grained compacted material which 
crumbled easily. 

Examination of the photographs taken at the Surveyor III site 
(figs. 3-23 and 3-24) suggest that the lllilar surface has llildergone little 
change in the past 2-1/2 years. The trenches excavated by the lllilar ma
terial sampling device on Surveyor, as well as the waffle pattern of the 
Surveyor footpad imprint, appear much the same as when formed on Surveyor 
landing (fig. 3-25). Many of the Surveyor components (fig. 3-26) were 
observed to be coated with a thin layer of dust, but some other process 
could also have discolored them. The results of a detailed postflight 
examination of the Surveyor components returned to earth will be published 
in a separate science report (see appendix E). The Surveyor components 
returned were a cable, a painted tube, an llilpainted tube, the television 
camera, and the scoop. 

Examination of returned samples.- Four kilograms of lllilar surface 
material having a grain size of less than 2 millimeters in length was 
returned and this was much less than the 11 kilograms returned from 
Apollo 11. The lllilar surface samples available for study are: (1) lllilar 
surface material mixed with and adhered to the rock samples in both the 
selected and documented sample boxes; (2) five individual documented lllilar 
material samples; (3) the contingency sample; and (4) the contents of four 
core-tube specimens. A cursory examination of returned samples indicates 
a very fine, dusty, charcoal-gray lllilar material similar to that returned 
from Apollo 11. 

Only one of the documented lllilar surface material bags has been open
ed. This sample was taken in a trench dug in the northwest quadrant of 
Head crater and has a distinctly different color from the other lllilar ma
terial samples in that it is light gray, similar to the color of cement. 
The lllilar material in the contingency sample bag weighs approximately 
1100 grams but has not yet been examined. 

Thus far, only one core-tube sample, that taken during the first 
extravehicular excursion in the vicinity of the lllilar module, has been 
opened and examined. This core sample was 19.4 centimeters long, and its 
average bulk density was calculated to be 1.73 grams/cm 3 • The Teflon fol
lower was fOllild to be wedged in one-half of the inner split-tube. Because 

http:intermedia.te
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the core tube was driven into the lunar surface to its entire length of 
35 centimeters, the stuck follower probably prevented a longer sample from 
being recovered. The medium to dark-gray color of the core sample was 
essentially the same as that seen in Apollo 11. The grain size distribu
tion was also similar, with about 50 percent of the sample being finer 
than 0.08 millimeter. 

NASA-S-70-547 

Figure 3-23. - Surveyor ill photographed from the south. 
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Figure 3-24.- Surveyor ill with the lunar module in the background. 
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(b) Apollo 	12 photograph (November 1969),
(a) 	 Surveyor te levi s i on photograph transm itted soon after 

landing (April 1967), 


Figure 3-25, - Detai I of a Surveyor ill footpad showing imprints and local surface conditions, 
\>l 
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Figure 3-26.- Closeup of Surveyor IIJ. 
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3.3.3 Geologic Handtools

The handtools used during extravehicular activity were nearly iden-

tical to those for Apollo ii, and their performance is discussed in sec-

tion 9. One aspect not reported by the crew was the difficulty in deter-

mining from voice communications whether the crew was reporting the letter

B or D from the sample bag numbers. For future missions, the bags will

be identified so that when the number is reported by voice, it is not

ambiguous when received on the ground.

3.h EXAMINATION OF RETURNED SAMPLES

The bulk of the preliminary examination planned for returned lunar

samples has been completed, and precautionary exposure of all the biolog-

ical test systems has been conducted so that sample release can occur on

schedule.

3.5 PHOTOGRAPHY

During the mission, all but two of the total of twenty-five 70-mm

and 16-mm film magazines carried on board were returned exposed. A par-

tially exposed 70-mm magazine had Jammed and was inadvertently left on

the lunar surface, and one 16-mm magazine was not used. Approximately

53 percent of the suggested targets of opportunity from lunar orbit were

photographed.

3.5.1 Photographic Objectives

The lunar surface photographs included:

a. Long-distance photography from the command module during trans-

lunar and transearth coast for documentation purposes

b. Surface photography from lunar orbit, including multispectral

strip photography and selected targets of opportunity for selenographic

purposes and for use in planning and training for future missions

c. Photography of the lunar surface during descent and ascent

d. Sextant photography of the Lansberg area from orbit

e. Photography of the lunar module and experiment equipment

f. Photography of the crew performing various lunar surface tasks
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g. Photography of the surface environment

• h. Panoramic and stereo photographs of samples, sample areas, seleno-

golic features, and the traverse regions for documented scientific study

i. Photography of selected portions of the Surveyor III spacecraft

and surrounding surface.

3.5.2 Film Description and Processing

Special care was taken in the selection, preparation, calibration,

and processing of film to maximize returned information. The types of

film included and exposed are listed in the following table:

Film type

S0-368, color

S0-168, color

S0-164, black and white

3400, black and white

S0-267, black and white

Film

size,

mm

Magazines
ASA

speed

62

Resolution, lines/mm

16

70

16

70

16

70

70

12

2

2

2

i

4

2

i0

4O

278

High

contrast

8O

63

170

17o

85

Low

contrast

35

32

65

7O

38

aExposed and developed at ASA i000 for interior photography and

ASA 100 for lunar surface photography.

3.5.3 Photographic Results

Orbital photography.- For the first time during an Apollo mission,

areas of the western portion of the moon's front face were in sunlight.

This illumination permitted a large amount of photographic coverage which

complements previous results.

Two terminator-to-terminator photographic strips were accomplished
using the 70-mm still camera with an 80-mm lens. The camera was mounted

on a bracket in the rendezvous window and timed by an intervalometer,

which triggered exposures every 20 seconds. One strip, extending from

122 degrees east to 52 degrees west longitude along the lunar ground

track, was taken on the 40th lunar orbit revolution. The second strip,
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taken during revolution hh, was stopped at 37 degrees east longitude be-

cause of the necessity to accomplish landmark tracking and to repeat some

high-resolution photography in the next revolution. The quality of the

strips, including overlap, exposure, and simultaneous 16-mm sextant photo-

graphy was good and fulfills the intended mission objectives (see sec-

tion 12).

Three potential landing sites, near the lunar surface areas Fra Mauro,

Descartes, and Lalande, and their approach paths were photographed in

stereo on one of the 80-mm strips with the 500-mm lens. The imagery is

considered, at best, of fair quality. While window and lens transmission

effects, as well as possible lens vibrations, affected the quality of the

photography, the main cause was the high sun angle resulting from the

photographs being taken on a later orbit than planned. The high sun angle

created a softer image with less shadow definition, which naturally de-
grades the information content.

Fra Mauro was photographed with the 80-mm lens at a low sun angle,

which shows the amount of shadow that can be expected during a lunar land-

ing at this site.

The 16-mm photography taken from the command module includes good

lunar surface strips taken from the window and through the sextant, track-

ing sequences through the sextant, and certain lunar module orbital ma-

neuvers. Included are strips showing Lalande, Descartes, Fra Mauro, and

the Apollo 12 landing area.

Surfa6e Photography.- The lunar terrain over which the lunar module

traveled during descent was documented by the 16-mm sequence camera.

Lunar surface visibility during descent and the obscuration by dust Just

prior to landing are illustrated in this film sequence (fig. 6-1). The

70-mm film exposed on the surface, when not affected by sun glint on the

lens or surface washout by sunlight, was generally of good quality.

Crew activities and lunar surface features near the lunar module,

the experiment package, and those observed during the two extravehicular

excursions were well documented by still-camera short sequences and by

a number of panoramic views.

3.6 MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT

Inspection of the prints from the multispectral four-camera photog-

raphy array indicates that the experiment was performed as planned. In

addition to photography of three planned targets of opportunity using the

experiment camera, continuous vertical strip photography was obtained from
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the commandmodule from 118 degrees east to i_ degrees west longitude. A
total of l_l pictures was taken with each of the red-, green-, and blue-
filter cameras and approximately 105 with the infrared-sensitive camera.
Included in the frames are a wide variety of lunar surface features, which
should allow an excellent demonstration of the multispectral techniques
developed in Apollo 9 (see reference 3) for lunar application. The lunar
multispectral photography will provide the first high-resolution look at
subtle color variations on the lunar surface, as well as the first study
of color behavior at and near the zero-phase point.

An error in the preflight determination of exposure settings resulted
in overexposure of approximately 30 frames in the second portion of pho-
tography conducted during the twenty-seventh lunar orbit revolution. How-
ever, almost all the data in these frames are recoverable, since maximum
and minimumdensities for all frames generally fall within the straight
line portion of the film characteristic curve.

The assigned targets of opportunity did not fall in the center of
the frame for photography of the potential landing sites Descartes and
Fra Mauro. Although the targets are within the frames, the misalignment
of the spacecraft was on the order of l0 or 15 degrees.

3.6.1 Petrology

The samples are composedprimarily of igneous rocks exhibiting a
wide variety of textures and compositions. The rocks range from fine-
grained scoria, clearly of volcanic origin, to coarse-grained pegmatitic
gabbros. Differences in texture and major componentssuggest that the
collection represents a series of cumulates in a stratified flow of ba-
saltic composition.

Modal compositions range from anorthositic to rocks containing 30 per-
cent olivine. Opaquecontent is variable but generally lower than for the
Apollo ll samples.

Ilmenite, trachyte, and free iron occur, indicating a nearly non-
existent or absent oxygen environment during crystallization. High-tem-
perature quartz polymorphs occur in manyof the igneous rocks. Sanidine
has been identified in one of the breccias.

The mafic minerals, olivine and pyroxene, indicate a high-tempera-
ture environment at one time. Olivine is fayalitic, and somegrains con-
tain 5 moles of calcium oxide, a high-temperature composition. Pigeonite
is the dominant pyroxene and is iron rich, also indicating a high tempera-
ture in the parent melt.

No indication of hydrous alteration of any samples has been observed.
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Samples of fines in the documented sample return container have struc-

tures suggestive of explosive volcanic origin. Several fragments appear

to be pumice, and their color is generally lighter than for typical lunar
soil.

3.6.2 Chemistry

Emission spectrographic analyses have been completed on a series of

igneous rocks and several samples of fines. Silicon dioxide content

averages 40 percent. Titanium dioxide content ranges from 3 to 5 percent

in the igneous rocks and as high as 8 percent in the fines. Potassium

oxide content is generally low, ranging from 0.04 to 0.08 percent. No

potassium oxide was detected in several tested samples. These values

are considerably lower than values for Apollo ll samples.

Uranium and thorium concentrations in the igneous rocks are unusually

uniform. Uranium averages 0.24 parts per million and thorium 0.9 parts

per million, values which are considerably less than for Apollo ll. How-

ever, radioactive potassium, uranium, and thorium contents are signifi-

cantly higher in a breccia sample than for Apollo ll.

The total carbon contents in a sample of igneous rock and part of

the biocontrol sample were reported as approximately 100 parts per mil-

lion (probably representing indigenous material) and approximately 600

parts per million, respectively, and these quantities represents a sig-

nificant amount of carbon contamination incurred during processing.

A noble gas analysis indicates amounts of rare gases similar to the

Apollo ll results. Although argon measurements, coupled with potassium

values, suggest that the Apollo 12 site is somewhat younger than the

Apollo ll site, the exposure ages ranging from l0 to lO0 million years

are comparable to Apollo ll.
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4.0 "LUNARDESCENT AND LANDING

The factors influencing the selection of the Apollo 12 landing site,

the actual landing operation, and the final determination of the landing
site coordinates are discussed. A more detailed discussion of the land-

ing site selection process will be published in a supplemental report
(see appendix E).

4.1 LANDING SITE SELECTION

Two major considerations influence the selection of lunar landing

sites: (1) operational and scientific objectives, and (2) launch window

factors, which are related to both spacecraft performance and operational

constraints. This section discusses those aspects of landing site selec-

tion significant to Apollo ll and 12 mission planning.

h.l.l Site Selection Criteria

Landing site selection for any lunar mission involves the considera-

tion of various operational constraints, crew training requirements,

terrain analyses, constraints on the preparation of support products

(such as maps and models), and mission objectives. Because of the lead-

time necessary to meet several of these requirements, the Apollo 12 site

had to be chosen prior to the Apollo ll launch. The site chosen had to

be such that it could take advantage of an Apollo ll success and thereby

represent the next reasonable step in the lunar exploration program; at

the same time provisions had to be made to land at a less ambitious site

in the event Apollo ll was not successful. The discussion of this selec-

tion process and its evolution will be presented in detail in a supple-

ment to the mission report (appendix E).

Because of a lead time of 5 months prior to launch, the initiation

time for launch-vehicle targeting corresponding to an Apollo 12 November

launch occurred before Apollo ll lift-off. After the Apollo ll success,

site selection for Apollo 12 was greatly simplified. Of the four candi-

dates (sites 2, 3, 5, and 7), site 5 was the most desirable backup site

for Apollo 12. Site 7 was selected based on satisfying all the selection

criteria, including bootstrap photography of a leading landing-site can-

didate for Apollo 13 (Fra Mauro) and an opportunity to land next to a pre-

viously landed spacecraft (Surveyor III).

The Surveyor III site was located in a fairly distinct pattern of

surface features which are necessary to the crew's ability to recognize

and redesignate to the target. Figure 3-2h illustrates how effectively

the goal of landing near the Surveyor was achieved.

ILl L L L.: t: L.' U I: U L( U L, L L.
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h.l.2 Launch Window Factors

There are a number of considerations which determine the unique time

periods, called launch windows, from which a lunar landing mission can be

flown. These considerations include illumination conditions at launch,

launch azimuth, translunar injection geometry, sun elevation angle at the

lunar landing site, illumination conditions at earth landing, and the

number and location of lunar landing sites.

The time of lunar landing is essentially determined by the location

of the lunar landing site and by the acceptable range of sun elevation

angles (fig. 4-1). The range of acceptable sun elevation angles is from

5 to 14 degrees and in a direction from east to west. Under these condi-

tions, visible shadows of craters aid the crew in recognizing topograph-

ical features. When the sun angle approaches the descent angle, the mean

value of which is 16 degrees, visual resolution is degraded by a "washout"

phenomenon where backward reflectance is high enough to eliminate contrast.

Sun angles above the flight path are not as desirable because shadows are

not readily visible unless the sun is significantly outside the descent

plane. In addition, higher sun angles (greater than 18 degrees) can be

eliminated from consideration by planning the landing one day earlier

where the lighting is at least 5 degrees. Because lunar sunlight inci-

dence changes about 1/2-degree per hour, the sun elevation angle restric-

tion establishes a 16-hour period, which occurs approximately every

29.5 days, when landing at a given site can be attempted. The number of

earth-launch opportunities for a given lunar month is of course equal to

the number of candidate landing sites.

The time of launch is primarily determined by the allowable variation

in launch azimuth and by the location of the moon at spacecraft arrival.

The spacecraft must be launched into an orbital plane that contains the

position of the moon and its antipode at spacecraft arrival. A 34-degree

launch-azimuth variation affords a launch period of approximately 4 hours

30 minutes. This period is called the daily launch window and is the time

that the direction of launch is within the required range to intercept the
moon.

Two launch windows occur each day; one is available for a translunar

injection out of earth orbit in the vicinity of the Pacific Ocean and the

other in the vicinity of the Atlantic Ocean. The injection opportunity

over the Pacific Ocean is normally preferred because it usually permits

a daytime launch.
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Figure 4-1.- Sun elevation angle for lunar landing.
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2.2 DESCENT GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

While the lunar landing procedures and profile were generally simi-

lar to those of Apollo ll, the landing was intended to be a precision

operation and a number of changes were incorporated primarily to reduce

landing point dispersions. To eliminate related orbit perturbations, a

soft undocking was performed with the spacecraft oriented radially with

respect to the lunar surface. Also, physical separation of the .spacecraft

was performed using the service module reaction control system, and the

lunar module 360-degree yaw maneuver and active stationkeeping activities

were deleted. Because the landing point designator was to be used during

the final stages of descent to facilitate manual redesignation of the tar-

get, a calibration was performed by sighting on a star at the elevation

angle for which the descent trajectory was designed. To minimize the

effect of accelerometer bias errors, the residuals following descent orbit

insertion were not trimmed but were reported to the ground to be accounted

for in a subsequent state vector update. The pitch-attitude drift check,

which was performed on Apollo ll by having the computer automatically point

the telescope at the sun, was not required for Apollo 12 because a more

accurate drift check was made prior to undocking. The more westerly land-

ing site for Apollo 12 provided additional time between acquisition of

signal and powered descent initiation; therefore, a state vector update

could be made based on the previous revolution tracking and the confirmed

descent orbit insertion residuals. In addition to this data-link update,

the capability for manually updating the landing-site coordinates was pro-

vided, based on a voice update from the ground after starting powered

descent. Descent was initiated in a face-up attitude; therefore, a 180-

degree yaw maneuver was not required after ignition. Because of this

face-up attitude, no landing point altitude check, downrange position

check, or horizon attitude check were performed.

Flight plan changes from Apollo Ii after touchdown included two

rendezvous-radar tracking passes of the command module: one immediately

after touchdown and the other Just prior to ascent. In addition, the

primary and abort guidance systems were powered down on the surface to

conserve power.

4.2.1 Preparation for Powered Descent

Table 4-I contains a sequence of events for the lunar landing phase.

System power-up and primary and abort guidance system alignments and

drift checks all proceeded according to plan. An accelerometer bias up-

date was performed as scheduled. Undocking and separation were also nom-

inal, and the post-separation optical alignment of the inertial measurement
unit indicated drifts well within allowable limits. Descent orbit inser-

tion was reported on time with the following velocity residuals:
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Descent orbit insertion velocity residuals, ft/sec

Axis

Primary guidance Abort guidance

X

Y

Z

0

0.2

-0.6

0.3

O.1

-0.6

The Doppler residuals measured on the ground at acquisition of

signal following descent orbit insertion indicated a downrange error of

4400 feet, and the initial output of the Network powered flight processor

indicated a downrange error of 4200 feet. Therefore, a downrange landing

point correction of 4200 feet was transmitted to the crew and inserted

into the guidance computer approximately 1.5 minutes after ignition for

powered descent.

TABLE 4-!.- POWERED DESCENT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Time, Event
hr :min :sec

Ii0:00:28

ii0:02:25

ii0:13:39

ii0:14:37

ii0:14:41

ii0:15:23

ii0:16:29

ii0:16:45

ii0:20:03

ii0:20:08

ii0:20:31

ii0:20:33

ii0:20:37

ii0:20:38

ii0:21:05

ii0:22:03

ii0:22:27

ii0:24:0O

ii0:24:04

ii0:24:09

ll0:24:25

ll0:24:31

ii0:26:08

Braking phase program (P63) entered

Braking phase program (P63) exited

Start abort guidance system initialization

Abort guidance system initialization completed

Request rendezvous parameter display (Verb 83) called

Request rendezvous parameter display (Verb 83) terminated

Coupling display unit zero started

Coupling display unit zero completed

Display keyboard assembly blank (time to ignition - 35)

Average-g on (time to ignition -29.9)

Ullage (time to ignition -7.5)

Enable engine (Verb 99)

Ignition permitted

Ignition

Throttle up

Landing site correction (Noun 69) initiated

Landing site correction (Noun 69) entered

Landing radar altitude lock

Landing radar velocity lock

Permit landing radar updates (Verb 57) entered

State-vector update allowed

Permit landing radar updates (Verb 57) exited

Abort guidance system altitude update
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TABLE 4-I.- POWERED DESCENT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - Concluded

Time, Event
hr :min :sec

ii0 :26 :24

ii0:26:39

ii0:27:01

ii0:27:26

ii0:29 :ii

ii0:29:14

ii0:29:18

ii0:29:20

ii0:29:44

ii0:29:47

ii0:30:02

ii0 :30:06

ii0 :30 :12

ii0 :30 :30

ii0 :30 :42

ii0:30:46

ii0 :30 :50

ii0 :31 :18

Ii0 :31:24

ii0:31:27

ii0 :31 :37

ii0:32:00

ii0:32:04

ii0:32:35

Ii0:32:36

Velocity update initiate
X-axis override inhibited

Throttle recovery

Abort guidance system altitude update

Approach phase (P64) entered

Landing point designator enabled

Landing radar antenna position 2

Abort guidance system altitude update

Redesignat ion right

Landing radar low scale

Redes ignation long

Redesignat ion long

Redes ignat ion right

Redesignation short (2)

Redesignat ion right
Attitude hold

Rate of descent landing phase (P66) entered

Landing radar data dropout

Landing radar data recovery

Landing radar data dropout

Landing radar data recovery

Landing radar data dropout

Landing radar data recovery

Engine off

Touchdown

4.2.2 Powered Descent

The ignition sequence for powered descent was nominal and occurred

on time. The desired landing site was approximately 5 miles south of

the orbital plane; therefore, an initial roll angle of minus 4 degrees

resulted as the spacecraft was steered to the left by descent guidance.

Figure 4-2 (a) is an altitude-versus-altitude-rate profile for data from

the primary and abort guidance systems and the tracking network, and fig-

ure 4-2 (b) is a plot of altitude and altitude rate-versus time for the

primary guidance system. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show similar comparisons of

horizontal and lateral velocity. The data show close agreement between

all sources and indicate excellent systems performance. Lateral velocity

reached a maximum of 78 feet per second approximately 5 minutes after

ignition. This large out-of-plane velocity resulted from the 5-mile cross-

range steering required during descent. Figure 4-5 shows a comparison of
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the commanded thrust level versus horizontal velocity for the primary

guidance system with that predicted by the preflight operational trajec-

tory. The actual thrust command profile was below nominal because the

4200-foot update in landing position resulted in early throttle-down.

Landing radar acquisition in altitude occurred at 41 438 feet and in

velocity 4 seconds later at an altitude of 40 100 feet, which was well

above that predicted before flight. Figure 4-6 contains the altitude-

difference time history between the altitude measured by the lahding radar

and that contained in the onboard guidance system. The initial difference

of approximately 1700 feet converged to about 400 feet within 30 seconds

after radar updates were enabled and to approximately 100 feet within

2 1/2 minutes. Radar data remained stable until at 80 seconds before

touchdown the two rear velocity beams entered regions of zero Doppler.

As expected, a limited degradation of altitude and velocity data existed

from this point until touchdown.
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Figure 4-7 contains a time history of pertinent control system pa-

rameters during the powered descent phase. The dynamic response of the

spacecraft was nominal throughout this phase, although the crew reported

am unexpected amount of reaction control system activity. The following

table indicates that reaction control propellant utilization was very

close to that evident in preflight simulations of the automatic phases

of des cent.

Phase

Braki ng

Approach

Lan ding

Reaction control propellant used, ib

Predicted

15.2

16.9

Actual

15.7

16.3

60.3

*Nominal flight planning only accounts for automatic system usage.

\

The automatic transition to the approach phase at high-gate

(fig. 4-8) occurred at the near-nominal conditions of 6989 feet in alti-

tude and 170 ft/sec in velocity. Following the pitchover maneuver, which

was performed automatically to provide landing site terrain visibility,

the computer began providing landing-point-designator elevation look

angles. The crew reported that the displayed look angle was on target

and that the series of craters in the configuration of a "snowman" was

immediately visible (fig. 4-9). Figure 4-i0 contains a time history of

landing-point-designator look angles. Seven redesignations of the land-

ing site were manually conmlanded by displacing the rotational hand con-
troller out of detent in the desired direction. The effect of these

control inputs on the landing point is indicated graphically and on the

site map in figure 4-11. The total effect was to redefine the automatic

target point 718 feet to the right and 361 feet downrange of the initial

target. During final descent, the lunar module traveled approximately

1500 feet downrange, or about h00 feet less than the automatic target

which existed after the seven manual redesignations.

The landing phase was performed manually, as expected, with an entry

into the final-descent computer program (P66) at approximately 368 feet

in altitude and at a descent rate of minus 8.8 ft/sec. The Commander

reported that a check of the cross-pointers was made during this period

and that zero velocity readings on the downrange and crossrange indica-

tors was obtained on both the high- and low-sensitivity scales. The hor-

izontal velocity measured by the primary guidance system is compared with
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Figure 4-7. - Concluded. 
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NASA-S-70-562 

(a) Training photograph. 

(b) Actual photograph. (c) Artist's drawing. 

Figure 4-9. Apollo 12 landing site. 
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altitude in figure 4-12, which i'n&icates the descent was essentially ver-

tic_l from the 50-foot altitude and that the horizontal velocity displayed

was less than 1 ft/sec at times. The display is serviced by the computer

every 0.25-second in 0.55-ft/sec steps. If the Commander's observation

was made with an actual velocity of less than 1 ft/sec, it is possible

that a near-zero reading could have existed. There are no data indica-

tions of abnormal hardware or software performance associated with the

cross-pointers, and the pointers operated properly during ascent.

NASA-S-70-566
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Figure 4-12.- Altitude and velociLy calculated onboard during the final descent phase.
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Figure 6-i contains a sequence of out-the-window photographs showing

the effect of dust on visibility during the final phases. Section 4.3

contains a discussion and presentation of the actual landing site coordi-

nates, and section 8.7 summarizes the descent propulsion system perform-

ance and operational margins.

4,2.3 Landing Dynamics

Figure 4-13 contains a time history of attitude rates near lunar

touchdown, which occurred with first footpad contact at 110:32:36. The

vehicle came to a stable rest within 1.5 seconds of this time. The de-

scent engine stop button was activated approximately 1.3 seconds prior

to first pad contact, and the engine thrust was consequently in a tran-

sient decay at the time surface contact occurred. The vertical velocity

at the time the engine stop button was activated was approximately 0.4 ft/

sec downward and increased to about 3.2 to 3.5 ft/sec before first footpad

contact. At the time of contact, the forward velocity was approximately

1.7 ft/sec, with a lateral velocity to the crew's left of about 0.4 ft/

sec. The final resting attitude, as viewed by the crew, was 3 degrees up

in pitch and a 3.8-degree roll left, which indicates a surface slope of

about 4 or 5 degrees downward to the left and rear of the crew. Pitch

and roll attitudes at contact were approximately 3 degrees down and

1.4 degrees left, respectively. The primary spacecraft motion during

landing was a pitching motion from the 3-degree pitch-down attitude to

the final 3-degree pitch-up attitude, with a maximum pitch rate during

this period of 19.5 deg/sec. This pitching motion was accompanied by a

slight left roll and right yaw motion, with maximum rates on these axes

of 7.8 and 4.2 degrees per second, respectively.

Digital computer simulations of the touchdown indicate that all pri-

mary strut strokes were less than 2.5 inches and secondary strut strokes

were less than 4.5 inches. Maximum vertical and lateral accelerations

during touchdown were less than i and 0.2 g, respectively. The coeffi-

cient of friction between the footpad and the lunar surface was approxi-

mately 0.4. The landing was very stable from a tipover standpoint, since

the maximum angle between the spacecraft vertical axis and the local grav-

ity vector did not exceed 4 degrees. The conclusions from the computer

simulations of the landing dynamics are substantiated by crew comments

and photographs of the landing gear and local surface.
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4.3 LANDING SITE COORDINATES

Once the most valid reference map is chosen for a given landing site,

the target coordinates and landing ellipse are given to trajectory ana-

lysts for preflight determination of spacecraft performance requirements

and generation of reference trajectories. Prior to generation of the

reference trajectories, the landing coordinates are converted into the

inertial reference frame of the onboard guidance system through a

reference-system transformation. The onboard targeting is therefore

somewhat modified from the original coordinate reference to maintain

consistency with onboard software. During the flight as tracking and

navigation data become available, targeting coordinates may be further

modified to account for known deficiencies in the lunar potential model

and other constants. The location of the landing site relative to the

lunar module, once it is separated from the command module, is computed

in real time during lunar orbit, and the final targeting values are trans-

mitted to the lunar module computer on the landing pass. The landing site

position is biased from the preflight values to correct for errors in the

location of both the landing site and the lunar module, based on lunar

orbit navigation data. Therefore, it is not meaningful to compare stored

landing coordinates with the actual site location because of the various

transformations and targeting biases which have necessarily taken place.

The entire real-time navigation and guidance operation, including ground-

based computations and updates, proved the capability to perform a preci-

sion landing at a designated location.

Insofar as the landing site was concerned on Apollo ii, the only

objective was to achieve a safe landing anywhere in the vicinity of the

preselected landing area. For Apollo 12, however, considerable attention

was devoted to achieving touchdown in close proximity to the targeted

landing point. This preselected point was established coincident with

the Surveyor III location, as shown in figure 4-14 and referenced to the

Surveyor III Site Map (first edition, January 1968). Normal navigation

uncertainties and guidance dispersions were expected to displace the

actual automatic landing location sufficiently away from the Surveyor

and the crater containing it that no landing hazard was presented the

crew. In addition, if the descent path were exactly nominal, the crew

could apply manual site redesignation in ample time to land outside the

Surveyor crater. Actually, as discussed in the previous section, the

unperturbed (automatic) descent trajectory was very close to nominal

(170 feet south and 380 feet west of Surveyor), and the crew elected to

over-fly the crater to the right side, eventually touching down very near

its far rim. The final landing location, which was 535 feet from the

Surveyor, was influenced by the preflight consideration that the landing

occur outside a 500-foot radius of the target to minimize contamination

of the Surveyor vehicle by descent engine exhaust and any attendant dust
excitation.
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The location of the actual touchdown point was first determined in

real time from crew comments regarding surface features in the proximity

of the vehicle. This determination was then confirmed from a variety of

sources, including rendezvous radar data, ground tracking, onboard guid-

ance parameters, and sextant sightings from lunar orbit. None of these

sources, taken separately, are precise enough to establish within a few

feet the location of the landing site with respect to known features.

The primary sources of information for locating the landing site

during postflight analysis were the onboard sequence camera photographs

(figs. 4-9 and 6-1) and triangulation from surface photography (for ex-

ample, fig. 3-24). During preflight training, the crew used a series

of craters, which approximated the shape of a "snowman" (fig. 4-9_, to

aid in their recognition of Surveyor crater during descent. The parts

of this figure show first, the image used in prefli_:ht training exercis-

es; second, the actual "snowman," as photographed during descent; and

third, an artist's sketch to aid in locating the "snowman" from the actua_

photograph.

These information sources produced the actual landing site coordi-

nates, as referenced to the Surveyor III Site Map (first edition, January

1968), of 3 degrees ll minutes 51 seconds south latitude and 23 degrees

23 minutes 7.5 seconds west longitude. Other postflight data sources,

including the best estimated trajectory and the reduced navigation data

from the onboard guidance system, in general confirm this final landing
location.

It should be noted that the stated coordinates are not valid for

other reference maps because of variations in the grid coordinates from

one map to another. That is, on larger scale maps in which the "snowman"

and, in particular, Surveyor crater are visible, use of the reported land-

ing site coordinates will not place the touchdown location in the same

position relative to landing site features.
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5.0 TRAJECTORY

The trajectory profile for this mission was similar to that for

Apollo 3_1, except for the inclusion of a non-free-return translunar pro-

file and the deorbiting of the ascent stage after rendezvous. In addi-

tion, Apollo 12 had as an objective the demonstration of techniques for

a precision lunar landing.

The analysis of the trajectory from lift-off to spacecraft/S-IVB

separation was based on launch vehicle onboard data, as reported in ref-

erence 5, and from Network tracking data. After separation, the actual

trajectory information was determined from the best estimated trajectory

generated from tracking and telemetry data.

The earth and moon models used for the trajectory analysis are geo-

metrically described as follows: (1) the geodetic earth model is a

Fischer ellipsoid and the earth potential model is a fourth-order expan-

sion which expresses the oblateness and other effects; and (2) the lunar

potential model, new for this mission, describes the non-spherical poten-

tial field of the moon. This model, termed L1, is essentially the R2

model used previously but with an extra term added to permit improved

determination and prediction of latitude and orbital period. The new L1

potential function is defined in a published revision to reference 6.

Table 5-I is a listing of major flight events, and table 5-II defines the

trajectory and maneuver parameters.

TABLE 5-1.- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Range zero - 16:22:00 G.m.t., Nov. 14, 1969

Lift-off

S-IC outboard engine cutoff

S-IC/S-II separation

S-If engine ignition (command)

Launch escape tower jettison

S-II engine cutoff

S-IVB engine ignition (command)

S-IVB engine cutoff

Trsnslunar injection maneuver

S-IVB/command and service module separation

Translunar docking

O0:00:00.7

00:02:41.7

00:02:42.4

00:02:44.2

00:03:21.6

O0:09:12.4

00:09:15.6

O0 :ii :33.9

02:47:23

03:18:05

03:26:53
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TABLE5-1.- SEQUENCEOFEVENTS- Concluded

Spacecraft ejection

S-IVB separation maneuver
First midcourse correction

Lunar orbit insertion

Lunar orbit circularization

Undocking

First separation maneuver
Descent orbit insertion

Powereddescent initiation

Lunar landing
First extravehicular egress

First extravehicular ingress

First lunar orbit plane change

Secondextravehicular egress
Secondextravehicular ingress
Lunar li ft-off

Coelliptic sequence initiation

Constant differential height maneuver

Terminal phase initiation

Lunar orbit docking

Ascent stage jettison

Secondseparation maneuver

Ascent stage deorbit maneuver

Ascent stage impact

Secondlunar orbit plane change

Transearth injection maneuver
Secondmidcourse correction

Third midcourse correction

Commandmodule/service module separation

Entry interface

Landing

04:13:01

04:26:41

30:52:44

83:25:23
87:48:48

107:54:02

108:24:37

109:23:40

ii0:20:38
i_10:32:36

115:i0:35
119:06:38

119:47:13

131:32:45

135:22:00
142:03:48

143:01:51

144:00:03

144:36:26

145:36:20

147:59:32

148:04:31

149:28:15

149:55:16

159:04:46

172:27:17
188:27:16
241:22:00

244:07:20

244:22:19

244:36:25
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TABLE 5-11.- DEFINITION OF TRAJECTORY AND ORBITAL PARAMETERS

Tra_ ector_ Parameters

Geodetic latitude

Selenographic latitude

Longitude

Aft itude

Space-fixed velocity

Space-fixed flight-path angle

Space-fixed heading angle

Apogee

Perigee

Apocynthion

Pericynthion

Period

Inclination

Longitude of the ascending
node

Definition

Spacecraft position measured north or south from

the earth's equator to the local vertical vector,

deg

Spacecraft position measured nort%l or south from

the true lunar equatorial plane to the local ver-

tics/ vector, deg

Spacecraft position measured east or west from the

body's prime meridian to the local vertical vec-

tor, deg

Perpendicular distance from the reference body to

the point of orbit intersect, ft or miles; alti-

tude above the lunar surface is referenced to the

altitude of the landing site with respect to mean
lunar radius

Magnitude of the inertial velocity vector refer-

enced to the body-centered, inertial reference

coordinate system, ft/sec

Flight-path angle measured positive upward from

the body-centered, local horizontal plane to the

inertial velocity vector, deg

Angle of the projection of the inertial velocity

vector onto the local body-centered, horizontal

plane, measured positive eastward from north, deg

Maximum altitude above the oblate earth model, miles

Minimum altitude above the oblate earth model, miles

Maximum altitude above the moon model, referenced

to landing site altitude, miles

Minimum altitude above the moon model, referenced

to landing site altitude, miles

Time required for spacecraft to complete 360 de-

grees of orbit rotation, min

Acute angle formed at the intersection of the orbit

plane and the reference body's equatorial plane,

deg

Longitude where the orbit plane crosses the ref-

erence body's equatorial plane from below, deg
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For the first time, the S-IVB was targeted for a high-peri cynthion

free-return translunar profile, with the first major spacecraft maneuver

intended to lower the resulting pericynthion altitude to approximately

60 miles. Upon execution of this maneuver, described in figure 5-1, the

spacecraft was then intentionally placed on a non-free-return trajectory.

NASA-S-70-569

H igh-pericynthion | |

60 mi les
trajectory

Figure 5-1.- Hybrid non-free-return trajectory profile.

A free return profile, as used here, is a translunar trajectory that will

achieve satisfactory earth entry within the reaction-control velocity

correction capability. The major advantage of the new profile, termed

a "hybrid" non-free-return trajectory, is the greater mission planning

flexibility. This profile permitted a daylight launch to the planned

landing site and a greater performance margin for the service propulsion

system. Some of this margin was used to permit the two lunar orbit plane

changes discussed later. The hybrid profile is constrained so that a

safe return using the descent propulsion system can be made following a

failure to enter lunar orbit. The trajectory parameters for the trans-

lunar injection and all spacecraft maneuvers are presented in table 5-III.

Following translunar injection, the pericynthion altitude of

470.7 miles was close to the real-time expected value. Because a state-

vector error in the S-IVB guidance system was known to exist prior to

translunar injection, the planned free-return conditions could not be

achieved without an update of the guidance system. However, instead of

performing an update, the projected pericynthion altitude was determined

in view of the known error. Then, a new velocity change requirement for

the midcourse correction to enter the desired non-free-return profile was

determined. The actual velocity change of 61.8 ft/sec (table 5-IV) was

about 0.1 ft/sec less than the real-time planned value and was applied at

the second option point. No further translunar midcourse corrections were

U
L L
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TABLE 5-111. - TRA..fEC':Xmy PARAME'3RS 

Event angle ~ 
of N 

Trar.slur.ar Phase 

6-IVB second ignition Earth 2:47:22.7 

S-IVB second cutoff Earth 2 :53:03.9 15.83N 154.98". 192.1 35 :"27 8.2! 63.69 
Trans1tmar injection Earth 15.e3N IS4.98i;' 192.1 .27 8.2~ 63.69 
CoCll'tland and service module /S-IVB Z-,,---.-t,h 3:18;04.9 28.82N 79.57W 3820.0 24 861 45.09 100.18 
se:r;aration 

Jacking Earth 3:26:53.3 26.60N 22 534 49.89 105.29 
Space craft /S-IVB separation (ejection; Earth 18.50N 16 4:"1 60.93 114.52 
First ltidcourse correction 

Ignition Earth 120.60 
Ct:.toff Earth 120.05 

Lu."1ar Orbit Phase 

-8.44 
-0.63 

cir;:;ularizat::.on 
151.673 :"71 -0.66 
150. S5E 33l .30 

86.96E 329 -0.03 26'( .25 

59.2 350 -0.18 305.17 
59.2 5 350 -0.20 305.15 

6.64N 60.5 
6.29N 61.5 

6.768 8.C 5 566 -0.02 305.14 

3.04S 

14.0:5 5 331, -0.07 269.27 

seq:.zence initiation 
5.16. 310 0.06 23:".:"3 
4.65' 355 0.02 234 .29 

Temins.1 phase initiation l4.57~ 0.05 257.93 
Docking l L.53S 46.98E 357 -0.04 284.29 

Command and service moc.u:ejascent 1.40N 43.31+W 347 C.15 304.19 
stage sepa.ration 

Ascent stage deOl"b! t 
Ignition 62.86E 5 362 -0.12 
C:ttoff 58.62E 5 177 -0.27 

Ascent stage impact 3·948 

Plane change 
6.656 58.? -0.20 2ql. 32 
6.828 58.9 -0.20 245.82 

Transearth injection 
8.74N 63.3 -0.21 
7.T7N 64.6 2.69 

'l'ranseanh Coast Phase 

Se cO:1d midcours e correction 
Ignition Earth 13T.80E 
Cutoff' Earth 131.18E 

Ttl! rd midcourse correction 
Ear.:h 96.00 
Earth 96.01 

Command module/service woe.ule 
separation Earth 244:01;20.1 O.32N 111.25E 29 029 -36.45 105.92 
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required. The maneuver to provide initial separation between the space-

craft and the S-IVB was accomplished for the first time on a lunar flight

using the auxiliary propulsion system of the S-IVB. However, the final

separation maneuver, performed as on previous lunar flights through S-IVB

propulsive venting, did not place the S-IVB in a solar orbit, as planned,

and the resulting orbit was a high-apogee ellipse (see section 13).

The navigation data obtained during lunar orbit in preparation for

descent was consistent with that of Apollo lO and ll, but the projected

landing-site latitude targeting was in greater error than that used for

Apollo ll. Table 5-V shows that this error was of the same order as

TABLE 5-V.- LATITUDE TARGETING SUMMARY

Desired

Actual

Error

Lending site latitude on the landing revolution, deg

Apollo i0 Apollo ii Apollo 12

' J
0.691 north

0.354 north

0.337 south

0.691 north

O. 769 north

0.078 north

3.037 south

2. 751 south

0.286 north

that experienced in Apollo i0 (0.286 versus 0.337 degree). Although not

large, this error was compensated for in the final powered descent tar-

geting. The 0.286 degree latitude error resulted from three primary

sources. The first was the translunar navigation and lunar orbit inser-

tion maneuver execution errors which contributed 0.039 degree. The sec-

ond was due to an error in the landing site location which was discovered

through command module optical tracking. The landing site was found to

be 0.047 degree south of the prelaunch estimate. The third and largest

was due to an error in the lunar potential model which failed to account

properly for the lunar orbit motion. This source contributed 0.20 de-

gree. A revised landing site location was also transmitted to the

lunar module guidance computer soon after powered descent initiation

(section 4.2.2) to correct for a 4200-foot downrange error which had

been observed from ground tracking data. The more westerly landing site,

as compared to Apollo ll, permitted sufficient time for acquisition and

processing of later trajectory information Just before descent so that

these last-minute updates in the state vector and landing site location

could be made, a procedure which is largely responsible for the precision

with which the landing was performed. As in Apollo i0 and ii, the de-

ficiencies in orbit prediction which are inherent in both the R2 and

ILl ILl Ll L" L 1: K. E K EL,' Ii li LL L L L
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the new LI potential models were accounted for through biasing of the

targeting for lunar orbit insertion and circularization. The additional

term which differentiates the L1 from the R2 potential function greatly

improves the prediction accuracy of orbital period, a capability which

permits return to a one-pass fit technique, as used in Apollo 8 and i0

(ref. 7 and 8). This change provides greater operational flexibility in

ground tracking during lunar orbit coast and in the target updates prior

to landing. Also, as in Apollo ii, the orbit was deliberately made non-

circular to account for expected perturbations in lunar gravity, such

that the orbit would be more nearly circular during the rendezvous.

The descent, ascent, and rendezvous profiles were similar to those

for Apollo Ii, except that the landing point was changed. The descent

operation is described in detail in section 4.2. Tracking data prior to

u_docking showed the ground track to be about 5 miles north of the in-

tended landing site as a result of orbit-plane prediction uncertainties.

A correction was combined with the powered descent maneuver to remove

this discrepancy. The landing, as shown in figure 4-11, occurred within

535 feet of the Surveyor, at 3 degrees ii minutes 51 seconds south lati-

tude and 23 degrees 23 minutes 7.5 seconds west longitude (section 4.3),

as referenced to the Surveyor ili Site Map (Ist ed., Jan. 1968).

Two plane changes were performed by the command and service module.

The first was accomplished prior to lunar module ascent to accomodate

normal movement of the lunar module out of the initial lunar-orbit plane

resulting from the moon's rotation during the extended lunar stay. In

the thirty-sixth lunar orbit revolution, the second plane change maneuver

was conducted to permit photography of the landing areas and approach

paths for future candidate landing sites. Both service propulsion maneu-

vers were nominal, with resultant errors less than I ft/sec. A summary

of the lunar orbit maneuvers is shown in table 5-VI.

Lunar module ascent was nominal, except for a I. 2-second overburn

caused by a late positioning of the engine-arm switch which inhibited the

automatic cutoff signal. The relatively large residuals were subsequently

hulled by the crew, and the rendezvous sequence which followed was nearly

nominal (table 5-VII). Onboard solutions agreed closely with those com-

puted in the command module and by the ground (table 5-VII).

The ascent stage was deorbited after jettison for a planned lunar-

surface impact. A planned 200-ft/sec velocity change was provided by

burning the remaining propellants through the reaction control system.

The spacecraft impacted approximately 40 miles east-southeast of the

Apollo landing site (fig. 5-2), as compared with an intended distance of

5 miles, primarily because of a 2-second overburn (5 ft/sec).
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Figure 5-2.- Preliminary landing and impact locations. \-' 
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After transearth injection (table 5-Vlll) and two subsequent mid-

course corrections, the second at 3 hours prior to entry, entry was per-

formed as planned. Entry parameters are listed in table 5-IX. The

landing was within 2 miles of the intended location and occurred at

15 degrees 46.6 minutes south latitude and 165 degrees 9 minutes west

longitude, as determined from the recovery ship.

Following separation from the command module, the service module re-

action control system was fired to depletion. Based on stable service-

module attitudes during this firing, sufficient velocity change'capability

existed in the reaction-control-system to cause the service module to skip

out into a high-apogee orbit. There was no radar or aircraft coverage

planned for the service-module jettison and separation sequences. How-

ever, if the service module had skipped out as expected, it would prob-

ably have been visible to tracking stations which were alerted as to its

expected position. No radar acquisition was made and no visual sightings

by the crew or recovery personnel were reported. Therefore, as in previ-

ous missions, it is believed that the service module became unstable dur-

ing the depletion firing and did not execute the velocity change required

to skip out. Instead, the service module probably entered the atmosphere

and impacted before detection.
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TABLE 5-1X.- ENTRY TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS

Entry interface (400 000 feet altitude)

Time, hr :rain:sec ..................

Geodetic latitude, deg south ............

Longitude, deg east .................

Altitude, miles ...................

Space-fixed velocity, ft/sec ............

Space-fixed flight-path angle, deg .........

Space-fixed heading angle, deg east of north ....

244:22:19.1

13.80

•173.52

65.8

36 116

-6.48

98.16
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6.0 LUNAR DUST

Lunar dust was evident during Apollo 12 in two respects, but in a

manner which differed significantly from that observed during Apollo ll.

First, the crew experienced total obscuration of visibility Just prior

to touchdown, and second, because of increased exposure, more dust ad-

hered to surface equipment and contaminated the atmosphere of both space-

craft.

6.1 DUST EFFECTS ON LANDING VISIBILITY

During the final phase of lunar module descent, the interaction of

the descent engine exhaust plume with the lunar surface resulted in the

top layer of the lunar soil being eroded away. The material particles

were picked up by the gas stream and transported as a dust cloud for long

distances at high speeds. Crew visibility of the surface and surface fea-

tures was obscured by the dust cloud.

6.1.1 Mechanism of Erosion

The type of erosion observed in the Apollo ll and 12 landings is

usually referred to as viscous erosion, which has been likened to the

action of the wind blowing over sand dunes. The shearing force of the

gas stream at the interface of the gas and lunar soil picks up the weakly

cohesive particles, injects them into the stream, and accelerates the par-

ticles to high velocities. The altitude at which this erosion is first

apparent and the transport rate are dependent upon the surface loading

caused by the engine exhaust plume and upon the mechanical properties of

the local lunar soil. This dependence is expressed in terms of several

characteristic parameters, such as engine chamber pressure, exit Mach

number, material density, particulate size, and cohesion. Reference h

develops the fundamental theory for predicting erosion rates during ]and-

ing and compares the analytical predictions with experimental data. A

list of suitable references on this subject are contained in volume II
of reference h.

6.1.2 Visibility Degradation During Apollo 12

Data on the degradation of visibility during landing are derived from

crew observations and photographs. The photographic record is obtained

from film (fig. 6-1) exposed by a 16-mm sequence camera, which is mounted
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NASA-S-70-571 

17 seconds from la nd ing (altitude - 23 feet) 10 seconds from la nding (alt itude - 11 feet) 

Altitudes shown are those indicated by the onboard computer. 

Figure 6-1. - Se lected sequence photographs during la nd in g. 
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in the right-hand lunar module window. On Apollo 12 this camera was oper-

ated at 12 frames/sec. Additional photographic data on erosion are ob-

tained from 70-ram still photographs taken in the vicinity of the lunar

module during extravehicular activity. Finally, an accurate reconstruc-

tion of the trajectory from tracking and telemetry data is necessary to

correlate position and time with the varying visibility conditions ob-

served by the crew and recorded on the photographs. There is no assur-

ance that the sequence film records the same impressions as stated by the

crew for the following reasons:

a. The camera has a relatively narrow field of view compared to the
Crewman

b. The camera line-of-sight is more depressed toward the vertical

than the crewman's normal line-of-sight; hence, the two data sources nor-

mally view different scenes

c. The range of optical response for the film is less than that of

the crewman's eye

d. The environment under which the crewman made his observations is

considerably different from that in which the film is viewed after the

flight.

The first time that dust is detected from the photographic observa-

tions occurs 52 seconds before touchdown. This time corresponds to an

altitude of about 100 feet. There is no commentary in the voice tran-

scription relative to dust at this point, but postflight debriefings

indicate the crew noticed the movement of dust particles on the surface

from a relatively higher altitude. At 180 feet altitude the Lunar Module

Pilot made the comment that they could expect to get some dust before

long. However, the initial effect of the dust, as first observed in the

film or by the crew, indicates that there was no degradation in visibility

prior to about 100 feet in altitude. However, the crew stated that dust

was first observed at an altitude of about 175 feet (section 9.0). Dust

continued to appear in the sequence camera photographs for the next l0 or

12 seconds as the lunar module descended to about 60 to 70 feet in alti-

tude. Visibility is seen to have degraded, but not markedly. Beyond this

point, the film shows the dust becoming more dense. Although surface fea-

tures are still visible through the dust, impairment of visibility is

beginning. Degradation of visibility continues until the surface is com-

pletely obscured and conditions are blind. The point at which this total

obscuration occurs is somewhat subjective. At 25 seconds before touchdown,

the dust cloud is quite dense, although observations of the film show some

visibility of the surface. From the pilot's point of view, however, visi-

bility is seen to be essentially zero at this time, which corresponds to

an altitude of about h0 feet. Therefore, the pilot's assessment that total

U L: L: L{ L .L L,' U U L[ U /L L L &
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obscuration occurred at an altitude of about 50 feet is confirmed. The

Commander considered visibility to be so completely obscured at this point

that he depended entirely on his instruments for landing cues.

6.1.3 Comparison to Apollo ii and Results of Analysis

Compared to the Apollo ll landing, the degradation in visibility as

a result of dust erosion was much more severe during Apollo 12. During

Apollo ll, the crew likened the dust to a ground fog; that is, it reduced

the visibility, but never completely obscured surface features. On

Apollo 12 the landing was essentially blind for approximately the last

h0 feet. In order to better understand the reasons for these differences,

a detailed analysis was initiated of the factors which affect erosion and

visibility. The results of that analysis, although not completed, are
summarized here.

First, it was important to establish whether the surface material

characteristics were different at the Apollo ll and Apollo 12 landing

sites. The various data sources provide no firm basis for a belief that

a significant difference exists between the lunar material characteristics

at the two sites. On the other hand, the following evidence indicates

that the surface material behavior was essentially the same at the two

sites :

a. The height at which erosion first occurred was essentially the

same on the two missions. The Apollo ll sequence camera photographs

indicate the first signs of dust at about 120 feet altitude about 65 sec-

onds before landing.

b. Photographs taken during the extravehicular activity in the gen-

eral area of the lunar module revealed that the soil disturbances caused

by the descent engine exhaust produced about the same effects on the two
missions.

c. Photographs of the crewmen's bootprints indicate that the soil

behaved about the same at the two sites. Although there were local var-

iations in bootprint penetrations, such variations were observed at both

sites.

d. Analysis of the returned core tube samples indicates that the

lunar soil had about the same density and the same particle size distri-

bution at both sites.

Since the soil characteristics were apparently the same at the two

sites, the analysis was concentrated on the aspects of the two flights

that were different, that is, the descent profile over the last 200 feet

of altitude and the sun elevation level at landing. Results of these

L L
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analyses indicate that both of these effects contributed to the poor visi-

bility conditions on Apollo 12. The thrust level on Apollo 12 was some-

what higher over most of the final descent and was significantly higher

(about 20 percent) at about 30 feet altitude at 15 to 20 seconds before

landing. This greater thrust caused a higher surface loading and there-

fore produced greater erosion rates. More significant, however, was the

effect of the lower sun angle (5.1 degrees on Apollo 12 compared to

10.8 degrees on Apollo ll). For given dust cloud density the combined

effects of light attenuation, veiling luminance, and a diffuse illumina-

tion on the surface are much more serious at the lower sun angle and can

be shown analytically to produce the effects observed on Apollo 12. Anal-

ysis is continuing on a parametric variation of the factors which affect

erosion and visibility. However, all these analyses are based upon cer-

tain assumptions about the optical scattering properties of the lunar dust

and upon an idealized lunar model. Thus, these limitations make it impos-

sible to conclusively prove that the effects noted can indeed be attrib-

uted to the sum elevation angle. Undeterminable differences in critical

soil properties, such as cohesion, could have produced the same effects.

6.1.h Instrument Landing Procedures

Preliminary studies show the impracticality of various means for

reducing the dust effects on visibility, largely because of the weight

and performance limitations of the spacecraft. The lunar module was

designed with the capability to be flown entirely on instruments during

the landing phase. The two accomplished lunar landings have provided

the confidence that an instrument landing is within the capability of

the spacecraft systems. Therefore, on Apollo 13, onboard software will

be modified to permit reentry into an automatic descent program after

manual modes have been exercised. This change will allow selection or

redesignation of a suitable landing site, followed by automatic nulling

of horizontal rates and automatic vertical descent from the resulting

hover condition, which would occur at an altitude above appreciable dust

e ffe ct s.

6.2 CONTAMINATION OF THE SPACECRAFT ATMOSPHERE

The amount of lunar dust encountered by the Apollo 12 crew appeared

to be appreciably greater than in Apollo ll. This condition manifested

itself by contaminating the atmospheres in both spacecraft and depositing

dust over much of the lunar surface equipment and onboard systems. The

cohesive properties of lunar dust in a vacuum, augmented by electrostatic

properties, tend to make it adhere to anything it contacts. These prop-

erties diminish in the presence of the gas of an atmosphere. Upon attain-

ing zero gravity, some of the lunar dust floats up in the cabin atmosphere
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and becomeswidely dispersed. This process tends to be contlnuous, and
renders present atmosphere filtration techniques in adequate. The pres-
ence of the lunar dust in the cabin of either spacecraft does not detri-

mentally affect the operation of onboard systems, but the dust could pre-
sent a hazard to crew health, and at least it constitutes a nuisance.

The potential health hazards are eye and lung contamination when the dust

floats in zero g, In an effort to minimize this nuisance on fUture flights,

various dust removal techniques were evaluated for cleaning the spacesuits

and equipment on the lunar surface prior to ingressing the lunar .module.
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7.0 COMMANDANDSERVICEMODULEPERFORMANCE

Performance of commandand service module systems is discussed in
this section. The sequential, pyrotechnic, earth landing, and emergency
detection systems operated as intended and are not discussed further.
Discrepancies and anomalies in commandand service module systems are
generally mentioned in this section but are discussed in greater detail
in the anomaly summarysection lb.1.

7.1 STRUCTURALANDMECHANICALSYSTEMS

At earth lift-off, measuredwinds, both at the surface and in the
region of maximumdynamic pressure, indicate that structural loads were
well below the established limits. The predicted and calculated space-
craft loads at lift-off, in the region of maximumdynamic pressure, at
the end of first stage boost, and during staging were similar to or less
than for Apollo ll. Commandmodule accelerometer data prior to S-IC
center-engine cutoff indicate a sustained 5-hertz longitudinal oscilla-
tion of 0.2g amplitude, which is similar to that measuredduring Apollo h.
The vibration reported by the crew during the S-II boost phase had a mea-
sured amplitude of less than 0.05g at a frequency of 15 hertz. However,
the amplitudes of both oscillations were within acceptable spacecraft
structural design limits. All structural loads during S-IVB boost, trans-
lunar injection, both docking operations, all service propulsion maneuvers,
and entry were also well within design limits.

As with all other mechanical systems, the docking system performed
as required for both the translunar and lunar orbit docking events and
sustained contact conditions consistent with those during Apollo 9, 10,
and ll.

The temperatures of all passively controlled elements remained with-
in acceptable limits. Howeverduring transearth flight, a temperature
transducer, located on the service propulsion system fuel storage tank,
exhibited a temperature increase approximately twice the rate observed
on previous missions. This anomaly is discussed further in section 7.5.
Five thermal transducers on the service module failed as a result of a
potential electrical discharge at 36.5 seconds after lift-off. These
measurementswere not critical to crew safety, and the loss did not con-
stitute a problem. This anomaly is also discussed in sections 7.5 and
lh.l.3.

The lunar module crew reported seeing a piece of strap-like material
in the vicinity of the service module/adapter interface Just prior to dock-
ing (discussed in section 14.1.8). The crew also reported streaks on the
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commandmodule windows after translunar injection, as discussed in sec-
tion 14.1.11. In addition, an oxygen hose retention bracket becameun-
bonded from its support bracket at earth landing (as discussed in sec-
tion 14.1.14), and a piece of lanyard for the forward heat shield was
missing during postflight inspection (as discussed in section 14.1.16).

7.2 ELECTRICALPOWER

7.2.1 Power Distribution

The electrical power distribution and sequential systems performed
satisfactorily throughout the flight. At 36.5 seconds into the flight,
the spacecraft was subjected to a potential discharge between space ve-
hicle and ground. A voltage transient, induced on the battery relay bus
by the static discharge, tripped the silicon controlled rectifiers in
the fuel cell overload sensors and disconnected the fuel cells from the
bus. As a result, the total main bus load of 75 ampereswas being sup-
plied by entry batteries A and B. The main bus voltage dropped momen-
tarily to 18 or 19 volts but recovered to 23 or 2h volts within a few
milliseconds. The low voltage on the main dc buses caused the under-
voltage warning lights to illuminate, the signal conditioning equipment
to drop out, and the input to the inverter to decrease momentarily. The
momentarylow-voltage to the inverters resulted in a low output ac volt-
age, which tripped the ac undervoltage sensor and caused the ac bus 1
fail light to illuminate. The transient that tripped the fuel cell over-
load circuitry also tripped the inverter overload circuitry, thereby
causing the ac overload lights to illuminate. See section 14.1.3 for a
more complete discussion of the potential electrical discharge events.

The crew checked the ac and dc buses on the selectable meter and as-
certained that the electrical power system was still functional. At
00:02:22, fuel cell power was restored to the buses, and bus voltage re-
mained normal for the remainder of the flight. During earth-orbital in-
sertion checks, a circuit breaker was found in an open position and is
discussed further in section 14.1.4.

7.2.2 Fuel Cells

The fuel cells were activated 64 hours prior to launch, conditioned
for 6-1/2 hours, and then placed on open-circuit inline heater operation
until cryogenic loading was completed. After loading, fuel cell 2 was
placed on the line and supplied a current of about 20 amperesas part of
the prelaunch cryogenics managementplan. All three fuel cells were
placed on the bus 3-1/2 hours prior to launch. Differences in initial
load sharing between fuel cells were as great as 9 amperesbecause of
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prelaunch cryogenic managementrequirements. The load sharing gradually
stabilized to a maximumdeviation of 2 or 3 amperesearly in the flight.

During the mission, the fuel cells supplied approximately 501 kW-h
of energy at an average current of 23.2 amperesper fuel cell and an
average bus voltage of 29.h volts.

All fuel cell thermal parameters remained within normal operating
limits and agreed with predicted flight values. However, the condenser
exit temperature on fuel cell 2 fluctuated periodically every 3 to 8 min-
utes throughout the flight. This disturbance was similar to that observed
on all other flights and is discussed in more detail in reference 8.
The periodic disturbance has been shownto have no effect on fuel cell
performance.

The regulated hydrogen pressure of fuel cell 3 appeared to decrease
slowly by about 2 psi during the mission. The apparent cause of the de-
cay was a drift in the output of the pressure transducer (as discussed
in section lh.l.17) that resulted from hydrogen leaking into the evacu-
ated reference cavity of the transducer.

7.2.3 Batteries

At 36.5 seconds, whenthe fuel cells disconnected from the bus, en-
try batteries A and B assumedthe total spacecraft load. Entry battery C
is intentionally isolated during the flight until entry to maximize crew
safety. This step increase in current from approximately h amperesto
h0 amperes on each of the batteries (A and B) resulted in a low-voltage

transient. However, within approximately 13h milliseconds of the fuel

cell disconnection, the logic bus voltage data showed the battery bus

voltage had increased to 25.2 V dc. The battery bus voltage had in-

creased to 26 V dc at the time the fuel cells were placed back on the

main buses.

Entry batteries A and B were both charged once at the launch site

and six times during flight with nominal charging performance. Load

sharing and voltage delivery were satisfactory during each of the service

propulsion firings. The batteries were essentially fully charged at en-

try and performance was nominal.

7.3 COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

The communications system satisfactorily supported the mission ex-

cept for the following described conditions. Uplink and downlink signal
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strengths were, on a number of occasions, below expected levels for nor-

mal high-gain antenna performance, which is discussed further in sec-

tion 14.i.6. VHF voice communications between the command module and

the lunar module were unacceptable during the ascent, rendezvous, and

docking portions of the mission. Section 14.i.19 contains a detailed

discussion of this problem. The S-band communications system provided

excellent quality voice throughout the mission, as did the VHF/AM system

during the earth-orbital and recovery portions of the mission. The space-

craft omnidirectional antenna system was used for communications during

most of translunar and transearth coast. During operation on these an-

tennas, the maximum level of received carrier power agreed with predic-

tions.

Two ground-plane radials associated with VHF recovery antenna 2 did

not deploy properly. However, VHF voice communications with recovery

forces were not affected, and further details concerning this problem are

presented in section 14.1.12.

7.4 CRYOGENIC STORAGE

During cryogenic loading approximately 51 hours before the scheduled

launch, the performance of hydrogen tank 2 was unacceptable in that the

tank filled much slower than normal and had a high boiioff rate during

the stabilization period. A visual inspection of the tank revealed a

thick layer of frost on the tank exterior, indicating loss of the vacuum

in the insulating annulus. The tank was replaced with a tank from the

Apollo 13 spacecraft, and cryogenic loading was satisfactorily completed.

A detailed discussion of the hydrogen tank malfunction is provided in

section 14.1.2.

Cryogenics were satisfactorily supplied to the fuel cells and to

the environmental control system throughout the mission. At launch,

635 pounds of oxygen and 53.8 pounds of hydrogen were available, and at

command module/service module separation, 150 pounds of oxygen and 9.6

pounds of hydrogen remained. The predicted oxygen and hydrogen quantities

remaining at command module/service module separation were 155 pounds and

8.2 pounds, respectively. The rate of oxygen depletion was higher than

the expected values by approximately 0.i pound per hour. A detailed dis-

cussion of this problem is provided in section 14.i.7. Hydrogen consump-

tion was normal during the flight.
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7.5 INSTRUMENTATION

As a result of the potential electrical discharge at 36.5 seconds

after lift-off, five temperature measurements and four pressure/temperature

measurements failed. These measurements were all located in the same gen-

eral plane of the service module. Analysis of the temperature sensor

failures indicates the most probable cause to be an electrical overstress

of a diode or resistor in a measurement zone box. Failure of the pressure/

temperature measurements apparently was caused by an electrical overstress

of the semiconductor strain gages, located on the pressure-sensing dia-

phragm, or of the bridge voltage-regulating Zener diode. A detailed dis-

cussion of this anomaly is presented in section 14.1.3.

The central timing equipment and the signal conditioning equipment

also were temporarily affected by the potential discharges at 36.5 and

52 seconds. The time reference in the central timing equipment jumped

ahead at 36.5 seconds and was erratic until 52.h9 seconds, when it reset

to zero. The central timing equipment performed satisfactorily there-

after. The signal conditioning equipment was turned off by its under-

voltage sensor at 36.5 seconds, when the bus voltage dropped below 22.9

V dc. The signal conditioning equipment returned to operation at 97 sec-

onds, when the bus voltage had recovered to normal levels.

During the flight, several other problems were noted. During the

first 30 hours, the reaction control quad D helium manifold pressure

drifted high by approximately 14 psi. At 160:07:00, the measurement drop-

ped to a reading of 30 psi low. The problem involves two independent
failures and is discussed in section 14.1.17.

The temperature sensor for the service propulsion fuel storage tank

failed during preflight testing at the launch site, and the sensor/sig-

nal conditioner system was replaced. The response of this temperature

measurement during the flight was greater than anticipated. While the

original sensor was located under the tank insulation, a postflight in-

vestigation has established that the replacement sensor was located on

an uninsulated portion of the tank. At this location, the high tempera-

ture-response rate would be expected.

During most of the mission, the suit pressure transducer indicated

0.h to 0.5 psi lower than cabin pressure and, at one time, indicated as

low as 0.1 psia. This anomaly is discussed in section lh.l.17.

The carbon dioxide sensor did not function during the mission. This

type of sensor has a history of erratic operation, and previous testing
has shown it to be sensitive to moisture contamination.
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The primary water/glycol pump outlet pressure was indicating from

3.5 to 4.5 psi higher than normal prior to launch and throughout the

flight. A similar calibration shift has occurred previously and has typ-

ically resulted from inadvertent system overpressurization. A detailed

review of data derived since the last transducer calibration by the con-

tractor revealed only one minor overpressurization, which had no apparent

effect on the transducer. However, such an occurrence is still considered

the most probably cause of the discrepancy.

The potable water quantity transducer operated erratically prior to

launch and during the flight. Although similar anomalous operation occur-

red during Apollo 8 as a result of moisture contamination, testing after

Apollo 12 revealed a film contamination on the extreme surfaces of the

resistance wafer. Section 14.1.17 has additional discussion of this

malfuncti on.

The regulated hydrogen pressure for fuel cell 3 gradually decayed

during the flight. Fuel cell performance was satisfactory, and the pres-

sure decrease was attributed to failure of the pressure transducer. The

probable failure mode is a hydrogen leak around the transducer diaphragm

into the vacuum reference chamber, thus decreasing the normal differen-

tial pressure across the diaphragm. Similar transducer failures have

occurred during fuel cell ground tests.

7.6 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL

Command module guidance, navigation, and control system performance

was satisfactory throughout the mission. Because of the static dis-

charges experienced during earth ascent and described in detail in sec-

tion 14.1.3, the normal ascent monitoring functions were not performed.

As a result of one of these discharges, the inertial reference was lost

and the inertial platform was subsequently powered down; therefore, it

became necessary to perform both an orientation determination (computer

program P51) and a platform alignment (P52) in earth orbit. In addition,

an extra platform alignment on the second night pass was conducted to

detect any detrimental effects of the static discharge on inertial com-

ponent performance. As shown in table 7.6-I, the gyro performance deter-

mined from these and all subsequent alignments during the mission was

excellent.

System monitoring of translunar injection and control during trans-

position and docking were normal, although the entry-monitor-system ve-

locity counter did not reflect the velocity changes expected by the crew

during transposition. The apparent discrepancies were caused by an accept-
able accelerometer bias of 0.023 ft/sec 2. This bias remained essentially

constant throughout the mission and is shown in table 7.6-II, which con-

tains entry monitor system parameters for each service propulsion system

man euve r.
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Table 7.6-111 contains a summary of selected guidance and control

parameters for executed maneuvers. All maneuvers were nominal, although

the crew reported a "dutch roll" sensation during the second plane change

maneuver in lunar orbit. Figure 7.6-1 contains a time history of selected

control parameters for a portion of that maneuver and a similar set of

parameters for a like portion of the transearth injection maneuver. The

spacecraft response during both maneuvers is comparable to that noted on

previous missions and within the range of responses expected under ran-

domly initiated fuel slosh.

All attitude control functions throughout the mission were normal,

with passive thermal control again proving to be an excellent method for

conserving propellant during translunar and transearth coast. Two pairs

of reaction control engines fired for an abnormally long time during the

initial sleep period in lunar orbit. The docked spacecraft were in atti-

tude hold with a 10-degree deadband to provide thermal control. Because

of gravity-gradient torques, the digital autopilot was expected to main-

tain attitudes near one edge of the deadband using minimum-impulse fir-

ings of 14 milliseconds duration. However, the data show that one pair

of engines (pitch) fired for 440 milliseconds and another pair (yaw) fired

for 755 milliseconds, with all four engines commanded on simultaneously.

A detailed analysis indicates the most likely cause of these long firings

was a transient in an electronic coupling display unit. Because of the

orientation of the inertial platform to the spacecraft, a transient of

0.38 degree about the platform Y gimbal axis would cause attitude errors

of minus 0.23 degree and minus 0.30 degree about the pitch and yaw body

axes, respectively. The calculated firings times required to correct

for these attitude errors and their associated rates agree well with the

observed firing times. Ground tests have demonstrated that in the coup-

ling display unit, transients are caused by the charging and discharging

of capacitors associated with certain transistorized switch circuits.

The transients are especially noticeable when certain switches are ener-

gized after a long period of inactivity especially when several switch

circuits experience such a state change simultaneously. Analysis of these

transients and the related thruster firing combinations will continue,

with results to be presented in a supplemental report (appendix E).

The Command Module Pilot reported that the coelliptic sequence ini-

tiation solution in the command module computer did not converge to match

those from the ground and the lunar module until a large number of VHF

ranging and optical marks had been taken. Analysis indicates that the

initial VHF ranging input was incorrect and degraded the onboard state

vector. The source of the incorrect VHF input is not known; however,

there is a discrepancy in the computer interface logic which can cause

the range to be read out incorrectly. Under certain low-probability con-

ditions, one or more of the synchronizing pulses, with which the computer

shifts the digital range word out of the VHF, can be split and recognized

as two pulses. The magnitude of the resulting range error is dependent

U U ]U 1/ U U L L/ U U U U li U L L IJ
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on the significance of the affected bit. The computer program protects

against an erroneous input by inhibiting automatic state vector updates

larger than a preset threshold (2000 feet or 2 feet per second). If an

update is larger than this threshold, it is displayed to the crew for

manual acceptance or rejection. Updates are normally rejected if pro-

visionally displayed except at the beginning of a sequence of marks when

the state vector can be expected to be degraded, as was the case for the

first VHF mark.

VHF and optics marks following this initial input resulted in con-

sistently large corrections until after ten optics and fourteen VHF up-

dates had been incorporated. Thereafter, state vector updates became

smaller, and the second attempt to obtain a solution indicated close

agreement with the two independent solutions. No further difficulty was

encountered throughout the rendezvous sequence, although the loss of the

tracking light after coelliptic sequence initiation precluded the taking

of optics marks during darkness.

Midcourse navigation using star horizon measurements was performed

during translunar and transearth coast as in previous lunar missions.

The transearth measurements, however, were taken in an attempt to estab-

lish the effect on visual observations of sun incidence at various angles

to the line of sight. Preliminary indications are that the desired data

were obtained.

A number of orbit navigation exercises using landmark tracking tech-

niques were conducted in lunar orbit. No difficulties were experienced.

Entry was performed under automatic control as planned. Spacecraft

response was normal and similar to that seen on previous missions. Earth

landing occurred approximately i.i miles from the target.

The preflight and inflight performance history of the inertial com-

ponents is summarized in table 7.6-IV. As shown, the deviations in those

error sources measurable in flight indicate excellent component perform-

ance. Because of the loss of platform reference during launch (discussed

in section 14.1.3), no ascent velocity comparisons with the S-IVB platform

could be made.

The computer performed as intended throughout the mission. A number

of alarms occurred, but each is explainable by either a procedural error

or by the two static discharges.

Approximately 1-1/2 hours before launch, the crew noted an all-"8's"

indication on the main display and keyboard assembly. As experienced in

several ground tests, contamination in certain relays can cause this dis-

crepant indication. Section 14.1.1 contains a more detailed discussion

of this problem.
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The sextant and the scanning telescope performed normally with the

exception of a random shaft axis movement noted when the system was

operated in the zero-optics mode. See section 14.1.9 for details.

The stabilization and control system performed properly throughout

the mission. Several gyro displa_ coupler drift checks were obtained

during transearth high-gain antenna tests. The relatively large drift

values evident in the first test, as indicated _n the following table,

were caused by the large yaw angle to which the system was align,ed, since

degradation in drift as yaw angle increases is normal for this type of
mechanization.

Time

193:58

214:43

216:33

218:16

Body-mounted

attitude gyro

package

2

i

i

2

Measured drift rate, deg/hr

Roll Pitch Yaw

24.0 15.1 5.5

4.5 4.4 3.6

3.2 3.7 3.4

1.8 4.1 4.8

7.7 REACTION CONTROL

7.7.1 Service Module

The usable propellant loaded was 1341 pounds, of which 961 pounds,

approximately 275 pounds more than predicted, were consumed. Propellant

utilization was near that predicted through spacecraft/S-IVB separation.

After separation and through the beginning of the first passive thermal

control period, all digital autopilot maneuvering was performed using a

0.5 deg/sec maneuver rate, instead of the 0.2 deg/sec rate used for pro-

pellant usage predictions. Therefore, about 90 pounds more propellant

were used during this period than expected. Propellant usage from this

time to rendezvous was near predictions. Again, during lunar orbit pho-

tography, more propellant was used than was predicted. Quad package tem-

peratures were satisfactorily maintained between 119 ° and 145 ° F, except

after periods of high engine activity where a maximum temperature of

170 ° F was noted. System pressures were also maintained within regulated

limits, indicating proper component performance.

The backup onboard and telemetry instrumentation for propellant gag-

ing on all quads was lost at 36.5 seconds after lift-off (discussed in

section 14.1.3). The quad D helium manifold pressure transducer also mal-

functioned during the mission. Unreal and erratic readings from 194 to
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148 psia were experienced throughout the mission. However, the quad D
fuel and oxidizer pressure transducers provided adequate data to insure
that the system was operating normally.

The crew reported that one helium and one propellant isolation valve
inadvertently went to the closed position at the time of pyrotechnic sepa-
ration of the commandand service modules from the S-IVB. Inadvertent
valve closures were also noted at separation during Apollo 9 and ll. The
valves were reopened in accordance with a standard procedure and operated
properly thereafter.

7.7.2 Command Module

System pressures and temperatures from launch to activation were

stable. Helium taruk temperatures varied between 5h° and 75 ° F through-

out the mission. System activation and checkout were normal. The helium

source pressures stabilized at 35h0 psia after activation, and the regu-

lated pressures stabilized at 292 psia. Propellant consumption from sys-

tem I, which was used during entry, was 35 pounds and all parameters were
normal.

During postflight decontamination procedures, the system 1 oxidizer

isolation valve would stay in the open but not the closed position. The

valve, however, did reposition to the open and closed positions properly
when commanded. Section 14.1.13 contains a detailed discussion of this

problem. During postflight testing, the two wires to the automatic coil

of the fuel valve of the minus roll engine (no. 4) in system 2 were found

to be severed. Because the break shows no salt-water corrosion, which

would be expected if the severing occurred before spacecraft retrieval,

it is concluded the wires were inadvertently broken during postflight

handling. Therefore, the wire failure could not have affected flight

performance, had system 2 been required for entry.

7.8 SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM

Service propulsion system performance was satisfactory during each

of the six maneuvers, as indicated by steady-state pressure and gaging-

system data and the actual velocity gained. The system had a total fir-

ing time of approximately 547 seconds. The ignition times and firing

durations are contained in table 7.6-III. The longest engine firing was

the 352.2-second lunar orbit insertion maneuver. The third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth service propulsion maneuvers were preceded by a plus-X

reaction control translation to effect propellant settling, and all fir-

ings were conducted under automatic control.
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Engine transient performance during all starts and shutdownswas
satisfactory. During the initial firing, minor oscillations in the mea-
sured chamberpressure were observed beginning approximate]_v 1.8 seconds
after ignition. The magnitude of the oscillations was less than 30 psi

peak-to-peak, and by approximately 2.1 seconds after ignition, the cham-

ber pressure data were indicating normal steady-state operation. Similar

oscillations observed during the first firing for Apollo ii were attributed

to a small amount of helium which was probably trapped in the heat ex-

changer after completion of bleed procedures during propellant loading.

The propellant utilization and gaging system operated satisfactorily

throughout the mission. During Apollo 9, i0, and ii, the engine mixture

ratio was less than expected, based on engine ground test data. Although

the cause of the observed negative mixture ratio shifts have not been

completely determined, the predicted flight mixture ratio for this mission

was biased, based on previous flight experience, to account more closely

for the expected flight mixture ratio. This biased prediction involved

conducting the entire mission with the propellant utilization valve in

the increase position to achieve a final propellant unbalance close to

zero. Soon after ignition for the first firing, the crew moved this

valve to the increase position, where it remained throughout the entire

flight. The final propellant unbalance was approximately 50 pounds of

oxidizer greater than the optimum quantity distribution.

7.9 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The environmental control sytem performed satisfactorily and provided

a comfortable environment for the crew and adequate thermal control of the

spacecraft equipment. The only anomalies noted were associated with in-

strumentation (see section 7.5) and clogging of both urine filters.

7.9.1 Oxygen Distribution

The oxygen distribution system operated normally and maintained cabin

pressure at 5.0 to 5.1 psia. The overall environmental control oxygen

usage rate was approximately 0.45 ib/hr, which is higher than on previous

missions but is still within acceptable limits. This higher consumption

is attributed to the increased purging requirements of the redesigned

urine receptacle assembly and to excessive cabin leakage, which required

a waiver prior to launch. However, the total indicated cryogenic oxygen

usage was greater than the sum of the calculated fuel cell and environ-

mental control usage by about 27 pounds. This discrepancy is discussed

in section 14.1.7.
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'7.9.2 Thermal Control

The primary water/glycol coolant system provided adequate tempera-
ture control throughout the mission. Nearly all heat rejection was ac-
complished by the space radiators, with the primary evaporator activated
only during launch, earth orbit, and entry. The secondary coolant system
was operated only during redundant componentchecks and for approximately

80 minutes of evaporation before and during entry.

At about 190 hours during transearth coast, the cabin temperature
decreased below the crew comfort level. The crew, following ground in-
structions, switched the glycol temperature control valve from automatic
to manual operation and positioned the valve to increase the evaporator
outlet temperature to approximately 55° F. A similar temperature in-
crease was reflected at the suit heat exchanger and water separator, re-
sulting in gas leaving the unit saturated to a higher water vapor level.
This increased moisture content probably accounts for most of the associ-
ated condensation noted by the crew on hatches, windows, and panels.

During a special test of the high-gain antenna, the service propul-
sion engine was pointed toward the sun, the attitude for maximumradiator
heat rejection. During this test at 193:48:00, the primary radiator
heater turned on at an indicated radiator outlet temperature of minus
7° F, approximately 7° F higher than expected. This increase mayhave
resulted from a shift in the operating band of the heater electronic con-
trol or from a difference in the glycol temperatures sensed by the heater
control sensor, in the service module, and by the sensor in the command
module. Inadequate flow turbulence immediately downstreamof the combined
radiator outlets with unequal temperatures could result in this situation.
A minor control-circuit shift has no effect on system performance, while
a complete failure would require switching to a redundant heater opera-
tion with separate sensors and controls. Because of difficulties in pro-
viding the necessary low radiator temperatures, preflight checkout tests
do not demonstrate performance on an end-to-end basis. Consequently,
somedifferences can be expected between flight data and temperatures de-
termined from preflight bench checks of the controllers.

7.9.3 Water Management

An inline hydrogen separator was installed in the water system for

the first time and successfully removed the hydrogen from the water.

Some gas bubbles, probably oxygen, were noted in the hot water but were

not considered objectionable. Improved gas separator cartridges also

were installed on both the water gun and the food preparation unit during

portions of the flight. After the cartridges were removed, little dif-

ference was noted in water quality.
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After each actuation of the hot-water dispenser on the food prep-
aration unit, the metered water flow did not shut off completely. This
problem is discussed in section 14.i.15.

7.9.4 Waste Management

The waste managementsystem included a redesigned urine receptacle
assembly, which the crew reported was convenient to use, although care
was required to prevent urine splashback. In order to avoid perturba-
tions to passive thermal control attitudes during rest periods, the
Gemini-type urine collection devices were used to store urine during
these periods, rather than using the dumpsystem. During transearth
coast, the prime and backup urine filters clogged, and the urine over-
board dumpsystem was operated without a filter for the final day. This
anomaly is described in section 14.i.i0.

7.10 CREWSTATION

7.10.1 Displays and Controls

The displays and controls in general satisfactorily supported the
flight, except for the following discrepancies. The tuning fork display
for the panel 2 mission clock was visibly intermittent during the pre-
launch and launch phases and continuously throughout the remainder of
the flight. The tuning fork display indicates that the mission clock
has switched from the timing signal in the central timing equipment to
an internal timing source. Section 14.1.18 contains further discussion
of this malfunction. The glass faceplate of the sameclock contained
two cracks. This condition has occurred on clocks in several other
spacecraft and is caused by stresses induced in the glass when it is
bonded to the metal faceplate. Newmission clocks, mechanically and
electrically interchangeable with present clocks, are being developed
for Apollo 14 and subsequent spacecraft.

7.10.2 CrewProvisions

The crew recommendedthat the present two-piece inflight coverall
garments be retained, instead of being replaced with the a one-piece item
as planned. The primary advantage of the two-piece item is the capability
of wearing either the Jacket or trouser, or both, as required for individ-
ual comfort. In addition, the crew recommendedan additional set of in-
flight coverall garments be stowed for personal comfort and hygiene, since
the original set can becomevery dirty late in the mission.

U [ L L
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The metal window shades were difficult to fit and secure, with win-
dows 1 and 5 reported to be the most difficult. The shades for windows

i, 2, 4, and 5 are installed into the window frame by slipping one end

under two finger clips and rotating the swivel latches over the shade rim

to secure it in place. To allow proper engagement in flight, the crew

pried the finger clips with the adjustable wrench to increase the clear-

ance for shade insertion and adjusted the length to the swivel latches.

During ground and altitude chamber test checks, the crew had properly fit

the window shades with little effort. A modification, now being imple-

mented for Apollo 13, deletes the finger clips and provides spring-loaded

latches in a three-point engagement.

7. ii CONSUMABLES

The command and service module consumables usage during the Apollo 12

mission were well within the red line limits and, in all cases except one,

differed no more than 5 percent from the predicted limits.

7.11.1 Service Propulsion Propellant

Service propulsion propellant usage was within 1 percent of the pre-

flight estimate for the mission. The propellant unbalance was less than

50 pounds after the final firing and is the lowest unbalance experienced

during any Apollo mission. In the following table, the loadings were

calculated from gaging system readings and measured densities at lift-off.

Conditions

Lo ade d

Consumed

Remaining at command

module/service module

separat ion

Actual usage, ib

Fuel

15 728

Oxi di zer

25 O89

Tot al

40 817

37 080

3 737

Preflight

planned

us age, ib

40 817

36 675

4 142

7.11.2 Reaction Control Propellant

Service module.- Consumption of service module reaction control pro-

pellant was about 28 percent greater than predicted. The increased usage

resulted partly from operating at a 0.5-deg/sec maneuver rate with the

digital autopilot early in the mission, instead of the usual 0.2 deg/sec

rate. The remainder of the greater than predicted consumption was used
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for unplanned landmark tracking activities during lunar orbit. Despite
this increased consumption, the quantity of propellant remaining alws_ys
remained well above the red line limit. The usages listed in the follow-
ing table were calculated from telemetered helium-tank-pressure data and
were based on the relationship of the pressure, volume, and temperature.

Condition

Loaded
QuadA
QuadB
QuadC
QuadD
Total

Consumed

Remaining at command
module/service module
separation

Propellant, ib

Fuel

ill
ii0
!i0
ii0
h41

318

123

Oxidizer

225
225
224
225
899

637

263

Total

1341

955
386

Preflight
planned

propellant, lb

1340

680

66O

Command module.- The actual usage of command module reaction control

propellant agreed with predicted usage to within 17 percent. The calcu-

lated quantities listed in the following table are based on pressure,

volume, and temperature relationships, and an average mixture ratio of

i.85.

Condition

Loaded (usable)

System i

System 2

Tot al

Consumed

System i

System 2

Remaining at main parachute

deployment

System i

System 2

Tot al

Actual quantities, ib

Fu_l Oxidizer

40.6

40.6

81.2

12

0

28.6

40.6

69.2

Total

63.6

63.6

127.2 208.4

23

0

35

0

69.2

104.2

173.4

40.6

63.6

104.2

Pre flight

planned

quantities, ib

208.6

40

0

I1 I_. I_ 1_ 1; _ L il i-,' li. li Ii i_ H li; k L L
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7.11.3 Cryogenics

The oxygen and hydrogen usages were within 8 percent of those pre-

dicted. Usages listed in the following table are based on quantity data
transmitted by telemetry.

Condition

Available at lift-off

Tank i

Tank 2

Tot al

Consumed

Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Hydrogen, ib

Actual

26.5

27.3

53.8

21.7

22.5

44.2

Planned

53.2

45.0

Oxygen, ib

Actual

319.0

316.0

635.0

Remaining at command module/

service module separation
Tank 1

Tank 2

Tot al

4.8

4.8

9.6 8.2

248.0

237 .o

485 .o

71.o

79.0

15o.o

Planned

600.0

445.O

155 .o
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7.11.4 Water

Predictions concerning water consumption in the command and service

modules are not made because the water system has an initial charge of

potable water at lift-off and more than ample water for environmental

control and crew consumption is generated by fuel-cell reaction. The

water quantities loaded, consumed, produced, and expelled during the

mission are shown in the following table.

Condition Quantity, ib

Loaded

Potable water tank

Waste water tank

Produced inflight

Fuel cells

Lithium hydroxide, metabolic

Dumped overboard (including urine) a

Evaporated up to command module/

service module separation

Remaining at command module/service

module separation

Potable water tank

Waste water tank

20.6

27.9

390.2

45.5

398

8.6

36.4

4!.9

aThis parameter can only be estimated from flight data.
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8.0 LUNARMODULEPERFORMANCE

Performance of the lunar module systems is discussed in this section.
The thermal control system performed as intended and is not discussed
further, and this section included a discussion of the performance of
the extravehicular mobility unit. Discrepancies and anomalies in lunar
module systems are generally mentioned in this section but are discussed
in greater detail in the anomaly summary,sections 14.2 and 14.3, the late
latter comprising government furnished equipment.

8.1 STRUCTURALANDMECHANICALSYSTEMS

The structural analysis was based on guidance and control data, cabin
pressure measurements, commandmodule acceleration data, photographs, and
crew comments.

Based on measuredcommandmodule accelerations and on simulations
using actual launch wind data, lunar module loads were within structural
limits during earth launch and translunar injection. Loads during both
dockings and the three docked service propulsion maneuverswere also with-
in structural limits.

The sequence films from the onboard camerashowedno evidence of
structural oscillations during lunar touchdown, and crew commentsagree
with this assessment. Flight data from the guidance and propulsion sys-
tems were used in performing engineering simulations of the touchdown
phase (section 4.2). As in Apollo ll, the simulations and photographs
indicate that landing gear stroking was minimal and that external loads
were well within design values.

During his initial egress, the Commander'slife support package tore
a portion of the thermal shielding on the forward hatch. While this tear
did not compromisethe thermal integrity of the spacecraft, the possibil-
ity of contact on future missions could represent a hazard to suit pres-
sure integrity. This anomaly is discussed further in section 14.2.6.

The deployment ring for the external equipment storage compartment
failed to operate properly, and the Commanderwas required to deploy the
compartment door by pulling on the lanyard attached to the ring. This
discrepancy is discussed in section 14.2.5.
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8.2 ELECTRICALPOWER

Electrical power system performance was satisfactory throughout the
mission. The descent batteries supplied 1023 ampere-hours of power from
a nominal total capacity of 1600 ampere-hours, and at final docking, the
ascent batteries had delivered 230 ampere-hours from a nominal total
capacity of 592 ampere-hours. All power switchovers were accomplished
as required, and parallel operation of the descent and ascent batteries
was within acceptable limits. The bus voltage during powered-up opera-
tions was maintained above 28.6 V dc. The maximumelectrical load,
77 amperes, was momentarily observed during the powered descent maneuver.
The total battery energy usage throughout lunar module flight followed
preflight predictions to within 1 percent.

8.3 COMMUNICATIONSEQUIPMENT

Performance of the communications systems was satisfactory. However,
the crew reported that VHFvoice communications between the two spacecraft
were unacceptable during the ascent, rendezvous, and docking portions of
the mission. Section 14.1.19 includes a detailed discussion of this prob-
lem.

During the first extravehicular period, the S-band erectable antenna
was operationally deployed for the first time in the Apollo program. Fol-
lowing ingress, the antenna was used for S-band communication until approx-
imately 30 minutes prior to ascent. This antenna provided the predicted
gain increase and enabled use of the low power S-band modeduring the
lunar sleep period.

During the entire extravehicular activity, the lunar module relay
modeprovided good voice and telemetry data transmission. However, a
tone, accompaniedby randomimpulse noise, was present intermittently
for approximately 2 hours during the first extravehicular excursion. The
tone, but without the noise, was present for approximately 12 seconds dur-
ing the second extravehicular operation. Postflight tests revealed the
left microphone amplifier in the Commander'scommunications carrier had
been intermittent. The amplifier failure has not been correlated to the
audible tone, but a randomnoise, similar to that heard during extrave-
hicular activity, was detected whenever the microphone was intermittent.
Becausethe communications carrier has redundant microphones and ampli-
fiers, no loss of communicationswas associated with the amplifier fail-
ure. See section 14.1.19 for further discussion of this problem. As ex-
perienced on Apollo ll, an intermittent uplink voice echo was noted during
extravehicular activity. The echo was of a lower level than experienced
on Apollo ll, and communications were considered to have been satisfactory.
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Reception from the color television camerawas nominal until the
cameravidicon tube was damagedby either a direct or reflected image
of the sun after approximately 40 minutes of operation during the first
extravehicular period. See section 14.3.1 for a more detailed discussion.

8.4 RADAR

Landing radar performance during powered descent wasnormal. Acqui-
sition of range and velocity occurred at 41 438 and 40 i00 feet, respec-
tively. Twobrief dropouts occurred at low altitude during the hovering
phase. The first dropout appeared at approximately 234 feet slant range
and the second at 44 feet slant range. Analysis revealed the spacecraft
was undergoing a translation to the right at these times, and dropouts
are expected under these conditions because of a zero Doppler effect in
either beam1 or 2. Three abnormally high data points appeared Just prior
to touchdown. At altitudes below 50 feet, the range and velocity trackers
are operating on highly attenuated signals resulting from the high dis-
crimination of the receiver audio amplifiers to the low frequency signals
at these trajectory conditions. Since the trackers are approaching signal
dropout, the velocity trackers are particularly vulnerable to locking up
on moving dust and debris generated by exhaust plume impirgement on the
lunar surface. Also, under these conditions, the range tracker is vulner-
able to locking up at higher frequencies because of terrain features ap-
pearing in the range-beamside lobes.

Rendezvousradar performance was normal in all respects. Just prior
to docking, a loss of a radar "data good" indication occurred at a range
of 150 feet, and was earlier than expected. No further rendezvous radar
data were required, so the crew openedthe associated circuit breakers.
No anomalies are indicated from the data, and the loss of the "data good"
indication was caused by a brief drop in signal strength as a result of
rapid attitude changes.

8.5 INSTRUMENTATION

Performance of the instrumentation system was satisfactory. The
only unexplained master alarm occurred Just prior to ascent engine igni-
tion. Any of the non-latching caution and warning inputs could have been
subjected to a momentaryout-of-tolerance condition sufficient to cause
a master alarm without being detected by the crew or the ground. Sec-
tions 14.2.3 and 14.2.7 contain discussions of a carbon-dioxide sensor
malfunction and an early indication from the fuel-quantity low-level sen-
sor respectively.
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8.6 GUIDANCEANDCONTROL

Guidance and control system performance was satisfactory through-
out the mission. This section describes overall system operation and
highlights the ascent and rendezvous portions of flight. A discussion
of guidance and control system performance during powered descent and
landing is contained in section 4.2.

Becauseof the lightning encountered during launch, the primary
guidance computer was powered up and verified ahead of schedule early
in translunar coast. An erasable memorydumpwas performed which indi-
cated that no adverse effects had been experienced. The power-up sequ-
ence in lunar orbit prior to undocking was normal and proceeded with no
difficulty. The inertial measurementunit was aligned as in previous mis-
sions by transferring commandmodule platform gimbal angles across the
structural interface between the two spacecraft and by taking into account
the relative orientation of the two vehicles and the roll-axis misalign-
ment observed on the docking ring scale. For the first time in Apollo,
a drift check was then performed utilizing a new technique which compared
the rotation vectors measuredby each platform during successive attitude
maneuversand used the vector differences to calculate any misalignment.
A gyro drift measurementwas also obtained from an optical alignment per-
formed after undocking. Table 8.6-I contains the results of inflight
and lunar surface alignments performed during the mission. Table 8.6-II
contains a guidance systems alignment comparison.

The crew reported observing small attitude display changes at times
whenswitching the flight-director-attitude-indicator drive source between
primary and abort guidance system attitude references. The changes occur-
red both immediately and at later times following alignments. The observed
changes are a normal characteristic for this type of mechanization and re-
sult from a combination of errors from the following sources.

Source

Platform/gimbal angle sequence
transformation assembly interface

Gimbal angle sequencetransforma-
tion assembly static accuracy

Abort guidance system signal accu-
racy

Specification error, deg

Roll Yaw

±0.3 ±0.3

±0.75 ±i.i

±0.5 ±0.5

Pitch

±0.3

±1.75

±0.5
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TABLE 8.6-11.- GUIDANCE SYSTEMS ALIGNMENT COMPARISON

Time of alignment

Primary minus abort system

Alignment error (degrees)

X Y Z

Before powered descent

106 :ii :48

106:48:26

108 :38 :57

108 :39:09

ii0:16 :54

iii :33 :34

139 :36 :ii

139:50:27

141 :31 :53

-0.011

-0. 020

-0.025

-o .0o5

0.013

0.001

0

-0.0!h

Lunar surface

0.004

-0.o13

-0.o13

-0.002

-0.024

0

0.035

-o.oo5

-o. oo8

W

-o. oo9

0.017

-0.010

0.001

0

-0.001

o .oo_

After docking

147:22:48 -0.047 0.005 0.009

*Data not available.

E L U K K U U U U H U k L L
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The digital autopilo't was used almost exclusively for attitude con-
trol during the mission, and performance was normal throughout. Space-
craft response during descent, ascent, and reaction control system maneu-
vers was as expected. Although the crew reported an unexpected amount of
reaction control system activity during descent, data indicate normal duty
cycles (see section 4.2). The crew concern appears to have resulted from
a software discrepancy in preflight lunar module simulations.

System operation after lunar touchdown was nominal and proceded ac-
cording to schedule. The landing coordinates, as obtained from lunar
surface alignments and rendezvous radar data, are discussed in section 4.3
and are shownin figure h-ll.

The ascent trajectory was very close to nominal. A procedural error
involving late actuation of the engine-arm switch resulted in a 32.5-ft/
sec overburn, which was immediately trimmed with the reaction control
system. The effect of accelerometer bias errors in the primary guidance
system is indicated in table 8.6-III, which is a comparison of insertion
conditions as measuredonboard and by the ground.

TABLE8.6-111.- LUNARORBITINSERTIONCONDITIONS

Source

Primary guidance

Abort guidance

Network tracking

Altitude,
feet

62 677

61 504

62 380

Vert i cal
velocity,

ft/s ec

41.6

38.6
41.4

Horizontal
veloci ty,
ft/sec

%53O

5536

5537

aFour ft/sec of the difference between primary and
abort guidance systems is due to a bias error in the
primary guidance Z pulse integrating pendulous acceler-
ometer.

The ascent and rendezvous profiles were very similar to those for
Apollo ii, with the exception that the abort guidance system was planned
to be used independently of the primary system. This change was accommo-

dated by independently maintaining the abort guidance system state vector
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during rendezvous while manual"inputting of radar data. The ascent prep-
aration sequencewas nominal and closely followed the flight plan. Fig-
ure 8.6-1 is a time history of attitude rates at lift-off. Becauseno
data dropouts occurred, as in Apollo l_l, an attitude-rate analysis of this
phase was possible for the first time. The transients were well within
the controllability limit and indicated reasonable agreementwith pre-
flight simulations.

Primary guidance solutions were used exclusively during rendezvous.
See table 5-VII for a comparison of the various available solutfons. The
crew reported an excessive workload was involved in maintaining the abort

guidance system independent of the primary system throughout rendezvous.

The only discrepancy reported during the rendezvous was procedural and

occurred when a radar update in range and range rate was loaded in an in-

correct sequence. The out-of-sequence updating severely degraded the

abort guidance system state vector and caused the maneuver solution to be

incorrect. Thereafter, the abort guidance system was externally targeted

using the primary guidance maneuver solution for maneuver backup purposes.

Inertial measurement unit operation was satisfactory throughout the

mission. Accelerometer bias had been extremely stable in the period from

power-up through landing, however, all accelerometers exhibited a step

change across the power-down and power-up sequences on the lunar surface,

as shown in table 8.6-IV. Although the measurements of total bias made on

the surface contain errors as a result of the uncertainties in magnitude

and direction of gravity, shifts in the measured values are detectable.

The step changes were minor and within system operating limits.

The guidance computer performed as expected throughout the descent

and ascent phases. No alarms were experienced during powered descent,

indicating that software improvements made as a result of the Apollo ii
master alarms were successful.

Alignment optical telescope performance was excellent. Because of

the more westerly location of the landing site and the sun and earth

positions with respect to the telescope lines of sight, more of the de-

tents were usable than on the previous mission.

The abort guidance system was used solely in a backup role throughout

the mission. The results of the inflight and lunar surface calibrations

and other inertial component performance measurements are shown in table

8.6-V and 8.6-VI and indicate excellent performance throughout.
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TABLE 8.6-IV.- INERTIAL COMPONENT PREFLIGHT HISTORY - LUNAR MODULE 
t-' 

(a) Accelerometers o 

X -

Y 

Error 

Scale factor error, 
ppm • 

Bias, em/sec
2 

Scale factor error, 
ppm . 

Bias, 

Sa.mple 
mean 

-649 

-0.39 

-681 

0.03 

Standard 
deviation 

18 

0.02 

72 

0.01 

Number 
of' 

samples 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Countdown 
value 

-640 

-0.37 

-727 

0.03 

,'light 
load 

-660 

-0.38 

-'(20 

0.02 

Power-up 
to 

106 :43 

-
-0.33 

-
0.01 

Update 
(106:43) 

-
-0.33 

-
--

Inflight performance 

Landing 
to 

power-dmm 

-0.40 

0.05 

-
Surface 

power-up 
to Ijft-of'f' 

-
-0.10 

-
0.20 

Update 
(143:45) 

-
-0.15 

-
0.20 

143:45 
to 

rendezvous 

-
-0.17 

-
0.18 

-885 

0.60 

42 

0.05 

4 

4 

-943 

0.63 

-890 

0.62 

-
0.68 

-
0.68 0.73 

-
0.34 

-
0.39 

-
0.42 

(b) Gyroscopes 

Error Sample 
mean 

Standard 
deviation 

Number 
of 

samples
f--------- --------------

X - Nllli bias drift, mERU • 

Acceleration drift, spin reference 

-1.0 0.3 5 

axis, ruERU/g 

Acceleration drift, input 

-1.3 1.4 4 

axis, mERU/g 10.6 6.5 4 

Y - Null bias drift, mERU • 

Acceleration drift" spin reference 

0.7 1.0 5 

axis, mERU/g .. 
Acceleration drift:t input 

4.1 1.4 4 

axis, mERU/g -16.0 6.8 4 

z Null bias drift, mERU . 

Acceleration drift, spin reference 

0.9 5 

axis, mERU/g 

Acceleration drift't input 

-0.3 4.2 4 

axis, mERU!g 10.8 4.8 4 

Cofuntdown Inflight 
value performance 

-1.3 0.1 0.6 

-0.4 -2.0 

14.0 7.0 

-0.2 0.8 0.8 

5.3 +4.0 

-23.3 -15.0 

3.3 3.0 1.3 

-2.6 -2.0 

12.0 13.0 
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TABLE 8.6-V.- ABORT GUIDANCE SYSTEM PREINSTALLATION CALIBRATION DATA

Accelerometer bi_

Accelerometer scale factor

Oy'ro scale factor

Oyro fixed drift

Gyro spin axis .we
unbalance

Sample

vg

474

138

-83

Sample

mean,

ppm

61o

3282

2930

Sample
man,

deg/hr

o.o14

-0. o96

-0.002

S_le

deg/hr

0.154

Standard

devi mti on,

_g

25.6

_7.5

10. T

Standard

deviation,

ppa

35

29

32

Standard

deviation,

ppm

10.8

8.1

I0.0

Standard

deviation,

des/hr

0.062

o.o5_

o.o_8

Stan&Lrd

deviation,

des/hr

0.1/7

Number

of

scruples

12

12

12

Number

of

samples

Number

of

samples

12

12

12

N_ber

of

saaples

12

12

12

Itmber

of

samples

12

Final cali-

bration value,

_g

482

L%9

-79

Final cali-

bration value,

ppm

13.4

-1589

-2265

Final cali-

bration value,

ppm

615

3294

2941

Final cali-

bration value,

deg/hr

0.06

-0.16

-0.07

Fine/ call-

bration value,

des/br

0.03

Flight load

value,

.g

451

119

-71

Flight load

vglue,

ppm

1282

-1637

-2314

Flight load

value,

ppm

615

3294

2941

Flight load

value,

deg/hr

0.06

-0.16

-o.oT

Flight load

v1&lue,

deg/hr

0.03
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TABLE 8.6-VI." ABORT GUIDANCE SYSTEM GYRO CALIBRATION DATA

Preinstallation calibration

Final earth prelaunch calibration

Inflight calibration

First lunar surface calibration

Third lunar surface calibration

X, Y, Z,

deg/hr deg/hr deg/hr

+0.06

-0.27

-0. o4

-0 .i9

-0.20

-0 .i6

-0.31

-0 .i9

-0.28

-0.31

-0.07

-0.06

0

+0 .ii

+0.05

8.7 REACTION CONTROL

Reaction control system performance was normal in all respects. On-

board measurement of propellant consumption through ascent stage jettison

was 315 pounds, compared with the predicted value of 305 pounds. Reaction

control system interconnect operation was satisfactory during the ascent

maneuver; however, the indicator for the system A main shutoff valve re-

mained in the valve-closed position after the valves had been initially

commanded open. This indicator operated normally when the valves were

recycled (section 8.11.1 has a more complete discussion).

The thrust-chamber pressure switch on the quad 4 side-firing engine

failed in the closed position for about 2 minutes during powered descent.

This switch, which also failed closed several times during ascent, was

slow in opening on all firings after undocking. However, engine perform-

ance was nominal at these times. This type of failure, noted on all pre-

vious manned lunar modules, is attributed to particulate contamination of

the switch. The only consequence of such a of failure is that a failed-

off engine cannot be detected from instrumentation sources.

8.8 DESCENT PROPULSION

Descent propulsion system operation, including engine starts and

throttle response, was normal.

U
I

L L L
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8.8.1 Inflight Performance

The descent propulsion system performed normally during the 29-second

descent orbit insertion maneuver. The powered descent firing lasted 717

seconds, and the system pressures and throttle settings are presented in

figure 8.8-1. The data curve has been smoothed and does not reflect the

numerous throttle changes made during the final descent. During powered

descent, the oxidizer interface pressure appeared to be oscillating as

much as 59 psi peak to peak. These oscillations were evident throughout

the firing but were most prominent at about 55- to 60-percent throttle.

NASA-S-70-574

246

L_ It j
242 L... Regulatoroutletpressure,

I

238

. 234

a. 2311

226

222

218
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100

_ 80

_
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o F
11@.20

Fuelinterfacepressure

.W

OxidizerinterfacepressureL-/"

• k_

F

I
!

I j

Chamberpressure .-_

........ Throttle *osition /

%__ _--,

\

110:22 110:.24 11@.26 110:.28

Time, hr:min

Figure8.8-1.- Descentpropulsionsystemperformance.

II_._ 110:.32
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Oscillations of this type were also observed during the Apollo ii descent.

After the Apollo ii flight, it was determined that the oscillations re-

sulted from the instrumentation configuration and were not inherent in

the system. Engine performance and operation were not affected in either

flight.

8.8.2 System Pressurization

The oxidizer tank ullage pressure decayed from 94 to 60 psia during

the period from lift-off to second activation of the system at about

90 hours. During that period, the fuel tank ullage pressure decreased

from 128 to 105 psia. These decays were within the expected range for

helium absorption into the propellants.

The measured pressure profile of the supercritical helium tank was

within acceptable limits. The pressure rise rates on the ground and in

flight were 8.0 and 6.1 psi/hr, respectively.

The procedure for venting the propellant tanks after landing was

changed from Apollo ii, during which a freeze-up of the line to the super-

critical helium tank occurred (reference 9). The supercritical helium

tank was isolated prior to the venting, which was then accomplished suc-

cessfully, and the helium tank was subsequently vented 21 minutes before

_cent stage lift-off. During the lunar stay period, the pressure rise

rate was 4.9 psi/hr.

8.8.3 Gaging System Performance

The descent propellant gages indicated expected quantities through-

out lunar module flight. The two fuel probe measurements agreed to within

approximately I percent throughout powered descent, and the difference

remained relatively constant. The oxidizer probe measurements diverged

with time until mid-way through the firing, although the difference was

only i percent. After that point, the difference remained constant. The

slight divergence was probably caused by oxidizer flowing from tank 2 to

tank I through the propellant balance line, as a result of an offset in

the vehicle center of gravity.

The low-level light came on at 110:31:59.6 (after 681.5 seconds of

firing time) and was apparently triggered by the fuel tank 2 point sensor,

which had the lowest reading. This light indicated that 5.6 percent fuel

quantity remained. This quantity is equivalent to approximately i13 sec-

onds of total firing time remaining to propellant depletion, based on the

sensor location. Postflight data for the gaging system probe, however,

U II 11 E L E L K E Ii E Ii R L L
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indicate that the propellant readings were oscillating from 1.5 to 2.0

percent peak-to-peak about the mean reading. This oscillation was indi-

cative of propellant slosh, which could cause a premature low-level indi-

cation. Based on the mean propellant reading of 6.7 percent quantity re-

maining, the sensor should have been activated approximately 25 seconds

later than indicated. Engine shutdown occurred 35.5 seconds after the

low-level signal, and the associated firing time remaining should have

been 77.5 seconds. However, the low-level indication was received early

and a firing time of 103 seconds to fuel tank 2 depletion actually re-

mained. Even with the apparent slosh-induced error, the difference be-

tween the continuous probe reading and the low-level light indication was

within the expected accuracy of the gaging system.

8.9 ASCENT PROPULSION

The ascent propulsion system performed satisfactorily during the

425-second ascent maneuver (engine on to engine off). Helium regulator

outlet pressure dropped from a level of 189 psia to the expected value

of approximately 185 psia at engine ignition. However, both measurements

for helium regulator outlet pressure showed oscillations throughout the

firing with respective maximum recorded amplitudes of 6 and 19 psi peak

to peak. Similar oscillations, with approximately the same amplitudes,

were observed from Apollo i0 data, as well as oscillations with smaller

amplitudes during ground testing. It was concluded from the evaluation

of Apollo i0 data that a portion of the oscillation magnitude was attrib-

utable to certain characteristics of the pressure transducers. No degra-

dation in system performance from these pressure oscillations has been

noted for either Apollo lO or 12.

Table 8.9-1 is a summary of actual and predicted performance param-

eters during the ascent-engine firing, which was approximately 6 seconds

shorter than expected, based on preflight performance estimates. The

shorter firing time ms_v be attributed to a combination of lower-than-

expected vehicle weight, higher-than-predicted engine performance, and

a greater-than-expected impulse from "fire-in-the-hole" effects. A more

detailed reconstruction of data will be presented in a supplemental re-

port (see appendix E).

During the coast period following ascent, the oxidizer system pres-

sure dropped in a manner and magnitude similar to that observed on Apollo ll.

This phenomenon is discussed in reference 9 and had no apparent effect on

spacecraft performance or crew safety.
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8.10 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The environmental control system satisfactorily supported all lunar

module operations throughout the mission. Although water in the suit

loop and an erratic carbon dioxide sensor have been identified as anom-

alies, overall performance was nominal and lunar module operations were

not compromised.

On the lunar surface, the cabin was depressurized through the for-

ward dump valve without a cabin-gas bacteria filter installed as modified

for this mission. Cabin pressure decreased rapidly, as predicted, and

the crew was able to open the hatch 3 minutes after actuation.

Prior to the first extravehicular activity, the crew reported free

water in the suit inlet umbilicals. After the mission, the umbilical as-

semblies were tested under flight conditions, and no condensation was ob-

served. During postflight tests, condensate was observed to bypass the

water separators because the separator rotational velocity was excessive

as a result of the suit-circuit flow being higher than the specification

value. For Apollo 1B and thereafter, an orifice will be placed in the

suit circuit to reduce the flow and should decrease the separator veloc-

ity to within expected ranges. Further details are given in section 14.2.2.

The Apollo ii crew had reported that sleep was difficult because of

a cold environment. This condition was remedied for Apollo 12 through

the use of hammocks and through procedural changes which eliminated pre-

chilling of the crew prior to the beginning of their sleep period. Al-

though the crew reported they were comfortable during the sleep period

on the lunar surface, they were awakened on occasion by an apparent change

in the sound pitch produced from the water/glycol pump installation. This

pump package is mounted on a bulkhead in the aft cabin floor area which is

not generally subjected to significant variations in cabin temperature or

pressure. All pump performance data, including temperature, line pressure,

and input voltage, appear normal during the sleep period, indicating the

pump frequency could not have varied perceptibly. Cabin temperature and

pressure were also essentially constant durin_ this period. The only ex-

planation for the change in pitch, while unlikely, is that the fluid lines

and supporting structure near and downstream from the pump experienced

physical changes which altered the vibrational harmonics sufficient to

produce, on occasion, detectable changes in pitch frequency. Because all

pump parameters indicated normal operation, no system modifications are

required. However, reports on past flights of an annoying noise level in

the cabin has prompted a modification to the plumbing for future flights

which significantly reduces noise and which will probably eliminate any

pitch variations from surrounding structure.
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Behind the moonduring the' second revolution after lunar lift-off,
erratic fluctuations in the carbon dioxide partial-pressure sensor activ-
ated the caution-and-warning system, and the crew selected the secondary
lithium hydroxide cartridge. The secondary cartridge also exhibited er-
ratic indications. This condition was expected, because a similar prob-
lem was observed during Apollo ll and was determined to be the result of
free water from the water separator drain tank being introduced into the
sensor casing. The sensor line will be relocated to prevent recurrence
of this problem, as discussed in section 14.2.3.

8.ii CREWSTATION

8.11.1 Displays and Controls

The displays and controls functioned satisfactorily in all but the
following areas.

The main shutoff valve flag indicator for the system-A reaction con-
trol system did not indicate properly whenthe valve was commandedopen;
however, telemetry data showedthat the valve had opened, thus indicating
faulty flag operation. This indicator had exhibited sticky operation
during a ground test, and the discrepancy is generic to flag indicators.

After lunar lift-off, the exterior tracking light operated normally
during the first darkness pass but did not operate during the second
darkness pass. The light switch was cycled, and telemetry indicated that
power consumption was normal after the failure occurred. The power in-
dication confirmed normal operation of the power supply and isolated the
failure to the high-voltage section of the light. Section 14.2.4 contains
further details of this problem.

The docking hatch floodlight switch failed to turn off the flood-
lights after the first lunar module checkout. The crew checked the switch
manually, and it performed correctly. An improper adjustment between the
switch and the hatch was the likely cause of the problem, and an improved
installation procedure will be implemented for future missions. For fur-
ther discussion of this problem, see section 14.2.1.

8.11.2 CrewProvisions

Whenthe Commanderattempted to zero the portable life support sys-
tem feedwater bag scale, the zero adjustment nut cameoff. The nut was
reinstalled with difficulty, and the feedwater was successfully weighed.
If the scale is required for future missions, the zero-adjustment screw
will be lengthened and the end peened to retain the adjustment nut.
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The lunar equipment conveyor satisfactorily transferred equipment
into the lunar module, although a considerable amountof lunar dust was
picked up during the operation. Oneproblem with the lunar equipment
conveyor occurred at initial deployment, whenthe retaining pin on the
strap slipped out of the conveyor stirrup. The Lunar Module Pilot cor-
rected this condition by replacing the strap through the stirrup, and no
further problems occurred. The retaining pin will be modified to preclude
this problem on future missions.

8.12 EXTRAVEHICULARMOBILITYUNIT

Performance of the extravehicular mobility unit was excellent during
both extravehicular periods. After a brief acclimation phase, crew mobil-
ity with the extravehicular mobility unit was excellent in the 1/6-g lunar
environment. Balance, stability, and movementwere essentially the same
as for Apollo ll. The metabolic rates and the oxygen and feedwater con-
sumptions were lower than predicted (table 8.12-I), as also observed dur-
ing Apollo ll. The crewmenremained comfortable, and only an occasional
opening of the portable life support system diverter valve beyond minimum
cooling was required for crew comfort.

Preparations for the first extravehicular activity proceeded rapidly,
with only minor problems. On the Lunar Module Pilot's portable life sup-
port system, the tab for the lithium hydroxide canister cover lock appar-
ently did not snap into the locked position while closing. Although the
cover was locked, the Lunar ModulePilot manually verified tab locking as
a precautionary measure. The failure to audibly lock into the detent

position was undoubtedly caused by the locking ring and the dish having

a slight misalignment, which did not actually prevent detent locking.

The misalignment has been duplicated on identical hardware, with locking

characteristics similar to those observed, but is not a problem. A con-

centricity check will be made on all future flight canisters.

Two delays during preparation for the first extravehicular activity

were caused by deviating from the checklist. The first occurred when the

Commander activated the portable life support system fan but could not

verify flow because the oxygen hoses had inadvertently been left discon-

nected from the suit. The second delay occurred when both crewmen had

inoperable headset microphones because the push-to-talk switch on the
remote control unit had not been moved from "off" to "main."

One unusual event occurred prior to turning on the portable life

support system oxygen during preparation for the first extravehicular

activity. The portable life support system had been connected to the

suit, with helmet and gloves on and the fan running. After several min-

utes in this condition, the suits began to squeeze the crewmen, since
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TABLE 8.12-I.- EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT CONSL_WABLES

Ccndition

First extravehicular activity

Time, min

Oxygen, lb
Loaded

Consumed

Remaining

Feedwater, ib

L¢ ade d

Consumed

Remaining

Power, W-h

Initial charge
Consumed

Remaining

Second extravehicular

Commander

Actual

231

1.254

0.725

0.529

8.56

4.75

3.81

282

187

O95

Pre di ct ed

210

i. 27

0.873

O. 397

8.60

5.4

3.2

270

i_0

140

Lunar Module Pilot

Actual

231

1.266

0.725

0.5_i

8.50

4.69 a

3.8i a

activity

Time, min

Oxygen, ib
Lcaded

Consumed

Remaining

Feedwater, ib

Loaded

Consumed

Remaining

Power, W-h

Initial charge
Consumed

Remaining

226

1.150

0.695

0.455

8.56

3.89

4.67

282

177

105

210

1.169

0.886

0.283

8.6

6.2

2.4

270

130

140

282

188

9_

222

1.150

0. 720

0.430

282

177

105

8.50

4.69

3.81

Predicted

210

1.27

0.873

0.421

8.60

5.2

3.4

27O

130

140

210

1.169

0.849

O. 32

8.6

5.8

2.8

270

130

140

aThese numbers are factored to include an estimated 1.2 pounds of

water lost when the lunar module hatch was accidentally closed, causing
the Lunar Module Pilot's portable life support system sublimator to break

through.
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they were using up the oxygen by normal breathing. The condition was

corrected by turning on the portable life support system oxygen supply.

Procedural changes to the checklist will be made to prevent recurrence
of this situation.

While the Lunar Module Pilot was in the lunar module prior to the

first egress, a loss of feedwater pressure in the portable life support

system continued for several minutes. It was found that the lunar module

hatch had closed, causing the cabin pressure to increase, which then re-

sulted in a breaking through of the sublimator on the portable life sup-

port system. This resulted in a loss of feedwater but did not constrain

the extravehicular activity. A procedural change will require that the

cabin dump valve remain in the open position.

The portable life support system recharge in preparation for the

second extravehicular activity was performed in accordance with estab-

lished procedures, and the crewmen encountered no significant problems

through the completion of the second extravehicular activity.

During the last hookup of the suits to the electronic control assem-

bly prior to ascent, the lunar dust on the wrist locks and suit hose locks

caused difficulty in completing these connections. In addition, much dust

was carried into the lunar module after the extravehicular periods. Dust

may have contaminated certain suit fittings, since during the last suit

pressure decay check, both crewmen reported a higher-than-normal suit-

pressure decay. However, no significant difference in oxygen consumption

between the two extravehicular periods was apparent.

The pressure suits operated well throughout the extended use period.

The outer protective layer was worn through in the areas where the boots

interface with the suit. The Kapton insulation material Just below the

outer layer also showed wear in these areas. In addition, a minute hole

was worn in one of the boot bladders of the Commander's suit. Suit per-

formance was not compromised by this wear, as shown in the following
table :

Commander's suit

Lunar Module Pilot's suit

Specification value

Leakage, scc/min

Pre flight

105

51

180

Postflight

40o

45

740

Note: The leak through the hole in the Commander's boot

is estimated to have been about 325 scc/min.
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Because the Commander's pressure garment assembly was too short in

the legs, considerable discomfort was experienced while wearing the gar-

ment in the unpressurized configuration. This misfit resulted from insuf-

ficient time in the suit prior to flight to determine the proper adjust-

ment following a last-minute factory rework to correct a leaking boot.

Prior to the second extravehicular period, the Lunar Module Pilot cor-

rected a similar condition in his suit by adjusting the laces to lengthen

the pressure suit legs.

Twice during the second extravehicular period the Lunar Module Pilot

felt a pressure pulse in his suit. A review of data, however, shows no

pulse, and this problem is discussed in section 14.3.8.

The performance of the lunar extravehicular visor assembly, which

was fitted with side blinders, was excellent. Because the sun angle was

very low (near 6 degrees) during extravehicular activities, an additional

blinder located at the top center of the visor would have improved visi-

bility. The crewman reduced glare in this situation by blocking out the

sun with his hand. An adjustable center blinder, which may be pulled

down, will be available for future missions.

The crewmen reported that because of the drying effect of the oxygen

atmosphere, it would be desirable to have at least one drink of water dur-

ing a 4-hour extravehicular period (discussed in section 9.10.3). Future

missions will have this capability provided by an in-the-suit drinking bag.

In summary, the calculated metabolic rates of both crewmen during

the extravehicular periods were lower than predicted. The extravehicular

mobility unit exhibited no significant malfunctions and performed well

before and during the extravehicular portions of the mission.

8.13 CONSUMABLES

On the Apollo 12 mission, the actual usage of only one consumable

for the lunar module deviated by as much as l0 percent from the preflight

predicted amount. This consumable was the descent stage batteries. The

actual ascent stage water usage was less than predicted because the power

load during ascent was less than predicted.

All predicted values in the following tables were calculated before

flight.
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8.13.1 Descent Propulsion System Propellant

The quantities of descent propulsion system propellant loadin_ in
the following table were calculated from readings and measureddensities
prior to lift-off.

Condition

Loaded

Consumed

Remaining at engine cutoff
Tanks
Manifold

Total

Actual value, ib

Fuel Oxidizer

7079 ii 350

6658 i0 596

Total

18 429

17 254

386 693
35 61

h21 754 i17_

Pre dict e d

value, ib

18 429

17 762 a

667

alncludes allowances for dispersions and contingencies

8.13.2 Ascent Propulsion System Propellant

The actual ascent propulsion system propellant usage was within

5 percent of preflight predictions. The loadings in the following table

were determined from measured densities prior to lift-off and from weights

of off-loaded propellants. A portion of the propellants was used by the

reaction control system during ascent stage operations.

Loa de d

Consumed

Con di tion

By ascent propulsion

sy stern

By react ion control

system

Total

Remaining at ascent stage

impact

Fuel

2012

1831

31

1862

150

Actual value, ib

Oxidizer

3224

2943

62

30O5

219

Total

5236

4867

369

Predicted

value, ib

5236

4884

4884

352
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8.13.3 Reaction Control System Propellant

The preflight planned usage includes 105 pounds for a landing site

redesignation maneuver of 60 ft/sec and 2 minutes flying time from 500

feet altitude. The reaction control propellant consumption was calcu-

lated from telemetered helium tank pressure histories using the relation-

ships between pressure, volume and temperature.

Condition

Loaded

System A

System B

Total

Consumed to :

Docking

Impact a

Remaining at lunar module

impact

Actual value, ib

Fuel

108

108

216

Oxi di zer

209

209

418

Total

63h

315

h33

201

Predicted

value, ib

633

209

&Essentially includes that consumed in the deorbit maneuver.
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8.13.h Oxygen

The deviations of actual usage from the predicted consumption result

mainly from incomplete telemetry data. When the oxygen is loaded, the

pressure and temperature of the oxygen are monitored. In flight, oxygen

pressure is the only parameter monitored, and any deviation in temperature

causes a change in pressure. Therefore, unrecorded temperature changes

can create significant errors in the calculated oxygen consumption. The
oxygen used for metabolic purposes is unreasonably low and indicates that

temperature changes took place which lend uncertainty to the true indica-
tion of actual oxygen usage.

Condition

Loaded (at lift-off)

Descent stage

Ascent stage
Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Consumed

Descent stage
Ascent stage

Tank 1
Tank 2

Total

Remaining in descent stage at
]unar lift-off

Remaining at docking
Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Actual

value,

ib

48.0

2.4

2.4

4.8

25.0

0.6

0

0.6

23.0

1.8
2.4

4.2

Predicted

value, ib

48.0

2.4

2.4

h.8

32.0

1.O

16.0

1.4

2.h

3.8
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8.13.5 Water

The actual water usage was within 13 percent of the preflight pre-

dictions. In the following table, the actual quantities loaded and con-

sumed are based on telemetered data. The deviation in the actual usage

of ascent-stage water from predicted usage occurred because the dc elec-

trical load was lower than predicted.

Condition

Loaded (at lift-off)

Descent stage

Ascent stage

Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Consumed

Descent stage

Ascent stage

Docking

Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Impact
Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Remaining in descent stage at

lunar li ft-off

Remaining at ascent stage impact

Tank 1

Tank 2

Total

Actual

value,

ib

252.0

h2.5

42.5

85.O

169.2

ii. 2

l0.5

21.7

20.5

19.5

4o .o

82.8

22

23

45

Predicted

va_ ue, ib

250.0

42.5

42.5

85.O

174.3

13.5

13.5

27.0

22.7

22.7

45.4

75.7

19.8

19.8

39.6
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8.13.6 Helium

The consumed quantities of helium for the main propulsion systems

were in close agreement with predicted amounts. Helium was stored

ambiently in the ascent stage and supercritically in the descent stage.

Helium loading was nominal, and the usage quantities in the following

table were calculated from telemetered data. An additional 1 pound was

stored ambiently in the descent stage for valve actuation and is not re-

flected in the values reported.

Descent propulsion Ascent propulsion

Condition Actual Actual
Predicted Predicted

value, value,
value, lb value, lb

lb lb

Loaded

Consumed

Remaining

48 .i

40.1

%.0

48 .i

2o.l

8.0

13.2 13.2

9.2 9.2

b4.0 4.0

aAt lunar landing.

bat ascent stage impact.
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8.13.7 Electrical Power

The crew did not use the interior floodlights according to the check-

list, which called for the lights to be at full brightness for all lunar

module operations except during the extravehicular and sleep periods.

Descent battery usage predicted for these lights was 91 A-h, or 9 percent

of the total budget. The lights were used only part of the time during

descent and very little while on the surface.

For Apollo 13, predictions will be adjusted to reflect a more prac-

tics/ floodlight operating cycle.

Batteries

Descent

Ascent (at

docking)

Electrical power consumed, A-h

Actual

1023

a230

Predicted

1147

245

aThe failure of the tracking light 1 1/2 hours

after lunar lift-off resulted in a saving of
16 A-h.



Commander Charles Conrad, Jr., Commander Module Pilot Richard F . Gordon, and 

Lunar Module Pilot Alan L. Bean 
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9.0 PILOTS' REPORT

The Apollo 12 mission was similar in most respects to Apollo ii, and

this section highlights only those aspects, from the pilots standpoint,

which were significantly different from previous flights. In addition,

the flight plan was followed very closely. The actual sequence of flight

activities was nearly identical to the preflight plan. Figure 9-1 is lo-

cated at the end of the section for clarity.

9.1 TRAINING

The training plan was completed on November I, 1969, as scheduled.

After that date, the training activities were intended as refreshers,

except for the detailed planning for the geology traverse scheduled for

the second extravehicular excursion. The training time expended provided

adequate preparation except in the minor areas to be noted later. Prior

to the Apollo 12 preparation, the crew had completed a 1-year training

period as the backup crew for Apollo 9, and each pilot was well versed in

his particular systems area.

9.2 LAUNCH

The countdown progressed normally and ran approximately 20 minutes

ahead of schedule after crew ingress. Two system discrepancies were

noted during the countdown. A random low-light-level flashing of all

"8's" was evident on the display keyboard, and a flashing tuning fork was

indicated from the mission event timer on the main display console (sec-

tion 14.1.1). This keyboard behavior had been experienced before in

ground tests and was not considered a significant problem. The central

timing equipment was determined to be operating correctly, and the timing

problem was isolated to the mission timer, which was not considered essen-

tial for launch.

Engine ignition and lift-off were exactly as reported by previous

crews. The noise level was such that no earpieces or tubes from the

earphones were required. Communications, including the "tower clear"

call, were excellent. A potential discharge through the space vehicle

was experienced at 36 seconds after lift-off mud was noted by the Com-

mander as an illumination of the gray sky through the rendezvous window,

as well as an audible and physical sensing of slight transients in the

launch vehicle. The master alarm came on immediately, and the following

caution lights were illuminated (section lh.l.3): fuel cells l, 2, and

U i/. i/ l,/ L L! L L K L _ U L L L L
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3; fuel cell disconnect; main bus A and B undervoltage; ac bus l; and ac

bus 1 and 2 overloads. At approximately 50 seconds, the master alarm came

on again, indicating an inertial subsystem warning light. Because the

att£tude reference display at the Commander's station was noted to be

rotating, it was concluded that the platform had lost reference because

of a low voltage condition. Although the space vehicle at this time had

experienced a second potential discharge, the crew was not aware of its

occurrence.

The Lunar Module Pilot determined that power was present on both ac

buses and had read 24 volts on both main dc buses. Although main bus

voltages were low, the decision was made to complete the staging sequence

before resetting the fuel cells to allow further troubleshooting by the

crew and flight controllers on the ground. It was determined that no short

existed, and the ground recommended that the fuel cells be reset. All

electrical system warning lights were then reset when the fuel cells were

placed back on line. The remainder of powered flight, through orbit in-

sertion, was normal. The stabilization and control system maintained a

correct backup inertial reference and would have been adequate for any

required abort mode.

One item noted prior to lift-off and at tower Jettison was water on

spacecraft windows i, 2, and 3 beneath the boost protective cover. At

the time of tower jettison, water had already frozen and later a white

powdery deposit became apparent after the frozen water sublimated. These

windows remained coated with the deposit throughout the flight, and this

condition prevented the best quality photography.

9.3 EARTH ORBIT

Because of the potential discharges experienced during launch, several

additional checks were performed in earth orbit prior to commitment for

translunar injection. These checks included a computer self-check, an

E-memory dump, and a verification of thrust vector control. In addition,

since platform reference had been lost during launch, a platform align-

ment and two realignments, to check gyro drift, were conducted. The plat-

form alignment caused the only difficulty when the lack of good dark adap-

tation made finding stars in the telescope quite difficult. A second

factor was that the particular section of the celestial sphere observable

at the time was one in which there were no bright stars. The onboard star

charts, together with a valid launch reference matrix in the computer,

helped appreciably and permitted use of indicated attitudes to locate

stars. The stars Rigel and Sirius were used for the platform orientation.

Once the platform was aligned, the navigation sightings using auto optics

were no problem.
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9.4 TRANSLUNARINJECTION

The translunar injection checklist was accomplished as planned and
on schedule. The additional checks and alignments provided no appreci-
able interference, since the timeline was flexible and had been designed
to handle such contingencies. The computer program that was loaded into
the erasable memoryto count downto the launch-vehicle start sequence
for translunar injection was a useful addition to onboard procedures.
The S-IVB performed all maneuvers, and the translunar injection firing
was exactly as planned. The onboard monitoring procedures were excellent
and appeared to be adequate for a manual takeover if required.

9.5 TRANSLUNARFLIGHT

9.5.1 Transposition and Docking

Physical separation prior to transposition and docking was commenced
normally at 3:18:00, but it was observed that the quad-A secondary-fuel
and one of the quad-B helium talkbacks indicated barberpole. They were
reset immediately with no problems. The only system discrepancy encoun-
tered during transposition and docking involved the use of the entry
monitor system for measuring the separation velocity provided by the re-
action control system. Procedurally, forward thrust was to be applied
until the entry monitor system counter indicated minus 100.8 ft/see.
Upon observing the counter shortly after separation, it indicated minus
98 ft/see; therefore, an accurate measurementof velocity change could
not be obtained and forward thrust was continued until separation was
assured. The remainder of transposition and docking was conducted in
accordance with the checklist. Instead of using the velocity counter to
determine separation velocity, the reaction control thrusting should be
based on a fixed interval of time. The docking maneuverwas performed
using autopilot control with 0.5-deg/sec rates and 0.5-degree attitude
deadbands. Closing velocities at contact were low and consistent with
previous flights.

All post-docking tasks were conducted in accordance with the check-
list. Spacecraft ejection was conducted at 04:13:00 and was normal in
all respects. The high reaction control propellant consumption encoun-
tered with the heavy spacecraft (that is, with the lunar module attached)
can be avoided by performing maneuversusing only a 0.2-deg/sec maneuver
rate. Also after clearance from the S-IVB is verified, no additional
tracking of the S-IVB is needed.
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9.5.2 Translunar Coast

Activities during translunar coast were similar to those of previous
lunar missions and were conducted as planned. The only change from nomi-
nal procedures was an early entry into the lunar module to verify that
the systems had suffered no damsxeas a result of the potential discharges
during launch. Navigation sightings using the earth limb showeda signif-
icant variation in the height of the atmosphere. Future crews should use
the apparent visible horizon, instead of the airKlow layer, for consis-
tently accurate sightings. Attitude stability was excellent during pas-
sive thermal control, which was initiated as planned.

9.5.3 Midcourse Correction

The only midcourse correction required was performed at the second
option point with the service propulsion system. This maneuver, the only
major change from Apollo ll during this phase, placed the spacecraft on
a "hybrid" non-free-return trajectory (section 5.0). Longitudinal veloc-
ity residuals were trimmed to within 0.1 ft/sec.

9.6 LUNARORBITINSERTION

The lunar orbit insertion and circularisation maneuverswere con-
ducted in accordance with established procedures using the service pro-
pulsion system and primary guidance. Residuals were within 0.1 ft/sec
about all axes. The computer indicated that the spacecraft was inserted
into a 170.0- by 61.8-mile orbit. The planned firing time calculated
from ground tracking was 5 minutes 58 seconds, whereas the firing time
as observed onboard, was 5 minutes 52 seconds. The circularization ma-
neuver two revolutions later inserted the spacecraft into a 66.3- by
54.7-mile orbit, which included a planned navigation bias as was used in
Apollo ll.

9.7 LUNARMODULECHECKOUT

Activities after circularization were generally routine in nature
and closely followed the flight plan. The Comm_nderand the Lunar Module
Pilot entered the lunar module for inspection, cleanup, and stowage. Dur-
ing this time, a scheduled landmark tracking of a crater (designated H-l)
in the vicinity of Fra Mauro was normal in all respects and established
procedures were used without difficulty.
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Lunar module checkout prior to descent orbit insertion was commenced
on time after completion of suiting and proceeded normally. Twonew pro-
cedures were used during this flight to eliminate unnecessary orbital per-
turbations so that state vectors for descent orbital insertion would be
knownaccurately. All docked maneuverswere conducted using balanced
thrust coupling, and the soft undocking was performed in a radial attitude.
The soft undocking was normal in all respects and procedurally similar to
that for Apollo 9. The first separation maneuverwas accomplished by fir-
ing the service module reaction control thrusters in the _01us-Zdirection
while in a local horizontal attitude.

Lunar module power-up varied in two aspects from planned procedures.
The crew had decided to evaluate in real time the suit donning in the
commandmodule and, if practical, to suit the Lunar Module Pilot and then
the Commanderprior to initial transfer. This procedure was shownto be
feasible, and the Lunar Module Pilot was fully suited whenhe entered the
lunar module for power-up. During preflight simulations of power-up, it
was apparent that several scheduled events in the pre-descent timeline
had a minimal time allotted because of the scheduled landmark tracking
and platform alignment prior to reaction control system checks, which
required network coverage. Therefore, procedures were established with
the ground to gain additional time for possible contingencies and to per-
form the reaction control hot- and cold-fire checks that could be done
prior to landmark tracking. All systems checked out well on initial
power-up, and as a result, the timeline in the lunar module remained about
h0 minutes ahead of schedule after the first revolution. Undocking oc-
curred on time, with the only unexpected events being an ll06 alarm upon
computer power-up, the validity of rendezvous radar self-test values in
the checklist, and a low rendezvous radar transmitter power output.

9.8 DESCENTORBITINSERTION

The lunar module was pitched and yawed at undocking to the planned
inertial attitude, and then a yaw maneuverwas manually initiated to
achieve the proper attitude for automatic sighting maneuvers. Three
automatic maneuverswere performed, two for star sightings and one for
the landing-point-designator calibration. A maneuverwas then completed
to the descent orbit insertion attitude, which was maintained until after
ignition. The descent orbit insertion maneuverwas initiated on time and
velocity residuals, as indicated by the primary system, were very low and
in close agreementwith those displayed by the abort guidance system.
Therefore, no velocity trimming was necessary. Soonafter descent orbit
insertion, the lunar module was maneuveredto the attitude for powered
descent initiation. Throughout the flight phase from undocking to powered
descent, maneuvering was held to a minimumso as not to perturb the estab-
lished orbit.
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9.9 POWERED DESCENT

The powered descent initiation program was selected twice in the

timeline; the first was to permit a quick look at system operation about

25 minutes after descent orbit insertion and the second was 8 minutes

prior to powered descent initiation after receiving the latest network

update. Powered descent initiation and throttle-up were on time. Through-

out the major portion of descent, considerable reaction control thruster

activity, which has been attributed to fuel slosh (see section h.2.2) was

noted. The landing point update was received and entered at approximately

l-l/2 minutes after powered descent initiation. The landing radar alti-

tude and velocity lights went out, indicating proper radar acquisition,

approximately 4 seconds apart at altitudes near 41 000 feet.

Throttle-down occurred within i second of the predicted time. The

abort guidance system readouts remained consistent with the primary sys-

tem at all times, and the abort guidance altitude was updated three times

during descent. Computer switchover to the landing program occurred on

time. Immediately after pitchover, lunar surface features seen through

the window were not recognizable. The field of view and the lunar sur-

face detail are greater than in the simulator, and training photographs

are not adequate preparation for the first look out the window. However,

with the first sighting through the landing point designator at the nom-

inal 42-degree angle, all the planned landmarks became very obvious. The

subsequent landing-point-designator angles indicated a zero crossrange

error and a downrange error that was either very small or non-existent.

Therefore, no early landing-site redesignations were required.

The first redesignation, a 2-degree right correction, was made late

in the descent to maneuver out of the center of the Surveyor crater. Sev-

eral redesignations were then made, both long and short (fig. 4-11),

according to the condition apparent at the time. The preselected landing

site at the 4-o'clock position (from north) around Surveyor crater did not

appear to be suitable upon reaching an altitude of 800 feet, and a more

suitable site appeared to be one near the 2-o'clock position. The manual

descent program was entered at approximately 400 feet altitude to prevent

an apparent downrange miss and to maneuver to the left. A steeper-than-

normal descent was made into the final landing site. Dust was first noted

at approximately 175 feet in altitude. The approach angle was approximately

40 degrees to the surface slope. A left translation was easily initiated

and subsequently stopped to maneuver over to the landing site. The last

i00 feet were made at a descent rate of approximately 2 ft/sec. Prior to

that time during the landing phase, the maximum descent rate was 6 ft/sec.

The dust continued to build up until the ground was completely obscured

during approximately the last 50 feet of descent (section 6.1). Although

the cross-pointer velocity indicator was not checked prior to 50 feet, at

L L
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which point ground reference was obscured, the indicator read zero, indi-

cating zero crossrange and downrange velocities. All quoted altitudes

during final descent were based on computer values, as read by the Lunar

Module Pilot, and the computer indicated 19 feet in altitude after touch-

down. The computer altitude indication is referenced to landing-site

radius and ideally should have been approximately h feet.

Although the lateral velocities were actually zero, as indicated, a

possible indicator failure was suspected, and control was continued half

visual and half by instruments. The Commander was scanning the instru-

ments when the lunar contact light illuminated. The engine was subse-

quently shut down. The touchdown which followed was very gentle, and

during extravehicular activity, a postflight examination of the gear

struts and pads indicated zero translation and very low sink rates at

touchdown.

The descent fuel and oxidizer tanks were vented as planned, and the

"stay" decisions were received on time. Two lunar surface alignments

were performed, and the lunar module was then powered down to the con-

figuration for extravehicular preparation.

9.10 LUNAR SURFACE ACTIVITY

9.10.1 Preparation for Initial Egress

Initial egress to the surface occurred later than planned, because

more time than anticipated was spent in locating the lunar module posi-

tion on the surface prior to egress. It also took longer than expected

to configure the suit hoses and position communication switches from mem-

ory, instead of a specific checklist callout. The checklist was accurate

and adequate for preparing all equipment for extravehicular activity.

The one-g high fidelity preflight simulation of preparation for extrave-

hicular activity was extremely beneficial and resulted in both crewmen

preparing for surface activity in a rather routine fashion.

Defining the exact location of the lunar module proved to be diffi-

cult because of the limited field of view through the windows, the gen-

eral tendency to underestimate distances (sometimes as much as 100 per-

cent), and the difficulty in seeing even large craters outside a distance

of several hundred feet. An accurate position of the spacecraft was eas-

ily determined after egress to the lunar surface.

Communications while using the backpack equipment within the cabin

were excellent at all times, and no garbling with the antenna either stow-

ed or deployed was experienced. The improved circuit breaker guards were
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effective in that no circuit breakers were accidentally opened or closed
throughout lunar module activities.

During the &- or 5-minute period immediately after donning the helmet
and gloves, but prior to the integrity check of the extravehicular mobil-
ity unit, the suits tended to shrink around both crewmenand resulted in
a rather uncomfortable condition. This problem was solved by momentarily
actuating the oxygen valve to place about 0.5 psi in the suit.

Cabin depressurization without the filter installed on the dumpvalve
did not take excessive time. It was possible to "peel open" the forward
hatch from the upper left-hand corner at a cabin pressure slightly higher
than that associated with use of the hatch handle only. It took about
5 seconds after the corner of the hatch was peeled open before the cabin
pressure lowered sufficiently for the hatch to swing to the full-open
position.

9.10.2 Egress

Egress and ingress were found to be relatively simple and similar
to preflight simulations. On the first egress, a 6-inch tear was made
in the outside thermal skin of the door by contact with the lower left-
hand corner of the backpack because the egressing crewmanwas slightly
misaligned to the left of the hatch centerline. Despite this occurrence,
the size and shape of the hatch are considered to be completely adequate.

After the Commanderhad first egressed to the surface, the Lunar Module
Pilot movedback and forth across the cockpit to photograph the Commander
and to receive transferred equipment. During this time, the hatch was in-
advertently swungnear the closed position, and outgassing from the port-
able life support system sublimator provided enough pressure to close the
hatch. The cabin pressure then rose slightly and caused a water break-
through of the sublimator, with associated caution-and-warning alarms.
Whenthe cause of the breakthrough was discovered, full operation of the
sublimator was quickly restored by opening the hatch and returning the
partially pressurized cabin to a full vacuum.

After the Lunar Module Pilot had egressed (fig. 9-2), he had diffi-
culty in closing the door from the full-open to a partial position, since
there is no exterior handle provided. The flap that covers the hatch lock
handle cannot be reached from outside the spacecraft with the door full
open, and the only other protuberance, the door covering the dumpvalve,
is so close to the hinge line that considerable force must be used to
close the door.
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Figure 9-2 . - Lunar Module Pilot descending to the lunar surface. 
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Although neither crewman noted a tendency for his boots to slip on

the surface, mobility and stability were generally as reported in

Apollo ii. Acclimation took less than 5 minutes and permitted each crew-

man to begin the nominal timeline immediately. The i/6g and the partial

gravity simulators were excellent training devices for learning the most

efficient ways to move about on the lunar surface. The 5-minute familiar-

ization period at the beginning of each extravehicular period is ideal.

9.10.3 Extravehicular Mobility Unit Operation

The performance of the extravehicular mobility unit was faultless.

Although the maximum cooling position of the portable life support system

diverter valve had been used frequently during preflight testing involving

high workloads, the minimum cooling position with occasional lCminute

intermediate cooling selection was completely adequate to perform even the

most strenuous lunar surface work. Continued use of the minimum cooling

configuration was surprising, since both crewmembers felt that they were

working at about the maximum practical level needed for lunar surface acti-

vity. Even at these workloads, it was believed that extravehicular periods

could be extended to as many as 8 hours without excessive tiring. During

the two h-hour work periods for this flight, it would have been desirable

to have at least one drink of water because of the drying effect of the

oxygen atmosphere. Extravehicular periods of longer duration will require

some water and possibly energy in the form of liquid food. Although the

suit was completely adequate to accomplish mission objectives, the effic-

iency of the overall lunar surface work could be enhanced by 20 or 30 per-

cent if it were possible to bend over and retrieve samples from the sur-

face. [Ed. note: A suit with this capability is planned for Apollo 16. ]

Although the gloves were found to be clumsy for changing camera maga-

zines, they were completely acceptable for all other tasks. The Lunar

Module Pilot felt a slight heat soak-through in the palms of the gloves

when he carried the lunar tools or gripped the hammer, such as when pound-

ing in a core tube.

The checklist on the glove cuff was an excellent device and provided

good readability and ample space for information without interfering with

normal tasks.

It was difficult to walk "heel-toe, heel-toe" on the lunar surface in

a fashion similar to an earth walk because of suit mobility restriction.

As reported by the Apollo ii crew, it was much easier to lope about in a

stiff-legged, flat-foot fashion. Because of the reduced gravity, there

is a brief period when both feet are off the ground, a condition which

gives the crewman the impression he is moving rapidly. However, as simu-

lated with the centrifuge partial gravity simulator before flight, the

surface movement was only about h ft/sec, a normal earth walking pace.
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9.10.h Extravehicular Visibility

Lunar surface visibility was not too unlike earth visibility, except
that the sun was extremely bright and there was a pronounced color effect
on both the rocks and soil. Cross-sun and down-sun viewing was not hin-
dered to any great degree. Whenviewing up sun, it was necessary to use
a hand to shield the eyes, because the usual technique of "squinting"
the eyes did not sufficiently eliminate the bright solar glare. It would
have been helpful to have an opaque upper visor on the helmet similar to
the two side visors provided for this flight. It was difficult to view
downsun exactly along the zero-phase direction. This deficiency did not
hinder normal lunar surface operations because the eyes could be scanned
back and forth across this bright zone for visual assimilation. Objects
in shadowscould be seen with only a slight amount of dark adaptation.
The apparent color of the lunar surface dependedon both the angle of
sun incidence and the angle of viewing. At the low sun angles during
the first extravehicular period, both the soil and the rocks exhibited a

slight gray color. On the second extravehicular excursion, the same rocks

and soil appeared to be more a light brown color. Because the sun angle

had such a pronounced effect on color, minerals within the rocks were

difficult to identify, even when the rocks were held in the hand and under

the best possible lighting. During the first extravehicular period, the

slope at the Surveyor location was in shadow, and this slopeappeared to

have an inclination of about 35 degrees. However, the next day after the

sun had risen sufficiently to place the Surveyor slope in sunlight, the

inclination appeared to be lO or 15 degrees, which is closer to the true
value.

9.10.5 Lunar Surface Experiments

The deployment handle for the door to the modularized equipment stow-

age assembly in the descent stage could not be pulled from its socket.

Therefore, the door was lowered by pulling on the cable extending from

the handle to the release mechanism. The experiments package was then

easily unloaded. The booms should be eliminated since there is no pro-

nounced tendency to be unbalanced when removing the large experiment pack-

ages from the lunar module. The straps which open the scientific equip-

ment bay doors, extend the booms, and lower the packages and fuel cask

were excessive in length. Considerable effort was required to keep them

from tangling. A smoother and faster unloading could have been accom-

plished if the straps had been considerably shorter and if a manual un-

loading technique had been used. The fuel cask guard (part of the experi-

ment equipment) was also not needed.

The fuel element stuck in the cask (fig. 9-3) and could not be re-

moved with normal force. By striking the side of the cask with a hammer
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Figure 9-3.- Lunar Module Pilot extracting the fuel cask. The radioisotope 
thermoelectric generator is shown near the crewman. 
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and exerting a positive pull on the element, it was possible to extend

the element an additional 1/8 inch or so for each hammer blow. After the

element had been extended about an inch, it became free and was removed

and placed in the radioisotope thermal generator. The thermal generator

was easy to fuel. Heat radiating from the fuel element was noticeable

through the gloves and during the walk to the deployment site but was

never objectionable.

The experiment packages were deployed to a distance 9f about 425 feet.

The necessity for gripping the carry bar tightly was tiring to the hands.

Some type of over-the-neck strap would probably be advantageous for de-

ployment distances beyond 300 feet. Selection of a suitable deployment

site was not difficult in the Apollo 12 landing area. The central sta-

tion deployed normally. Leveling and aligning of the antenna were per-

formed according to the checklist.

Special care had to be taken when deploying the power cable, since

the bracket had been heated by the thermal generator. This deployment

was necessarily a two-man operation. The silver and black decals on the

equipment were very difficult to read in the bright sunlight. After the

power plug was connected to the central station, the shorting-plug cur-

rent could not be read because the needle was not visible in the instru-

ment window. It is possible that the shorting plug had already been de-
pressed prior to the intended time.

The passive seismic experiment was difficult to deploy because the

mounting stool did not provide sufficient protection against inadvertent

contact of the bottom of the experiment with the lunar surface. To over-

come this deficiency, it was first necessary for the crewman to dig a

small hole with his boot, a procedure which was time consuming and not

very precise. The thermal skirt would not lie flat when fully deployed,

and it was necessary to use Boyd bolts and clumps of lunar surface mate-

rial to hold the skirt down. Leveling the experiment was simple using

the bubble; however, the metal ball leveling device was useless because

of the lack of adequate damping of ball motion.

Deployment of the suprathermal ion detector was difficult because of

the short distance between the three legs. The ground screen on which the

detector was to sit had a spring loaded over-center feature which made it

difficult to deploy. The protective lid, designed to be released by ground

command, opened accidentally three times during deployment and had to be

reclosed. The deployment operation was therefore time consuming, and the

cover was left open the last time, since the experiment was already in

place.

The cold cathode gage could not be deployed with the aperture facing

west because the power cable was too stiff. Once the gage was set in the
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proper position, the cable would move it to an aperture-down attitude.

After about i0 attempts, which required both crewmen, the gage accidentally
assumed an aperture-up position and was left in this attitude since it

appeared to function normally.

It was impossible to work with the various pieces of experiment

equipment without getting them dusty. Dust got on all experiments dur-

ing off-loading, transporting, and deployment, both as a result of the

equipment physically touching the lunar surface and from dust particles

scattered by the crewmen's boots during the deployment operation. Because

there does not appear to be a simple means of alleviating this dust con-

dition, it should become a design condition. Although both experiment

package tools worked well, the deployment could have been more efficient

if the tools had been from 2 to 5 inches longer. The difficulty in fit-

ting and locking both tools in most of the experiment receptacles was

frustrating and time consuming. Looser tolerances would probably elimi-
nate the problem.

The environmental sample and the gas sample were easy to collect

in the container provided, but there was a noticeable binding of the

threads when replacing the screw-on cap. The binding could have been

caused by a thermal problem, operation in a vacuum, or the threads being

coated with lunar dust. Although the lid was screwed on as tightly as

possible, the gas sample did not retain a good vacuum during the trip
back to earth.

The solar wind collector was deployed easily but was impossible to

roll up. The collector could be rolled up in a rather normal fashion for

approximately the first 8 inches, but beyond that point the foil would not

easily bend around the roller. The problem was apparently caused by an

increase in foil or foil backing tape stiffness, rather than by roller

spring torque. The foil was rolled by hand before stowage in the Teflon

bag in the sample return container. The Teflon bag was too short and did

not permit the foil to be rolled sufficiently to keep dirt within the

sample box from getting on the solar wind collector.

9.10.6 Surveyor Inspection

The entire Surveyor operation was very smooth. The bag and tools

were removed from the descent stage storage compartment and placed on the

Commander's back with relative ease. This location did not hinder mobil-

ity or stability and should be considered as a location for other bags
and tools on future missions.

The Surveyor was sitting on a slope of approximately 12 degrees. All

components were covered with a very tenacious dust, not unlike that found

L L L
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on an automobile that has been driven through several mud puddles and

allowed to dry. While the dust was on all sides of the Surveyor, it was

not uniform around each specific item. Generally, the dust was thickest

on the areas that were most easily viewed when walking around the space-

craft. For example, the side of a tube or strut that faced the interior

of the Surveyor was relatively clean when compared to a side facing out-

ward.

Retrieving the television camera was not difficult using the cutting

tool. The tubes appeared to sever in a more brittle manner than the new

tubes of the same material used in preflight exercises. The electrical

cable insulation had aged and appeared to have the texture of old asbestos.

The mirrors on the surface of the electronic packages were generally in

good condition. A few cracks were seen but no large pittings. The only

mirrors that had become unbonded and separated were those on the flight

control electronics package. As a bonus, the Surveyor scoop was removed.

Although the steel tape was thin enough to bend in the shears and could

not be cut, the end attached to the scoop became debonded when the tape

was twisted with the cutter, Several rock samples were collected in the

field of view of the Surveyor television camera for comparison with

original photographs, On the return traverse, the added weight of the

Surveyor components and samples on the crewman's back did not appear to

affect either stability or mobility.

9.10.7 Lunar Surface Tools

The handtool carrier was light but was still troublesome to carry

about. When a number of samples had been accumulated, it was tiring to

hold the carrier at arm's length so that rapid movement was possible. If

a means could be found to attach the carrier to the back of the portable

life support system during the traverse from one geology site to another,

the total geology operation could be carried out more efficiently. It was

generally necessary to set the carrier down with great care to prevent it

from tipping over. The practicality of a pushed or towed vehicle for

transporting equipment, tools, and samples over the surface could not be

resolved from the work performed in this mission. However, certain con-

straints, such as the dust which would be set in motion by any wheels,

must be considered in the design of such a vehicle. Also, under the light

gravity, objects carried on such a conveyance would have to be positively

restrained.

The hammer proved to be an effective tool. Since arm motion is in-

accurate in the pressurized suit, the front end of the hammer was gener-

ally not used when driving a core tube because its striking area was too

small, and the side of the hammer was more useful. The pick portion of
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the hammeris of questionable value because of the danger of flying frag-
ments. The thin metallic coating on the hammerfractured and flew off
duringnormal hammeringoperations.

The tongs are from 3 to 5 inches too short to select samples from the
lunar surface easily. Further, their limited Jaw size (fig. 9-4) allows
selection of only very small rocks. Becauseof time limitations, the opti-
mumsample size was larger than either the tongs could pick up or the
sample bags would hold. The individual documentedsample containers and
tear-away sample bags were too small to hold the most desirable samples
observed, and the tear-away sample bags were the easier of the two types
to use. Furthermore, the two holding arms for the documentedsample con-
tainers becamebent because of interference with the suit during normal
movement.

The extension handle was also from 3 to 5 inches too short for opti-
mumuse with the shovel. The upper collar that mates with the aseptic
sampler is no longer required and could be removed. The locking collar
for the shovel or core tube was binding slightly by the end of the second
excursion, probably because of dust collection in the mechanism. The
shovel was used to dig trenches, as well as to collect soil samples. With
the present extension handle for the shovel, it was only possible to dig
trenches about 8 inches in depth. Trenching operations were very time
consuming. Becauseof the continuous mantle of dust that coats most of
the lunar surface, trenching should be deeper and more frequent on future
mission. A specific trenching tool should be used.

Single core tubes were easy to drive and did not require augering.
Friction would steadily build up as the tube went into the lunar soil.
Driving the double core tube required stronger hammerblows. The soil
within the core tube compacts somewhatduring the driving operation, par-
ticularly for a double-core-tube specimen. Therefore, space remains in
the tube when it has been driven to its full length.

9.10.8 Lunar Surface Equipment

The single-strap lunar surface conveyor (fig. 9-5) was easy to de-
ploy and generally performed satisfactorily. The end of the strap resting
on the surface collects dust, which is subsequently deposited on the
crewmenand in the lunar module cabin. The metal pin that retains the
lunar module end of the conveyor was not large enoughto prevent it from
slipping out of the yoke. By the end of the second extravehicular period,
the lock buttons on the two hooks were extremely difficult to operate be-
cause of accumulated dust. This locking feature is not necessary.
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Figure 9-4. - Lunar sample collection using tongs. 
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Figure 9-5.- Commander operating equipment conveyor. 
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The contingency sample could be taken more efficiently if the retrieval

handle were 4 or 5 inches longer. Actually, the contingency sample turned

out to be a fortunate choice, since two of the more unusual rocks collected

during the lunar stay were part of this sample.

The Teflon saddle bags tended to retain their folded shape when removed

from the sample return containers. After the first extravehicular period,

the bags cracked at several points along the crease lines.

Closing of the sample return containers was not difficult and was

similar to that experienced during i/6g simulations in an airplane. The

seal for the sample return container lid became coated with considerable

dust when the documented samples were being loaded into the container.

Although the surface was then cleaned with a brush, the container did not

maintain a good vacuum during the return to earth.

The television camera operated properly while still stowed in the

descent stage equipment compartment. However, while the camera was being

transferred to the deployed surface position, the camera was accidentally

pointed at either the sun or the sun's reflection on the descent stage and

the vidicon tube apparently burned out (section 14.3.1). It is believed

the camera is satisfactory for lunar surface work but will have to be

handled more cautiously. The markings on the lens for focus, zoom, and

aperture were difficult to use because of the bright sun and the fact

that the camera, when mounted on the tripod is not very close to the

crewman's eyes. A television monitor, similar to that used in the command

module, would be desirable for lunar surface operations. A flight con-

figuration television camera should be furnished for preflight training

and a qualified engineer should be assigned to review crew procedures prior

to flight to insure their adequacy. Although the television cable lay

flat on the ground, it still provided a severe foot entanglement problem

when a cre_nnan was operating near the spacecraft, particularly when near

the descent stage equipment compartment. Routing the cable from a descent

stage quadrant other than the one on which the storage assembly is located

would help.

The erectable antenna was easy to deploy on its tripod but difficult

to align. The entire unit tends to move about when the handcrank is used

to adjust the antenna dish. The alignment sight does not have a suffi-

cient field of view and must be precisely aligned to contain the earth's

image. Since this function is the purpose of the sight, it may be de-

sirable to add an additional sight with a larger field of view. Although

one-man deployment was satisfactory, both crewmembers were required to

align the antenna.

All shades on the contrast charts could be seen under the conditions

tested. One of the charts was accidentally dropped to the surface, and
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the dust coating rendered it unusable. The other two charts were used to

look at the two extreme lighting conditions, up sun and down sun on the
walls of a crater.

The exterior of both cameras became extremely dusty on the lunar

surface. It is believed that some dirt was on the lens, although this
condition was difficult to detect because the lenses were recessed.

Cleaning the lens was not possible but would have been desirable. Toward

the end of the second extravehicular period, the fluted thumbwheel on the

screw that attaches the camera to the camera mounting bracket, which then

attaches to the front of the suit, worked free from the screw. The camera

could no longer be mounted to the bracket or the suit and was therefore

not used for the remainder of the extravehicular phase (see section 14.3.10).

Adequate time was not available to take full advantage of the capa-

bility of the lunar surface closeup camera. The camera performed satis-

factorily, except that the film counter would not work. An increase of

the spring force holding the extension shield down would prevent acci-

dental movement of the camera when taking photographs.

The 30-foot tether was not used because of the ease of operating on

the 12 degree slope of Surveyor crater. However, the tether should be

retained for future missions, because the crew may attempt to collect
samples in craters with steep sides. A lO0-foot tether would be ideal

for determining whether or not a specific crater wall was adequate for
des cent.

The annotated geology charts were excellent aids, both in the lunar

module and on the lunar surface, for planning the traverse and in locating

surface features. The photo map on one side of a chart depicted the tra-

verse, and the other side of the chart contained descriptions of geologi-

cally interesting items to investigate. The photo map should be graphi-

cally enhanced so that the size and shape of craters and/or hills can be

more easily seen. Use of multicolored areas to depict the geological units

should be retained, but the colors should be subdued to enhance the ability

to read crater size and shape. Although multiple alternate traverses may

be planned, only one prime traverse should be detailed for subsequent mis-

sions, primarily because a landing within walking distance of the planned

traverse is probable. Efficiency on the surface can be further enhanced

by performing the actual prime traverse under simulated conditions during

preflight training.
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9.10.9 Activity in the Spacecraft on the Surface

Cabin repressurization after each extravehicular period was positive
and rapid. Onceinside the spacecraft, the dust on the suits becamea
significant problem. Considerable dirt had adhered to the boots and gloves
and to the lower portions of the suits. There were fillets of dirt around
the interior angles of the oxygen hose connectors on the suit. The suit
material Just beneath the top of the lunar boots chafed sufficiently to
wear through the outer suit layer in several spots. The dust and dirt re-
sulted in a very pronounced increase in the operating force necessary to
open and close the wrist rings and the oxygen hose connectors. The Com-
mander's suit had no leakage, either prior to launch or prior to the first
extravehicular activity. Just before his second egress, the leak rate was
0.15 psi/min and, prior to cabin depressurization for equipment Jettison,
was 0.25 psi/min. If the suit zippers had been operated for any reason,
suit leakage might have exceededthe 0.30 psi/min limit of the integrity
check. (Editor's note: See section 8.12)

After ascent orbit insertion, whenthe spacecraft was again subject
to a zero-g environment, a great quantity of dust and small particles
floated free within the cabin. This dust mmdebreathing without the hel-
met difficult and hazardous, and enough dust and particles were present
in the cabin atmosphere to affect vision (section 6.2). Sometype of
throwaway overgarment for use on the lunar surface maybe necessary. Dur-
ing the transearth coast phase, it was noticed that muchof the dust which
had adhered to equipment (such as the cameramagazines) while on the lunar
surface had floated free in the zero-g condition, leaving the equipment
relatively clean. This fact was also true of the suits, since they were
not as dusty after flight as they were on the surface after final ingress.

The sleeping hammockswere particularly good under the reduced gravity
conditions. The noise within the lunar modulewas loud, but not enough
to prevent adequate sleep, and the earplugs were not used. The only noise
problem was caused by the coolant pumpchanging frequency several times
during the night. Temperature control was satisfactory during the sleep
period, and the liquid cooling garment pumpwas not used. The suit hoses
were generally disconnected from the suit, with the suit isolation valves
open. The hoses were connected to the suit only a few times, as necessary

to cool the feet and lower legs.

When the Commander connected his suit hoses after the first extra-

vehicular activity, he felt free water in his suit. Upon removing the

inlet hose, two or three 1/2-inch globules of water were blown from the

system. Although both fans and both water separators were operated in an

attempt to eliminate the problem, the presence of free water in the Com-

mander's suit loop occurred subsequent to each cabin repressurization

and provided a mildly uncomfortable environment. The Lunar Module Pilot's

hoses provided adequately dry air at all times.
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Recharging of the portable life support system with oxygen or water
was easily accomplished, as was the changing of the lithium hydroxide
cartridge and the battery. In both recharges, the oxygen filled to above
the 80-percent mark. The scale used for weighing the water remaining in
the portable life support system prior to recharge was not satisfactory,
since it could not be zeroed under the 1/6g conditions. Section 8.11.2
presents a discussion of this problem.

The storage of the Surveyor bag and its componentsin the lunar mod-
ule was completely satisfactory. This area would provide an ideal loca-
tion for permanent type stowage of loose items returned from the moon.
The extra 15 pounds of rocks were lashed Just aft of the two oxygen purge
systems on the cabin floor.

Cabin depressurization for equipment Jettison was routine. Jetti-
soning of the equipment soft pack is most easily accomplished by leaning
over and shoving it out the hatch. The portable life support systems were
Jettisoned by placing them in front of the hatch, tipping them slightly,
and dropkicking them out the hatch. With this technique, all items could
safely clear the descent stage.

Lunar surface alignments were performed as a two-man operation. The
Commandermanually recorded and inserted data into the computer, while the
Lunar Module Pilot sighted throl_?_ the optics, punched the mark button,
and read the spiral and cursor angles to the Commander. It was _mpossible
to keep the eye centered on the eyepiece and view stars that were greater
than 20 degrees from the center of the field of view. It was also im-
possible to have both the stars and the reticle in focus with the same
setting. For this reason, stars should be selected near the center of
the detent. If none of the 37 star locations stored in the erasable
memoryare suitable for sightings, any of the other 400 Apollo stars
available from the ground can be used by entering the half-unit vectors.
This substitution is not time consumingand is operationally acceptable.
Becausethe landing site was located at the 23-degree west longitude,
visibility out the three forward detents was excellent. Enoughstars
were visible to easily identify major constellations in these three de-
tent positions. The left-rear detent was streaked somewhat,yet several
bright stars were visible. The rear and the right-rear detents were com-
pletely washedout by sunlight.

9.11 ASCENT,RENDEZVOUS,ANDDOCKING

9.11.1 Ascent

The first items on the pre-ascent checklist were commenced2 hours
50 minutes before scheduled lift-off (power-up and lunar surface align-
ment operations). There were no major deviations from the checklist,
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and lift-off occurred on time. At lift-off, an abundanceof silver- and
gold-colored insulation material was noted traveling radially outward
parallel to the lunar surface, as reported in Apollo ll. Pitchover was
smooth, and the yaw maneuverwas performed manually 1 minute after lift-
off. The rendezvous program was targeted in real time to give a zero
change in velocity for the constant differential height maneuverduring
rendezvous. The comparison of actual with planned velocity showeda
slight increase over nominal values throughout ascent, indicating a
slightly higher-than-average engine performance. The Lunar Module Pilot
closed the ascent feed valves at 200 ft/sec remaining to shutdown, in
accordance with the checklist. However, the left-main shutoff valve in-
dicated it was still closed, and because the Commander'sattention was
distracted by this problem, he did not place the ascent-engine arm switch
to "off" at lO0 ft/sec remaining, as planned. The late placement of this
switch caused a 30-ft/sec overburn, which was immediately removedwith
reaction control trimming. The main shutoff valve indicated closed, after
recycling of the control, and it was not apparent whether the problem was
in the talkback indicator or in the valve itself (section 8.11.1 is a
discussion of this problem). The ascent stage could not be tracked by
the Command Modu]e Pilot during the insertion firing; therefore, an auto-
matic maneuver was conducted in the command and service module to an atti-

tude compatible with both radar acquisition and sextant tracking.

9.11.2 Rendezvous

The post-insertion checklist and inflight alignment in the lunar

module were completed on time. The inflight alignment was performed as

a two-man operation in a manner similar to the surface alignments. It

was easy to adjust the reticle brightness and to focus the optics so that

the target star and reticle were of good relative brightness and defini-

tion. An important consideration in getting accurate alignments was in-

suring that the eye was accurately centered in the eyepiece.

The handling characteristics of the lightweight ascent stage in the

primary guidance pulse mode were satisfactory for alignments and manual

tracking with the rendezvous radar. Rendezvous radar navigation was ini-

tiated, and the first update gave only small errors for range and range

rate. These values were therefore accepted, and no other out-of-limit

dispersions were noted throughout the remainder of the rendezvous. All

out-of-plane computations were less than the value which would have neces-

sitated a firing; therefore, no out-of-plane corrections were made prior

to terminal phase initiation. The terminal phase initiation solution

showed a plus 1.5-ft/sec out-of-plane correction, and this value was com-

bined with the inplane maneuver and executed. The computations showed a

constant 17.5-mile height differential throughout rendezvous. All command

module and lunar module solutions were in good agreement (table 5-VII).
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Although the midcourse corrections were small, both solutions were exe-

cuted. It was not necessary to make any line-of-sight corrections in the

lunar module until at a range of approximately i000 feet from the command

module, and these corrections were very small. The velocity limits for

all braking gates were met, with the first gate at 6000 feet range re-

quiring a velocity reduction from 38 to 30 ft/sec. The passive rendez-

vous procedures for the command module were normal in all respects. The

ground uplinked the lunar module state vector immediately after insertion,

and a platform alignment was conducted according to the checklist. This

procedure was completed ahead of the nominal timeline and permitted or-

bital navigation to be commenced early. The VHF ranging system broke lock

twice in the subsequent tracking timeline. For the out-of-plane solution,

nine VHF ranging and 14 optics marks were obtained. The only procedural

discrepancy noted was the initial few state-vector solutions did not con-

verge as rapidly as expected; however, a solution for coelliptic sequence

initiation of 38.8 ft/sec was eventually obtained. The command module

navigation operation was continued, with the final computation completed

on time after 14 VHF and 21 optics marks had been obtained. The final

command module solutions for coelliptic sequence initiation and the con-

stant differential height maneuver were comparable to those of the lunar

module. The rendezvous timeline through the constant differential height

maneuver was nominal in all respects.

Although sun shafting was evident in the sextant, eight optics marks

were obtained before darkness. When the lunar module went into darkness,

the Command Module Pilot observed that the lunar module tracking light was

inoperative. All checks on board the lunar module indicated that switches

were in the proper configuration, and it was assumed that the tracking

light failed subsequent to coelliptic sequence initiation. Therefore,

the remainder of the command module rendezvous operations were conducted

using VHF ranging only. The solutions for terminal phase initiation in

both vehicles were again comparable. As was known prior to flight, both

midcourse correction solutions in the command module would be inaccurate

when only VHF ranging was used.

9.11.3 Docking

Zhe command module digital autopilot was set to narrow deadband and

used to perform the pitch and yaw maneuver for the docking operation. At

capture latch engagement, the command and service module control mode was

then changed to free, while the lunar module remained in attitude-hold,

narrow deadband. There were no noticeable docking transients or lunar

module reaction control thruster firings. A slight attitude adjustment

was made with the command and service module, and the probe was then re-

tracted for a hard dock. Closing rates at contact are estimated to have

been about 0.2 or 0.3 ft/sec.
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9.11.4 Crew and Equipment Transfer and Separation

After docking, the tunnel was cleared, lunar module equipment was

transferred to the command module, and command module Jettisonable equip-

ment was placed in the lunar module. All activities during this period
were completely normal.

The transfer of equipment between both vehicles was impeded by the

large amounts of dust and debris in the lunar module. Therefore, the

timeline became very tight in meeting the schedule for lunar module Jetti-

son. However, the checklist and the flight plan were completed satisfac-

torily. On future flights, at least an additional half hour should be

allowed for this activity. Lunar module Jettison and the subsequent

command and service module separation maneuver were conducted in accord-

ance with flight plan procedures.

9.12 LUNAR ORBIT ACTIVITIES

9.12.1 Lunar Module Location

On the first revolution after lunar landing, simultaneous tracking

from both spacecraft was conducted to enable the ground to determine the

exact location of the landing site. Lunar landmark 193 was tracked from

the command module, and the lunar module tracked the command module using

the rendezvous radar. On the next pass, the lunar module was tracked from

the command module using the latitude and longitude of the landing site

as supplied by the ground. The technique involved finding the "snowman"

(section 4.3) in the telescope and locating the lunar module through

knowledge that the vehicle had landed on the northwest side of the Sur-

veyor crater. The telescope was positioned as close as possible to the

landing site, and the sextant was then used to find the lunar module,

which appeared as a bright object with a long pencil-thin shadow. Recol-

lections after the flight included the fact that the entire descent stage

was observed in the sextant. As the command module passed through the

zenith, the Surveyor was observed as a bright spot in the shadow of the

Surveyor crater. On the next pass, the 16-mm sequence camera was mounted

on the sextant to obtain pictures of the landing site.

In the command module orbital revolution before lift-off, the lunar

module could not be acquired in the command module sextant either by using

auto-optics, which did not point the sextant axis at the lunar module, or

by manually positioning the sextant. The telescope should be used as the

searching device, rather than the sextant, which has a much smaller field

of view. Once the target area is found in the telescope, sighting can be

transferred to the sextant. Just prior to lift-off, a second attempt was
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madeto locate the lunar modul@,and this time the vehicle was observed
in the sextant once the Surveyor crater and associated snowman(sec-
tion 4.3) were found by meansof the telescope.

9.12.2 Lunar Orbit Plane Changes

A platform alignment was conducted in the commandmodule to prepare
for the first out-of-plane maneuver. The techniques employedby the Com-
mandModule Pilot to makethis maneuverunassisted mademaximum"use of
ground monitoring and assistance. The first lunar orbit plane changewas
an 18-second service propulsion maneuver, which was nominal and required
no velocity trimming. At the completion of this firing, an additional
alignment was conducted to the landing-site orientation. The second lunar
orbit plane changewas conducted, using the service propulsion engine under
primary guidance and control, to provide better orbit coverage for the
bootstrap photography, described later. This maneuverwas normal in all
respects, with the exception of a slight tendency for the vehicle to ex-
hibit a "dutch roll" during the maneuver (section 7.6). However, guidance
during the maneuverappeared to be normal, and no action was taken. Veloc-
ity residuals were low, and no trimming was required.

9.12.3 Multispectral Photography

The multispectral photography experiment was conducted from the com-
mandmodulewhile the lunar module was on the surface and was excellent
from an operational viewpoint. No difficulties were encountered in camera
assembly or installation on the hatch window. The technique used in con-
ducting the experiment was to fly in orbit rate, service propulsion engine
forward, with the hatch window parallel to the lunar surface. Preplanned
times were used to start and stop the camera, which was actuated by the
20-second intervalometer. The first pass for this experiment was accom-
plished with the samecamera setting, but in two parts. The first part
was completed for that area from approximately i0 degrees to 60 degrees
sun angle, and the second part was from 60 degrees to i0 degrees. The
second pass was conducted in a mannersimilar to the first pass, but with
new camera settings and in an area near the subsolar point. No difficul-
ties were encountered in either pass. At the completion of the multispec-
tral photography, selected targets of opportunity, including Descartes,
Fra Mauro, and the north wall of Theophilus were photographed with the
samecameraequipment. Digital autopilot maneuverswere conducted using
ground-supplied gimbal angles, and two photographs of each area were taken.
Selected targets of opportunity were photographed no closer together than
approximately 5 minutes, an interval recommendedas convenient for future
flights, particularly where camera changes are required.
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9.12.¼ Bootstrap Photography

An additional day in lunar orbit had been planned following ascent
stage deorbit to permit completion of bootstrap photography, which is so
namedbecause stereo-strip and high-resolution coverage of surface areas
planned for future landings was involved. The stereostrip photography
was conducted with the spacecraft longitudinal axis pointed downthe
lunar radius vector (local vertical) using crbit-rate torquing from the
guidance system. The sextant was used for through-the-optics photography
with the shaft angle set to zero and the trunnion angle to 45 degrees.
In addition, the 70-mmcamera, with the 80-mmlens and black-and-white
film, was mountedin the right-hand rendezvous window. The strip photog-
raphy was conducted using procedures outlined in the flight plan.

At the completion of the rest period at 102-1/2 hours, target-of-
opportunity photographs were first taken of Fra Mauro out the right-hand
window. These pictures were planned to support Apollo 13 and were taken
with black-and-white film and the 80-mmlens.

High-resolution photography was obtained by using the 500-mmlong-
range lens and the 70-mmcameramounted on a special bracket in the right-
hand rendezvous window. The crew optical sight was used for aligning the
500-mmlens. Ground-supplied gimbal angles and camera operating times
were again used for this photography and subsequent landmark tracking.
The high resolution photography was conducted on the areas near the craters
Descartes, Fra Mauro, and Lalande, and as an additional bonus the Hershel
crater area also was photographed.

Tworevolutions of landmark tracking were conducted following the
bootstrap photography. The telescope was used to track the target while
the camera, mounted on the sextant, was used for photographic purposes.
On each revolution four specified landmarks associated with future sites
were tracked without difficulty.

9.13 TRANSEARTHINJECTION

Following a day of photography and landmark sightings, described
earlier, preparation was begun for transearth injection to be conducted
at the end of the 45th lunar orbit revolution. This maneuverwas per-
formed nominally using the service propulsion system. The firing dura-
tion was 2 minutes ll seconds and residuals were trimmed to within 0.2 ft/
sec.

.11 11 U L L L. L h.' Lt li L,' L L L
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9.14 TRANSEARTH FLIGHT

Transearth coast was a fairly relaxed period for the crew. Six sets

of navigation sightings were accomplished, and the techniques were the

same as those used during translunar coast. A variety of stars were used,

including some that were not from the standard Apollo star catalogue, to

determine the effect of sighting stars and the earth when the sun is in

close proximity to the earth's limb.

One exception to the attitude-control procedures was followed for

the first two sets of sightings. Unbalanced couples were used in one

configuration of the autopilot; that is, two adjacent reaction control

quads were disabled. This procedure enabled minimum impulse with only

a single thruster. The two-Jet minimum impulse mode overcontrolled and

would not stabilize the spacecraft, and the landmark line of sight was

constantly moving. Constant minimum impulse thrustin a was therefore re-

quired to keep the substel]ar point within the field of view. By using

unbalanced couples, spacecraft motion could be nulled completely.

During transearth coast, two midcourse corrections were required.

The first midcourse correction was 2 ft/sec and the second was 2.h ft/

sec. No discrepancies were noted during either maneuver.

Soon after undocking in lunar orbit, the reacquisition mode of the

high-gain antenna exhibited an anomalous behavior. This discrepancy

posed no real problem because ample time was available to perform manual

acquisition when necessary. During transearth coast, two tests were per-

formed in an attempt to isolate the failure source (see section 14.1.6).

The only other event of significance during transearth coast was the

observation and photography of a solar eclipse that occurred when the

earth came between the spacecraft and the sun. This event was so spec-

tacular that many photographs were taken. Because preflight planning had
not accounted for this event, the crew was in doubt about the correct ex-

posure times and camera settings.

9.15 ENTRY AND LANDING

Entry was normal and was conducted in accordance with the onboard

checklist. The only noticeable discrepancy during entry was that, al-

though the planned drogue deployment time was given as 8 minutes 4 seconds

after entry, the actual deployment did not occur until 8 minutes 24 sec-
onds.
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Sea-state conditions were fairly rough, and the landing impact was
extremely hard. (Editors note: Later information indicates the command
module did not enter the water at the nominal 27.5-degree angle, from
which it hangs on the parachute system. Engineering Judgementindicates
that the commandmodule entered the water at an angle of 20 to 22 degrees,
which corresponds to an impact acceleration of about 15g. This off-nominal
condition is attributed to a wind-induced swing of the commandmodule while
it was on the parachutes and to the existing wave slope at contact.) The
16-mmsequence camerahad been placed on its bracket in the right-hand
rendezvous window to photograph entry but cameloose at impact and con-
tacted the Lunar Module Pilot above the right eye. Later inspection of
the spacecraft revealed that portions of the heat shield had been knocked
loose during impact. The spacecraft was pulled over by the parachutes to
a stable II attitude. Uprighting procedures were completely adequate, and
no difficulty was encountered in returning to stable I.

Recovery was nominal in all respects. Back-contamination procedures
had been changedto allow the crew to wear standard blue flight suits with
a portable face mask. These procedures are considered adequate and per-
fectly acceptable by the crew. A lO-foot static line, deployed below the
retrieval net from the helicopter, actually came into the life raft and

could have entangled a crewman's foot when hoisting another crewman from

the raft. This hazardous line should be eliminated.
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i0.0 BIOMEDICAL EVALUATION

This section is a summary of Apollo 12 medical findings, based on

preliminary analyses of biomedical data. More comprehensive evaluations

will be published in a comprehensive medical report.

The three crewmen accumulated 73h man-hours of space flight experience

during this second l_msr landing mission. All inflight medical objectives

were accomplished, except that sleep data on the Commander and the Lunar

Module Pilot were only sporadic during the translunar coast phase.

The crew's health and performance were generally good, in spite of

altered work-rest cycles. The Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot appar-

ently became fatigued during the lunar surface stay because of inadequate

rest. No adverse effects attributable to lunar surface exposure have been

observed.

10.1 BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA

Biomedicsl data were of good quality throughout the mission. Less

than 250 hours of data were received during this 10.2-day mission, com-

pared to 319 hours of data received during the 8.h-day Apollo ll mission.

This decrease was caused by the loss of all data from the Ccmmander after

the sixth day of the mission and by the lack of data during most sleep

periods, when the crewmen elected to disconnect the biomedical umbilicals.

On the fourth day of the flight, the Commander reported that the skin

under his biomedical sensors was irritated. He removed and reapplied the

top sternal electrocardiogram sensor near the original application site.

Upon medical recommendation, the Commander subsequently removed all sensors

on the sixth day of the mission and treated the irritated skin areas with
first-aid cream from the medical kit.

Just prior to lunar descent, the electrocardiogram signal from the

Lunar Module Pilot became markedly degraded because the electrode paste

had dried. Following the application of new electrode paste and tape,

the signal was restored.

Physiological measurements were within expected ranges throughout

the mission. The average heart rates for the mission were 7h, 76, and

67 beats/min for the Commander, the Command Module Pilot, and the Lunar

Module Pilot, respectively.

Heart rates during the two extravehicular activity periods are plot-

ted in figures 10-1 and 10-2. The Commander's average heart rates were
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74 and 108 beats/min for the first and second period, respectively; and

the Lunar Module Pilot's average heart rates were 107 and 122 beats/min.

After the first 30 minutes of the second period, both crewmen had sus-

tained heart rates above 100 beats/min. The metabolic rates of each crew-

man during the extravehicular activities are presented in section i0.3.

10.2 MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS

10.2.1 Ads_tation to Weightlessness

All crewmen reported the sensation of fullness in the head, a condi-

tion which remained for 1 or 2 days after lift-off. Their eyes were

bloodshot for the first 24 hours of flight, and their faces appeared

slightly rounded or swollen throughout the flight. They also reported

that their shoulders tended to assume a squared-off (or raised) position,

rather than being sloped in the usual relaxed position.

As in previous Apollo missions, the inflight exerciser was used pri-

marily for crew relaxation. The crew used the exerciser several times

each day for periods ranging from 15 to 30 minutes during the translunar

coast.

10.2.2 Visual Phenomenon

The crewmen reported seeing point flashes or streaks of light. The

lights were visible with the eyes both opened and closed. The crew was

more aware of these flashes after retiring when they consciously tried to

observe them. The Apollo ll crew also noted occasional streaks through

the cabin (discussed in reference 9). Efforts are continuing to explain

this phenomenon.

i0.2.3 Medications

All crewmen took Actifed to relieve nasal congestion at various times

throughout the flight. The Lunar Module Pilot reported taking Actifed

prior to lunar module descent to relieve symptoms developed after earth

lift-off. The Lunar Module Pilot also took Seconal throughout most of the

mission to aid sleep. Aspirin was also taken occasionally by all the crew-

men. No motion sickness medications were taken prior to entry. The medi-

cation taken by each crewman follows.

.lU U. I.[ IJ lJ L LL L iJ." E L L H K L L L
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Me di cat ion Command Lunar
Commander Module Pilot Module Pilot

Aspirin

Actifed

Seconal

2

Ii

6

The crewmen attempted to use the Afrin nasal spray bottles. These

units were modified after Apollo ll to contain an inner cotton pledget

for preventing the rapid release of liquid when the cap was removed in

zero-g. The crew said it was difficult, if not impossible, to obtain

spray from these modified bottles. Postflight testing in one-g revealed

that all three Afrin bottles delivered a fine spray when sharply squeezed.

10.2.4 Sleep

Sleep periods during translunar coast began approximately 7 to 9

hours after the crew's normal bedtime of ll p.m. The crew reported that

they had no particular trouble in adapting to the shifted sleep periods.

However, the first flight day was extremely long, and the crew was thor-

oughly fatigued by the time the first sleep period began 17 hours after

lift-off.

The crewmen slept well in the command module during the translunar

and transearth coast phases, and the Lunar Module Pilot took at least two

unscheduled naps during transearth coast. However, they reported their

sleep periods were longer than necessary, since they would invariably

awaken about 1 hour ahead of time and would usually remain in their sleep
stations until time for radio contact.

The lunar module crew slept only about 3 hours on the lunar surface

prior to the second extravehicular activity period. In the next sleep

period following rendezvous and docking, all three crewmen in the command

module slept only 3 or 4 hours, which was less than desirable.

Biomedical monitoring during sleep periods was very limited. The

crew complained that it was inconvenient to hook up to the biomedical

harness while in the sleeping bags; hence, very little data were received.

10.2.5 Radiation

Initial estimates of radiation dosage were determined from the per-

sonal radiation dosimeters worn by each of the crew and from the Van Allen

belt dosimeter. The final readings from the personal radiation dosimeters

U L
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yielded net integrated (uncorrected) doses of 690, 630, and 640 mrad for

the Commander, the Command Module Pilot, and the Lunar Module Pilot, re-

spectively. The Van Allen belt dosimeter displayed integral doses of

510=mrad depth dose and 970-mrad skin dose for the command module. The

personal radiation dosimeters and the Van Allen belt dosimeter skin-dose

sensor did not integrate comparable doses during the return passage through

the Van Allen belts, although it was predicted that the readings would be

nearly equal. The possibility exists that the personal dosimeters were

stowed in a way that increased radiation shielding.

Approximately half of the total dose recorded on the personal radia-

tion dosimeters was received during the phase Just prior to entry. This

disparity was expected because of a different trajectory which resulted

in a longer traverse through the Van Allen belts.

The crewmen were examined under total body gamma spectroscopy follow-

ing release from quarantine on December 10, 1969. The preliminary analysis

revealed no induced radioactivity.

10.2.6 Water

The crew reported that the drinking water in both the command module

and the lunar module was most satisfactory. The nine inflight chlorina-

tions of the command module water system were accomplished as scheduled

in the flight plan. Analysis of water from the hot-water port approxi-

mately 14.5 hours after splashdown, or 35.5 hours after the last inflight

chlorination, showed a free-chlorine residual of 0.125 mg/1. A postflight

analysis of water from the drink gun was not performed. Preflight testing

showed that the iodine level in the lunar module water tanks was adequate

for bacterial protection throughout the flight.

Chemical and microbiological analyses of the preflight water samples

for the command module showed no significant contaminants. The pH con-

centration of the lunar module water was uniformly low in preflight test-

ing, and the nickel ion concentrations were slightly elevated in the final

water load after iodination. However, the low pH and the elevated nickel

ion concentrations are not considered medically significant for flights
on the order of 1 or 2 weeks in duration.

10.2.7 Food

The food supply was very similar to that for Apollo ll. The two new

foods included in the menu for this mission were rehydratable scrambled

eggs and wet-pack beef and gravy. Maximum use was made of the spoon-bowl

packages for the various rehydratable food items, and the spoon size was
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increased from one teaspoon to one tablespoon. The pantry-type food sys-
tem, which allows open selection of all food items was again used for this
mission. Four meal periods on the lunar surface were scheduled, and extra
optional items were included with the normal meal packages.

Prior to the flight, each crewmanevaluated the available food items
and selected his individual menu. These menusprovided approximately
2300 kilocalories per manper day. The crew madean effort to follow the
menusand to maintain the onboard log of foods consumed. Favorable com-
ments were received about the quality of the food throughout the flight.
After the flight, the crew reported that gas in the hot-water supply tended
to inhibit complete rehydration of food. Someof the gas was removedby
opening the spoon-bowl packages and mixing the food with a spoon. No
package failures were experienced. The crew had no difficulty eating any
of the food items with a spoon.

10.3 EXTRAVEHICULARACTIVITIES

The integrated metabolic rates and the accumulated work production
during the planned activities are listed in tables lO-I and 10-II. Heart
rates during the extravehicular periods are plotted in figures 10-1 and
10-2. The predicted and actual metabolic productions follow.

Crewman

Commander

Lunar Module

Pilot

Metabolic production, Btu/hr

First period Second period

Observed Predicted Observed Predicted

975

i000

1166

i142

875

i000

1210

1134

10.4 PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

Comprehensive physical examinations were conducted on each crewman

at 30, 14, and 5 days prior to launch. Brief examinations were conducted

daily on the last 5 days before launch, and a comprehensive examination

was conducted immediately after recovery.

The recovery day physical examinations revealed that the crewmen were

in good health. Body temperatures were normal, and body weights were within

expected values. The Lunar Module Pilot had a small amount of clear fluid
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TABLE 10-I.- _TABOLIC ASSESSMENT OF FIRST EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

Surface activity

Starting

time ,

hr :el n

Commander

Extravehicular preparation

_ress

Environmental familiarization

Contingency sample collection

Equipment bag transfer

Contingency photography

S-band antenna deployment

U.S. flag deployment

Panoramic photography

Unload experiment package

ITransfer experiment package

Deploy experiment package

Return traverse

Sample container packing

Equipment transfers

Ingress

TOTAL

i15:1h

i15:16

i15;22

115:25

115:30

I15:46

115:52

116:10

116:20

116:32

i16:52

117:01

118:00

118:27

118:52

119:02

Lunar Module Pilot

Metabolic

Duration, rate,

min Btu/hr

Estimated

work,

Btu

Cumula% ive

work,

Btu

2

6

3

5

16

6

18

io

12

2o

9

59

27

25

IO

6

234

35O

1250

1250

llO0

1200

1050

1250

95O

8OO

800

i0o0

7O0

1050

1250

95O

1300

975"

ii ii

124 135

62 197

92 289

317 606

108 71_

372 1086

162 12k8

169 1417

266 1683

i_8 1831

686 2517

468 2985

526 3511

165 3676

128 38Oh

38OL

Safety monitoring

Egress

Television deployment

Deploy solar wind experiment

Lunar module inspection

Unload experiment package

Transfer experiment package

Activate experiment package

Return traverse

Core-tube sample

Ingress

Safety monitoring

TOTAL

I15:14

I15:14

i15:52

1.16:10

116:15

i16:32

i16:52

1.17:01

L1.8:00

118:35

118:51

i18:52

35

3

18

5

17

2o

9

59

35

16

l

16

23_

1050 615

1225 61

1050 317

I000 92

1225 3h7

1075 360

14_0 216

775 777

1050 616

925 249

1275 20

850 230

i000"

615

676

993

1085

i432

1792

2o08

2785

3401

3650

3670

39OO

3900

*Average
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TABLE i0-II.- METABOLIC ASSESSMENT OF SECOND EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

Starting Metabolic Estimated Cumulative

Surface act ivity time, Duration,
rain rate, work, work,

hr :rain Btu/hr Btu Btu

Commander

Extravehicular preparation

Egress

Equipment bag transfer

Traverse preparations

Initial geological traverse

Core-tube sampling

Final geological traverse

Surveyor inspection

Return to spacecraft

Sample container packing

Equi Imnent transfers

Ingress

TOTAL

131:35

iii:37

131:39

131:hh

132:00

133:23

133:36

133:53

13k:34

134:46

135:11

135:20

2

2

5

16

83

13

17

41

12

25

9

3

228

500 16

1250 hl

850 70

650 173

875 1220

850 185

900 255

825 570

1050 2/_I

9OO 377

875 131

1500 74

875"

16

57

127

3OO

1520

1705

1960

2530

2741

3118

3249

3321

3321

Lunar Module Pilot

Safety monitoring

Egress

Contrast chart photography

Initial geological traverse

Core-tube sampling

Final geological traverse

Surveyor inspection

Return to spacecraft

Closeup photography

Ingress

Equipment transfers

TOTAL

131:35

131:44

131:49

132:11

133:23

133:36

133:53

134:34

134:46

135:08

135:11

9

5

22

72

13

17

41

12

22

3

12

228

875 131

1150 95

975 356

975 i166

1075 232

975 272

950 645

1275 252

ii00 402

1300 66

925 183

I000"

*Average

131

226

582

1748

1970

2244

2889

3123

3525

3611

3794

3794
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with air bubbles in the middle ear cavity, but this symptom disappeared

after 2h hours of decongestant therapy. Because the command module splashed

down normal to the surface of the water, landing forces were greater than

those experienced on previous Apollo flights. A camera came off the window

bracket and struck the Lunar Module Pilot on the forehead. He lost con-

sciousness for about 5 seconds and sustained a 2-centimeter laceration

over the right eyebrow. The cut was sutured soon after retrieval and

healed normally.

All crewmen suffered varying degrees of skin irritation at the bio-

medical sensor sites. The Command Module Pilot's skin condition was the

worst of the three on recovery day. He had multiple pustules at the mar-

gins and in the center of the sensor sites. Healing lesions were noted

on the Commander's skin at all sensor sites. He had removed his sensors

4 days prior to recovery and had cleansed the skin and applied cream to

the affected areas daily. Red areas and small pustules were noted about
all sensor sites on the Lunar Module Pilot.

The skin reaction to the sensors was the most severe seen in manned

flight; therefore, a study was initiated to determine the cause of the

skin irritation. The results disclosed that the Commander was allergic

to some, as yet unidentified, substance in the flight electrode paste,

while the other two crewmen developed no allergic reaction during these

tests. Chemical analysis of the paste was inconclusive in determining
the cause of the irritation. No bacteria were cultured from the elec-

trode paste, which contains a substance to inhibit the growth of bacteria.

There was a heavy concentration of Staphylococcus aureus, cultured from

the skin of all three crewmen after the flight. This bacteria could

account for the inflammation of the irritated skin area reported.

On the day after recovery, the Commander developed a left maxillary

sinusitis which was treated successfully with decongestants and anti-
biotics.

Examinations were conducted daily in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory

during the quarantine period, and the immuno-hematology and microbiology

revealed no changes attributable to lunar material exposure.

10.5 LUNAR CONTAMINATION AND QUARANTINE

The procedures for quarantine of the crew and the equipment exposed
to lunar material and the measures for the prevention of back contamina-

tion are discussed in reference 9. The medical aspects of lunar dust

contamination are briefly discussed in section 6.
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10.5.1 Recovery Procedures

During recovery and return of the crew and the command module to the

Lunar Receiving Laboratory, no violations of the quarantine procedures

occurred. These procedures were essentially the same as for Apollo ll,

with the following exceptions.

a. The biological isolation garments were not used, since they proved

to be uncomfortably hot during recovery operations. Theywere replaced

with lightweight coveralls and biological masks, which filtered the exhaled

air.

b. The tunnel from the mobile quarantine facility to the command

module used an improved pressure seal in the area around the hatch. Tape,

which provided a successful seal when intact but could be easily pulled

off, had been used to seal off the command module for Apollo ll. The

pressure seal for Apollo 12 satisfactorily isolated the command module

interior, and no leaks occurred.

I0.5.2 Quarantine

A total of 28 persons, including the crew and members of the medical

support teams, were exposed, directly or indirectly, to the lunar material

and were subsequently quarantined in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. Daily

medical observations and periodic laboratory examinations showed no signs

of infectious disease related to lunar exposure. No significant trends

were noted in any biochemical, immunological, or hematological parameters

in either the flight crew or the medical support personnel. The personnel

quarantined in the crew reception area of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory

were approved for release from quarantine on December i0, 1969. The

spacecraft and samples of lunar material stored in the Lunar Receiving

Laboratory were released soon thereafter.
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ii.0 MISSION SUPPORT PERFORMANCE

ii.i FLIGHT CONTROL

Flight control performance was satisfactory in providing operational

support. Some spacecraft problems were encountered and evaluated, most

of which are discussed elsewhere in this report. Only thQse problems

which particularly influenced flight control operations or resulted in

significant changes to the flight plan are discussed.

As a result of the lightning incidents which caused a power switch-

over and loss of platform reference during launch, several additional

systems checks were conducted during earth orbit to verify systems opera-

tion prior to translunar injection. Also, an early checkout of lunar mod-

ule systems was made after ejection. Lunar module power remained on for

approximately 24 minutes, and no problems were discovered during this

inspection. The earth orbit operations recommended specifically because

of the power switchover and platform loss were as follows:

a. At insertion, the two inertial platform circuit breakers were

pulled to remove power from the platform gyros and allow the gyros to

spin down, terminating the tumbling of the platform gyros. The breakers

were reset after 3 minutes, and the platform was aligned using an appro-

priate computer program during the first night pass. A new reference

matrix was uplinked to the computer from the Canary Islands station,

which had to be reconfigured from S-IVB to command module support. A

platform realignment was performed during the second night pass to check

gyro drift and verify that the lightning which caused the platform loss

had not resulted in permanent damage.

b. An erasable memory dump was performed over the Carnarvon station

to verify that the potential discharges had not altered the computer memory.

c. A new state vector was uplinked because the spacecraft had lost

its state vector when platform reference was lost.

d. A computer self-test, a thrust vector control check, and a gimbal

drive check were performed to verify spacecraft operation for a safe abort

to earth, if required.

e. A new battery charging plan was transmitted to compensate for the

battery power usage while the fuel cells were off the line during launch.

Following completion of the lunar module inspection and return to the

command module, the lunar module current was found to be 1 ampere higher

than expected. The floodlight switch on the lunar module hatch was be-

lieved to have malfunctioned, causing the floodlights to remain on. A
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second entry into the lunar module was then required to pull the flood-

light circuit breaker, and no further problems were encountered (sec-

tion 14.2.1). See section 14.1.3 for a complete discussion of the launch

phase discharge anomaly.

Voice interference on the lunar module downlink appeared during the

first extravehicular activity. An investigation was conducted of active

network sites to assure there was no network problem. The problem did

not recur after this extravehicular period except for 12 seconds during

the second extravehicular activity period.

11.2 NETWORK PERFORMANCE

The Mission Control Center and the Manned Space Flight Network pro-

vided excellent support throughout the mission. Only minor problems were

encountered with computer hardware at the Mission Control Center and com-

munication processors at the Goddard Space Flight Center.

The Carnarvon station experienced a computer hardware failure and

was required to support translunar injection without command capability.

During transearth coast, data were lost for 8 minutes when the spacecraft

antennas could not be switched because of a command computer problem at

Goldstone. After the first extravehicular activity period, a 2-kHz tone

was present in the received air-to-ground communications in the lunar

module backup voice mode. This tone was being generated in equipment at

the Madrid station, uplinked to the lunar module, and retransmitted to

the ground transponder.

11.3 RECOVERY OPERATIONS

The Department of Defense provided the recovery support commensurate

with the probability of landing within a specified area and with any

special problems associated with such a landing. The recovery force de-

ployment is detailed in table ii-I.

Support for the primary landing area in the Pacific Ocean was pro-

vided by the antisubmarine aircraft carrier USS Hornet and eight aircraft.

One of the E-IB aircraft was designated as "Air Boss," and the second as

a communications relay aircraft. A third E-1B aircraft was serving as

a backup and could have assumed either the "Air Boss" or a communications

relay function. Two of the SH-3D helicopters, designated as "Swim i" and

"Swim 2," carried swimmers and the required recovery equipment. The

third helicopter was used as a photographic platform and the fourth, des-

ignated "Recovery," carried the decontamination swimmer and the flight
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surgeon and was utilized for crew retrieval. A fifth helicopter was

available as a backup.

The two HC-130 aircraft, designated "Samoa Rescue i" and "Samoa

Rescue 2," were positioned to track the command module after it exited

from S-band blackout, as well to provide pararescue capability if the

command module landed uprange or downrange of the target point.

11.3.1 Command Module Location and Retrieval

Figure ii-i depicts an approximation of recovery" force positions

just prior to visual sighting of the command module.

Hornet's position was established using celestial fixes and satel-

lite tracking methods. On the day of recovery the Hornet was stationed

5 miles north of the target point, which was located at 15 degrees

49 minutes south latitude and 165 degrees i0.0 minutes west longitude.

The ship-based aircraft were deployed relative to the Hornet, and they

departed station to begin the recovery activities upon receiving VHF
signals from the command module.

Recovery forces first had contact with the command module on the

Hornet's radar at 244:24:00 (2046 G.m.t., November 24, 1969). The rescue

aircraft established S-band contact 4 minutes later, followed by VHF re-

covery beacon contact at 244:31:00 (2053 G.m.t.). VHF voice contact was

established at 244:32:00 (2054 G.m.t.), followed by visual sighting of the

command module during the descent on the main parachutes. The command

module landed at 244:36:25 (2058 G.m.t.) at a point calculated by recovery

forces to be 15 degrees 46.6 minutes south latitude and 165 degrees

9.0 minutes west longitude.

The command module landed in the stable I (apex up) flotation atti-

tude and immediately went to the stable II (apex down) attitude. The

uprighting system returned the command module to the stable I attitude

4 minutes 26 seconds later. After the swimmers were deployed and had in-

stalled the flotation collar, the decontamination swimmer passed flight

suits and respirators to the crew, and aided the crew in entering the

life raft. After the crew had been retrieved, the decontamination swimmer

decontaminated the external surface of the command module.

The crew arrived aboard the Hornet at 2148 G.m.t. and entered the

mobile quarantine facility 8 minutes later. The interior of the prime

recovery helicopter was then decontaminated as part of the quarantine

procedures.
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Figure ii-i.- Recovery support at earth landing.
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11.3.2 Postretrieval Operations and Quarantine

The command module was brought aboard the Hornet at 2246 G.m.t. It

was secured to the mobile quarantine facility shipboard transfer tunnel

after a brief welcoming ceremony, and the lunar samples, film, and tapes

were removed. The first samples to be returned were flown to Samoa,

transferred to a C-IJLI aircraft, and flown to Houston. The second sample

shipment was flown from the Hornet to Samoa, transferred to a range in-

strumentation aircraft, and flown to Houston.

The mobile quarantine facility was unloaded in Hawaii at 0218 G.m.t.,

November 29, followed shortly by the unloading of the command module.

After a brief welcoming ceremony in Hawaii, the mobile quarantine facility

was loaded aboard a C-lhl aircraft and flown to Ellington Air Force Base,

Texas. The crew arrived at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory at 1350 G.m.t.

on November 29.

The command module was unloaded in Hawaii and was taken to Hick_m

Air Force Base for deactivation. When deactivation was completed 2-1/2

days later, the command module was flown to Ellington Air Force Base on

a C-133 aircraft. The following is a chronological listing of events

during the recovery and quarantine operations.

Event
Time from

li ft-o ff,
hr :min

Time, G.m.t.

November 24, 1969

Radar contact by Hornet 244:24

S-band contact by rescue aircraft 2h4:28

VHF recovery beacon signals received 24_;:31

VHF voice contact received by aircraft 244:32

and Hornet

Command module landed, went to stable II 244:36

Command module uprighted to stable I

Swimmers deployed to command module

Flotation collar inflated

Command module hatch opened for respirator transfer

Command module hatch opened for crew egress

Flight crew aboard Hornet

Flight crew entered mobile quarantine facility
Command module lifted from water

Command module secured to the mobile quarantine transfer

tunnel

Command module hatch opened

Apollo lunar sample return containers 1 and 2 removed

from the command module

Container 1 removed from mobile quarantine facility

2046

2050

2053

2054

2058

2103

2108

2115

2136

2140

2158

22o6

2246

November 25

0015

0040

0152

0314
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Container I, controlled temperature shipping container i,
and film flown to Samoa

Container 2 removedfrom mobile quarantine facility
Containpr 2, remainder of biological samples and film

flown to Samoa
Container i, controlled temperature shipping container i,

and film arrived in Houston
Commandmodule hatch secured and decontaminated
Mobile quarantine facility secured after removal of

trans fer tunnel

Container 2, remainder of biological samples, and film
arrived in Houston

Mobile quarantine facility and commandmodule offloaded
in Hawaii

Safing of commandmodule pyrotechnics complete
Mobile quarantine facility arrived at Ellington AFB
Flight crew entered Lunar Receiving Laboratory

Deactivation of the fuel and oxidizer completed

Commandmodule delivered to Lunar Receiving Laboratory

0640

0811

ll30

2045

2223

2330

November 26

o_48

November 29

o218

0840

ll50

1350

December 1

1415

December 2

1930

ll.3.B Postrecovery Inspection

All aspects of the command module, mobile quarantine facility, and

lunar sample return containers were normal except for the following dis-

crepancies:

a. Condensation was found between the panes of the number 1 window

(far left). The number 5 window (far right) had a frosty film on the

outer pane and condensation on the inner pane (section 14.i.ii).

b. The environmental control system hose was broken at the bulkhead

connection for the center couch. The connection bracket came off the

panel (section 14.i.ih).

c. The camera had dislodged from its mount at landing.

d. Two whiskers on the VHF antenna did not deploy (section ih.i.12).

e. The shaped charge ring was broken but was held by the spring

clips. One of these spring clips was missing.

f. Oxygen pressure was depleted during the command module water

sampling operation, and no waste water or drinking water samples were

taken.
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12.0 ASSESSMENT OF MISSION OBJECTIVES

The five primary mission objectives (see reference i0) assigned the

Apollo 12 mission were as follows:

area

a. Perform selenological inspection, survey, and sampling in a mare

b. Deploy the Apollo lunar surface experiments package

c. Develop techniques for a point landing capability

d. Further develop man's capability to work in the lunar environment

e. Obtain photographs of candidate exploration sites.

Twelve detailed objectives, listed in table 12-I and described in refer-

ence ll, were derived from the five assigned primary objectives. The

following experiments, in addition to those contained in the experiment

package (see appendix A), were also assigned:

a. Lunar Field Geology (S-059)

b. Solar Wind Composition (S-080)

c. Lunar Multispectral Photography (S-158)

d. Pilot Describing Function (T-029)

e. Lunar Dust Detector (M-515).

All detailed objectives were met, with the following exceptions:

objective G - Photographs of Candidate Exploration Sites, and objective

M - Television Coverage. These two objectives were not completely satis-

fied, based on preflight planning data; the portions of these objectives

not accomplished are described in the following paragraphs.

12.1 PHOTOGRAPHS OF CANDIDATE EXPLORATION SITES

To obtain sufficient photographic data on candidate lunar landing

sites for future missions, the following coverage of lunar surface areas

Lalande, Fra Mauro, and Descartes was planned:
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a. 70-ramstereoscopic photography of the ground track from terminator
to terminator during two passes over the three sites, with concurrent 16-mm
sextant sequence photography during the first pass

b. Landmarktracking of a series of four landmarks bracketing the
three sites included in the stereoscopic photography, and performed during
two subsequent, successive orbits

c. 70-ramhigh resolution photographs using a 500-mmlens, and addi-
tional high resolution oblique photography.

The first 70-mmstereoscopic photography pass, the concurrent 16-mm
sextant sequencephotography, and the first landmark tracking series were
accomplished. The necessity to repeat high resolution photography did not
provide sufficient time to complete both the second stereoscopic photog-
raphy pass and the second landmark tracking series. A real-time decision
assigning higher priority to landmark tracking therefore allowed tracking
of the two landmarks associated with Fra Mauro and Descartes and comple-
tion of about one-fourth of the second stereoscopic photography pass.

Because of a crew error in site identification, the first high res-
olution photographs were taken of the Herschel area instead of Lalande.
However, a substitute target to the south of Lalande, assigned in real-
time, was subsequently photographed. A first attempt to obtain high res-
olution photographs of Fra Mauro and Descartes was unsuccessful because

of a camera malfunction (see section 14.3.7). However, on a second at-

tempt, photographs were obtained of Fra Mauro and an area slightly east

of the Descartes target area, and high resolution oblique photography was

also accomplished.

In summary, all mandatory requirements were satisfied with the ex-

ception of about three-fourths of the second stereoscopic photography pass

and tracking of two landmarks of the second landmark tracking series. All

highly desirable requirements were satisfied except for the planned high

resolution photography of Descartes. Photographic requirements of this

objective not accomplished are planned for future Apollo missions, although

the candidate sites selected for photography might differ.

12.2 TELEVISION COVERAGE

No specific priority was assigned to the objective of general tele-

vision coverage because television requirements were to be satisfied as

a part of other objectives. Television requirements consisted of obtain-

ing coverage of:
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a. A crewmandescending to the lunar surface

b. An external view of the landed lunar module

c. The lunar surface in the general vicinity of the lunar module

d. Panoramic coverage of distant terrain features

e. A crewmanduring extravehicular activity.

Coveragewas obtained only of a crewmandescending to the lunar surface.
The other coverage was not obtained because the camerawas damagedim-
mediately after it was removedfrom its stowage compartment (see section
14.3.1). This objective is planned again for Apollo 13.

TABLE12-1.- DETAILEDOBJECTIVESANDEXPERIMENTS

A

B

C

F

G

H

I

J
L

M

N
0

ALSEPI

S-059

S-080

S-158

T-029

M-515

Description Completed

Contingency sample collection

Lunar surface extravehicular operations

Portable life support system recharge

Selected sample collection

Photographs of candidate exploration sites

Lunar surface characteristics

Lunar environment visibility

Landed lunar module location

Photographic coverage

Television coverage

Surveyor III investigation

Selenodetic reference point update

Apollo lunar surface experiments package

Lunar field geology

Solar wind composition

Lunar multispectral photography

Pilot describing function

Lunar dust detector

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partial

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Partial

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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13.0 LAUNCHVEHICLESL_@4ARY

The trajectory parameters of the AS-507 launch vehi._le from launch
to translunar injection were close to expected values. The vehicle was
launched on an azimuth 90 degrees east of north. A roll maneuverwas ini-
tiated at 12.8 seconds to place the vehicle on a flight azimuth of 72.029
degrees east of north.

Following lunar module ejection, the vehicle attempted a slingshot
maneuverto achieve a heliocentric orbit. However, the vehicle's closest
approach of 3082 miles above the lunar surface did not provide sufficient
energy to escape the earth-moon system. Even though the slingshot maneu-
ver was not achieved as planned, the fundamental objective of not impact-
ing the spacecraft, the earth, or the moonwas achieved. The vehicle did
not achieve a heliocentric orbit because the computedtime for auxiliary
propulsion ullage firing was based on the telemetered state vector, which
was within the 3-sigma limit but was in excess of the 13.1 ft/sec slingshot
window velocity.

In the S-IVB stage, the oxygen/hydrogen burner satisfactorily achi-
eved tank repressurization for restart. However, burner shutdown did not
occur at the programmedtime due to an intermittent electrical open cir-
cuit, and this resulted in a suspected burnthrough of the burner. Sub-
sequent engine restart conditions were within specified limits, and the
restart at full-open propellant utilization valve position was success-
ful. The electrical systems performed satisfactorily throughout all phases
of flight except during the S-IVB restart preparations. During this time,
the S-IVB stage electrical systems did not respond properly to burner
liquid oxygen shutdown valve "close" and telemetry calibrate "on" commands
from the S-IVB switch selector. All hydraulic systems performed satis-
factorily, and all parameters were within limits, although the return
fluid temperature of one S-IC actuator rose unexpectedly at 100 seconds.

This Apollo/Saturn vehicle was the first to be launched in inclem-
ent weather, and two distinct lightning strikes occurred (reference 12).
However, the structural loads and dynamic environments experienced by the
vehicle were well within the structural capability.

Low-level oscillations, similar to those of previous flights, were
evident during each stage firing but caused no problems. The S-II stage
experienced four new periods of 16-hertz oscillations, which apparently
result from the inherent characteristics of the present S-II stage con-
figuration; however, engine performance was not affected.
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lb.0 ANOMALY SUMMARY

This section contains a discussion of the significant problems or

discrepancies noted during the Apollo 12 mission. Anomalies in the oper-

ation of experiment equipment after deployment will be published in a

separate anomaly report.

lh.l COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULES

lh.l.l Intermittent Display and Keyboard Assembly

The crew reported several intermittent, all-"8's" displays on the

main display and keyboard assembly approximately l-l/2 hours before

launch, but no display malfunction occurred in flight. The display seg-

ments are _lluminated by applying 250 V ac through the contacts of mini-

ature relays, as shown in figure lh-1. When a segment is off, it is

grounded through a resistor and the normally closed contacts of a relay

to avoid residual illumination. The normally closed contacts of all re-

lays are tied together; consequently, a short across the contacts of any

one relay will apply the voltage to all segments of each display. The

effect of the short in conjunction with the common discharge path is shown

in figure 14-1 for a typical character and one sign. A short across the

relay contacts will affect only the display function of the unit.

NASA-S-70-5%

L:_0V

(

Short circuit on any set of relay

contacts illuminates all segments

.-o._p

-'o..L__ _
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" Right
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top// I1,° 
L/r Middle LJ

Digit
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Figure 14-I.-Simplified schematic diagram of relay matrix.
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Failure analyses performed after four previous identical failures

on other units showed that contamination was present in a relay which

could have caused the all-"8's" display. As a result, the fabrication

process has been improved through the use of laminar-flow clean rooms to

minimize contamination. A lO0-percent vibration screening procedure was

initiated at the part level with automatic detection of any actuation

faults. After assembly, each display keyboard is vibrated during actual

operation and visually observed for fault detection. However, improved

fabrication techniques and test procedures can not eliminate the possibil-

ity of contamination; consequently, a malfunction procedure has been de-

vised to remove a shorted condition through the actuation of al] relays.

This anomaly is closed.

14.1.2 Hydrogen Tank Leakage

During cryogenic loading about 51 hours before launch, the beat leak

of hydrogen tank 2 was unacceptable. Visual checks showed a thick layer

of frost on the tank exterior, verifying an inadequate vacuum in the in-

sulating annulus. The tank was removed and replaced. A failure analysis

performed before launch identified the cause of the vacuum loss as an in-

complete bond in the stainless steel/titanium bimetal Joint, which per-

mitted hydrogen to leak from the inner tank into the annulus (fig. 14-2).

The bimetallic Joint provides a seal between the two metals, which are

not compatible for welding to each other. The Joint is made from a billet

such that the two metals are extruded together and machined. The machined

fitting is welded in place, as shown in figure 14-2.

Improper inspection of the bimetallic Joint during manufacture has

allowed voids between the metal surfaces to pass unnoticed. The failed

Joint was manufactured in lot 3B, and lot 3A was also suspected as having

poor quality Joints. There are only four other tanks from these two lots

remaining in the program, and these tanks have been recalled for replace-

ment of the questionable bimetallic Joints.

This anomaly is closed.

14.1.3 Electrical Potential Discharges

The spacecraft and launch vehicle were involved in two lightning dis-

charge_ during the first minute of flight. The first, at 36.5 seconds

after lift-off, was from the clouds to earth through the vehicle. The

second discharge involving the vehicle occurred at 52 seconds and was from

cloud to cloud. The two discharges were distinctly recorded by ground-
based instrumentation.
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NASA-S-70-597
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Figure 14-2.- Cryogenic hydrogentank.

The discharge at 36.5 seconds disconnected the fuel cells from the

spacecraft buses and damaged nine instrumentation measurements. The dis-

charge at 52 seconds caused loss of reference in the spacecraft inertial

platform. Both discharges caused a temporary interruption of spacecraft

communications. Many other effects were noted on instrumentation data

from the launch vehicle, which apparently sustained no permanent damage

from the discharges.
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A complete analysis of the lightning incidents and the associated
phenomenais presented in a special report (reference 12). This report
a%tributes the lightning to the presence of the vehicle, as it passed
through electric fields sufficient in intensity and energy to trigger
each discharge.

Instrumentation loss.- The only permanent effect on the spacecraft

was the loss of nine measurements at the first discharge. Of these nine,

four were service module outer surface temperature sensors, four were

reaction control system propellant quantity measurements, and one was

a temperature measurement on the nuclear particle analyzer. All of the

failed measurements are located on the service module near the interface

of the command and service modules.

The service module outer surface temperature measurements use a

chromel-constantan thermocouple and a reference Junction. The reference

junction is a bridge made up of three resistors and a temperature-

sensitive diode (fig. 14-3). The resistors normally operate at about

0.020 ampere and will open in the region of 0.100 ampere. An open bridge

resistor would drive the signal output off-scale high or low depending

upon which resistor fails.

NASA-S-70-598

Boost

cover

moduleheat shield
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Service moduleJ

,_lemetry
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Figure 14-3. - Simplifiedschematicand locationof a typicalouter skin temperaturesensor.
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It is probable that the nuclear particle analyzer temperature failed

as a result of burning out a zone box resistor in a manner similar to the

outer surface temperature sensor failures.

The reaction control propellant quantity measurements use semicon-

ductor strain gages on a pressure-sensitive diaphragm (fig. 14-4). The

semiconductors are a thin film type, and excessive current would probably

damage their capability to operate as pressure-sensitive resistors. An

alternate possibility is that the Zener diode, used to regulate the 14-volt

supply to 6.4 volts, was burned out. Loss of this diode would explain

the instrumentation symptom, which in all four cases was full-scale and

unchanging.

NASA-S-70-599
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Figure 14-4.- Propellant quantity transducer schematic.
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Fuel cell disconnect.- At the time of the first lightning discharge,

the fuel cells were automatically removed from the spacecraft buses with

the resultant alarms normally associated with total fuel cell disconnec-
tion.

The voltage transient that was induced on the battery relay bus by

the static discharge exceeded the current rate-of-change characteristics
of the silicon controlled rectifiers in the fuel cell overload sensors

and disconnected the fuel cells from the bus (fig. lh-5). As e result,

the main bus loads of 75 amperes were being supplied totally by entry

batteries A and B, and the main bus voltages dropped momentarily to ap-

proximately 18 or 19 volts, but recovered to 23 or 2h volts within a few

milliseconds. The low dc voltage on the main buses resulted in the il-

lumination of undervoltage warning lights, a drop out of the signal con-

ditioning equipment, and a lower voltage input to the inverters. The

momentary low-voltage input to the inverters resulted in a low output

voltage which tripped the ac undervoltage sensor causing the ac bus 1

fail light to illuminate. The transient that disconnected the fuel cells

from the buses also caused the silicon controlled rectifier in the over-

load circuits to indicate an ac overload. At 2 minutes 22 seconds into

the flight, the crew restored fuel cell power to the buses. All bus volt-

ages remained normal throughout the remainder of the flight.

NASA-S-70-600
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Loss of inertial piatform reference.- A loss in reference for the

inertial platform at the second discharge was most likely caused by the

setting of high-order bits in the coupling display unit by the discharge

transients introduced between signal ground and structural ground. If

this condition occurs and causes the Z-axis (yaw) coupling display unit

(middle gimbal) readout to exceed 85 degrees, the computer will down-mode

the platform to coarse align. When the coupling display unit is driving

at high speed to null the noise-induced error and the coarse-align loop is

energized, the servo loop from the coupling display unit to the platform

becomes unstable and drives the platform in the manner observed. A change

to the computer programing to inhibit the computer mode-switching logic

during the launch phase has been implemented for Apollo 13.

Complete protection of the spacecraft from the effects of lightning

is not considered practical at this stage of the program. The inherent

temporary effects associated with solid state circuitry and the reason-

able degree of safety in other circuits warrants the low risk of trigger-

ing lightning if potentially hazardous electric fields are avoided.

The following launch restrictions have been imposed for future mis-

sions to greatly minimize the possibility of triggering lightning.

a. No launch when flight will go through cumulonimbus (thunder-

storm) cloud formation. In addition, no launch if flight will be within

5 miles of thunderstorm clouds or within 3 miles of an associated anvil.

b. Do not launch through cold-front or squall-line clouds which

extend above l0 000 feet.

c. Do not launch through middle cloud layers 6000 feet or greater
in depth where the freeze level is in the clouds.

d. Do not launch through cumulus clouds with tops at lO 000 feet

or higher.

This report reflects the combined efforts of the investigating teams

at the Manned Spacecraft Center, the Kennedy Spacecraft Center, and the

Marshall Space Flight Center.

This anomaly is closed.

14.1.4 Open Stabilization and Control System Circuit Breaker

During systems checks after earth orbit insertion, circuit breaker 23

for stabilization and control logic bus 3 and 4 on panel 8 was found in

the open position (fig. 14-6). A crewman closed the circuit breaker and
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it remained closedthroughout the rest of the mission. Complete electrical
and mechanical tests were performed and the results were normal. The cir-
cuit breaker and associated circuitry showedno cause for the breaker to
have opened either because of launch vibrations or an electrical fault.

NASA-S-70-601

A

Circuit breaker 23

Logic
bus 3

Logic stabilization
and control system

Logicbus 4

Figure 14-6.- Stabi li zation and control circuit breaker schematic.

As shown in the figure, the breaker was supplying power in parallel with

two other breakers which did not open. This fact plus no abnormalities

indicate that the breaker was probably not set during the prelaunch switch

and circuit breaker positioning checks. These breakers are not specific-

ally verified to be in proper position.

This anomaly is closed.
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14.1.5 Inadvertent Helium Isolation Valve Closure

The crew reported that two isolation valves had inadvertently closed

during the command and service module/S-IVB separation sequence. The

quad A secondary propellant isolation valve and the quad B number 1 helium

isolation valve closed. The crew reopened the valves according to pre-

planned procedures, and no further problems were experienced. This same

phenomenon occurred during the Apollo 9 and ll missions for propellant

isolation valves, but the dosing of the helium isolation valve was the

first noted inflight occurrence. The failure investigation test programs
for Apollo 9 and ll led to the conclusion that valve closures can be ex-

pected because of the separation shock levels produced by the pyrotechnics,
and, that these closures are not detrimental to the valves.

This is the first instance that a helium isolation valve has closed,

and some differences exist between the helium and propellant isolation

valves. The helium valve requires a slightly lower force to close, since

the poppet mass is slightly higher and the seat configuration is different.

An analysis of propagation and intensity of the shock at S-IVB sepa-

ration indicates intensities of 45g to 275g, random in direction and last-

ing 1 to 3 milliseconds. The valves are qualified for 7g shocks of ll mil-

liseconds duration in all six direction. Therefore, it is possible that

the valves could close when subjected to the S-IVB separation shock.

Component testing was conducted on the propellant isolation valve

to establish the sensitivity threshold and has shown that shocks of 80g

to 130g with durations of ll to 1 milliseconds, respectively, can cause

an open valve to close. Further tests showed that these valves, as well

as a valve that was repeatedly closed with a 280g shock for 3 milliseconds,

were in no way damaged or degraded by the shocks. Flight experience also
indicated no adverse effects due to the closures.

The helium isolation valve was not tested, but an analytical evalua-

tion indicates that the valve will change position at lower g forces than

those required to close the propellant valves, primarily because of the

higher poppet mass. The orientation of the valve and/or possible attenu-

ation may explain the smaller frequency of occurrence compared to the

closing of the propellant valves. Tests have indicated that the minimum

shock on the helium valves, in the direction of poppet movement, is about

45g for i to 3 milliseconds. The maximum comparable shock on the propel-

lant valves is estimated to be 270g for 1 to 3 milliseconds.

Analysis of the helium isolation valve indicates that, because of

the valve seat construction and the lower level of shock, no functional

degradation can occur as a result of the separation shock. Procedures
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will be maintained to verify the position of these valves after separation
from the S-IVB.

This anomaly is closed.

lh.l.6 S-band Signal Strength Variations

Operation of the S-band high gain antenna in the narrow beam mode

resulted in a decrease of approximately l0 to 12 dB in both uplink and

downlink signal strength on several occasions. Illustrations of the

first and other unexpected signal-strength variations are shown in fig-

ure lh-7. The first decrease occurred in lunar orbit revolution 1.
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Figure 14-7.- Typical high gain antenna uplink signal strengths during abnormaloperations.

Two special tests were conducted during transearth coast with the

spacecraft in attitude hold to isolate the malfunction. The sun angle

was within approximately a 12-degree cone about the minus X axis to in-

duce thermal stress on the antenna. In both tests, the narrow-beam and

reacquisition modes were maintained until fluctuations in the uplink and
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downlink signal strengths were observed. When a dropout appeared during

the first test, the mode was changed to wide beam and the signal strength

became normal. The second test included acquisition in the wide beam mode

after signal-strength fluctuations had been observed in narrow beam, and

normal signal levels were restored after acquisition.

Based on antenna-related data during lunar orbit and from the special

tests, the problem can be summarized as follows:

a. Signal strength was reduced at about the same magnitude in both

the uplink and downlink signals while in narrow beam

b. The magnitudes of the reductions were generally from lO to 12 dB

and usually of a gradual change at first

c. The malfunction occurred only in automatic and auto-reacquisition
narrow-beam modes

d. A normal signs/ could be restored by switching to the manual mode

end aligning the antenna to earth

e. Switching between primary and secondary electronics caused no

change in operation

f. The malfunction occurred after a period of proper tracking in the

narrow-beam mode, but not during acquisition

g. After occurrence of this malfunction, operation at times returned

to normal without switching by the crew

h. The malfunction occurred in regions near both the center and the
scan limits of the antenna

i. Three tracking stations reported that very large 50-hertz and

smaller 400-hertz spikes appeared on the dynamic-phase error displays

when signal-strength reductions existed.

Laboratory tests, conducted for further analysis of the last item,

verified that spikes in the dynamic phase error response of the ground

station receiver could be generated by introducing square wave modulation

on the up- or downlink at the spacecraft terminal. Since these tests were

performed with a bench modulator and not the actual flight hardware, it

could not be definitely determined if the modulation was introduced on the

uplink or downlink. The normal operation of the antenna when not bore-

sighted will introduce square-wave modulations of the uplink signal because

of the lobing sequence. If the tracking stations were observing this down-

link modulation, then the cause is a malfunction of the antenna stripline
units.
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An analysis of antenna feeds consisted of eliminating one dish from

the narrow beam array. This analysis was first accomplished by consid-

ering the case of no contribution from one dish and then determining the

contribution from one dish 180 degrees out of phase. With no contribu-

tion from one dish, the boresight shift was slightly over 1 degree and

the accompanying gain loss was 1.5 dB, which was much less than the lO or

12 dB loss recorded during flight. It is apparent that the antenna will

track with one dish inoperative and with the previously mentioned bore-

sight shift and gain losses. One dish having a phase error of 180 degrees

will tend to produce boresight shifts of greater than 5 degrees, which

correspond to gain reductions of approximately lO dB. Creation of such a

phase shift in the feeds or lines prior to the comparator is very remote.

Phase shifts of this order are more likely to have been produced in the

stripline units.

There is a total of four stripline units with one contained in each

of the following antenna components: narrow-beam comparator, transfer

switch, and dual diplexer, as shown in figure lh-8. Based on the inflight

tests, the wide beam comparator has been eliminated as a cause of the

anomaly. Also, investigation of the circuitry and correlation of data has

ruled out the transfer switch as being the anomaly cause. Therefore, the

malfunction could only have been in the narrow beam comparator or the dual

diplexer.

The narrow beam comparator combines the patterns of four dish anten-

nas to provide the sum and difference patterns which provide the angle

pointing information. Two malfunctions that could produce boresight shifts

have been identified in the narrow beam comparator. Under normal operating

conditions, the lobing switches function as digital phase shifters and pro-

vide either a zero or 180-degree phase shift. If a diode fault occurs

that changes the phase or amplitude characteristics of either switch,

tracking errors can be produced. The opening of one set of diodes would

have to be intermittent to produce the observed flight anomaly, thus sug-

gesting the presence of temperature or pressure sensitive connections in

the traces that connect the diode switches. Another diode fault which

can occur is a loss of the drive voltage to one of the lobing switches.

In this case, the switch will provide a constant phase shift. The multi-

plexed difference signal for the case when the phase shift of switch 1

(fig. 14-8) is constant at 180 degrees results in unsymmetrical lobing.

The antenna, in this case, will seek those pointing angles that make the

elevation and azimuth angles equal in magnitude, thus suggesting that the

resultant tracking error could be large and not repeatable. This condi-

tion would give the observed antenna performance characteristics. There-

fore, a malfunction in the diode wiring or circuit connections is sug-

gested. The intermittence associated with this malfunction could be ex-

plained by a temperature sensitive circuit connection (solder crack or

wire break).

U L b
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The major components of the dual diplexer are switches 2 and 3 and

the frequency-selective power divider. The power divider is the most

susceptible component for generating tracking errors. If the difference

signal is attenuated by a high impedance feed-through or by incorrect

phasing between the sum and difference signals, the slope of the antenna

index-of-modulation curve is reduced. This decrease, in effect, reduces

the total loop gain and results in an overdamped tracking system. In

this case, large tracking errors would result and an antenna drift would

be observed; these were the observed symptoms. Attenuation of the multi-

plexed difference signal can result from a trace crack or intermittent

feed-through between the narrow beam comparator and the dual diplexer.

Both types of failures tend to be temperature sensitive.

Malfunctions in the dual diplexer or narrow beam comparator are con-

sidered to have the highest probability as causes of the anomaly. New

phase-III striplines, which should eliminate the problem, will be used

on Apollo 13 and subsequent spacecraft.

This anomaly is closed.

14.1.7 Discrepancy in Indicated Oxygen Usage

At the end of the mission there was a discrepancy of approximately

27 pounds of oxygen between the measured total cryogenic oxygen usage and

the calculated combined environmental control system and fuel cell oxygen
usage, as shown in fig_re 14-9.

Fuel cell oxygen usage was calculated from the produced electrical

current and then verified by comparison with hydrogen consumption data.

Environmental control system usage is measured on a flowmeter and compared

with calculated usage based on purge rates, cabin leakage rates, metabolic

consumption and urine dump losses. Cabin leak rates are determined by

ground tests in conjunction with flight pressure decay rates. Purge rates

are calculated based on ground tests and known times for purges. Oxygen

losses during urine dump operations can only be estimated. Since no ex-

cessive flow was detected downstream of the flowmeter, the source of any

command module environmental control system leakage is therefore limited

to the 900-psi system upstream of the meter. Figure 14-10 shows the 900-

psi oxygen system and that portion of the system outside the command mod-
ule that could have leaked.

Postflight leak tests were conducted on the command module 900-psi

system, including all check valves. These tests indicated that system

leakages were within specification limits. It is therefore concluded that

the 27 pounds of Oxygen must have leaked from those portions of the 900-

psi system within the service module. Tests of these systems prior to

flight are considered adequate, and no corrective action is required.

This anomaly is closed.

!1 !1. 1t E L li L L 1: L L g.' 1t 1I IZ L,' L L k
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14.1.8 Material Near Se1-_ice Module/Adapter Interface

The crew reported a curved piece of material about 3 feet long in

the area of the service module/adapter interface. The construction of

the debris catchers, charge holders, and spacecraft structure in the

vicinity of the service module�adapter separation plane joint has been

reviewed, and these items have been compared with pieces of material seen

in Apollo 9, i0, and 12 photographs of the same area. Positive identifi-

cation of the material was not possible because of the small sizes of the

pieces. Photographs of Apollo i0 show two objects about 60 degrees apart

near this separation plane. The crew of Apollo 12 viewed the Apollo i0

photographs and stated that the objects were similar to what they had seen

during Apollo 12. Because similar pieces of material have existed on

other flights without any degradation to spacecraft operation and since it

is believed that no failures could occur as a result of these loose pieces,

no hardware changes need be made.

This anomaly is closed.

lh.l.9 Zero Optics Mode Fluctuations

The computer register which contains the angular position of the

optics shaft was observed to fluctuate as much as 0.7 degree when the

system was placed in the zero optics mode. The crew reported that the

shaft mechanical readout on the optics also reflected the fluctuation.

A number of components in the optics drive servomechanism (fig. 14-11)

are used only in the zero optics mode. The optical unit and the power-and-

servo assembly were removed from the spacecraft, and the servo assembly

was subjected to thorough testing. The flight symptoms, however, could

not be reproduced. Because of extensive sea-water corrosion, the optical

unit could not be tested, but an analysis and testing of a similar unit

demonstrated the cause of the zero optics anomaly to be within the power-

and-servo assembly. The flight assembly was installed in a working sys-

tem and has operated properly under a variety of thermal conditions. The

modules associated with the optics servo were also thermally cycled in an

oven, operated in a vacuum, and subjected to acceptance test vibration

levels with no degradation of their performance. The modules were depot-

ted and examined, but no cause of the anomaly could be isolated.

Analysis of the circuitry involved in the zero optics mode has iso-

lated the problem to either a relay module, a two-speed switch module, or

the motor drive amplifier module. Of these, the motor drive amplifier

module is the most likely cause of the anomaly observed, since Jt con-

tains the only active signal-shaping network. The inflight symptoms have

been reproduced on a breadboard mockup of the system by introducing a

noise of from 600 to 800 millivolts into the in-phase carrier. A number
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of componentmalfunctions and shielding failures could combine to provide
the avenue for introducing this level of noise. However, no evidence of
a generic problem or design deficiency has been isolated; nor has system
performance or componentoperation been affected. Therefore, no system
changes are planned.

This anomaly is closed.
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Figure 14-11.- Zero optics mode circuitry.

lh.l.10 Clogged Urine Filters

By about 215 hours, the crew reported that both urine filters had

clogged and that the urine overboard dump system was being operated with-

out a filter. The inline filter (fig. lh-12) clogged the day after the

Commander and the Lunar Module Pilot returned to the command module from

the lunar surface activity (day 7). The filter was then replaced by a

spare unit which also clogged 2 days later. The urine dumping system oper-

ated satisfactorily without a filter for the remainder of the mission (ap-

proximately 30 hours).
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Figure 14-12.- Urine dump system flow schematic.

Postflight test of both filters indicated that the clogging was pri-

marily due to urine solids. One filter was removed from the spacecraft

while in quarantine and decontaminated by autoclaving at the Lunar Receiv-

ing Laboratory. Subsequent flow and pressure drop tests were normal with

the clogging material apparently removed by the autoclaving. An analysis

of the flushing water residue revealed urine solids and a small trace of

lubricant but no lunar material.

The other filter was not subjected to the autoclaving process. Initial

tests showed the filter was clogged, allowing only about 20 percent of nor-

mal flow. Subsequent testing showed the contamination was soluble and as

the testing continued, the flow through the filter returned to normal.

Analysis indicated the major contamination was urine solids. Only one

small particle of lunar dust was detected in the filter.

Urine was stored in the collection device during rest periods and

was to be dumped later so as to avoid perturbations to spacecraft dynamics.

Previous tests have showed that storage of urine can promote formation

of solids sufficient in size and quantity to plug the filter.

ILl ILl tl ]_ 1.: 1_ I_ L_ E L_. E E 1_ 1t U il L_ L L L
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To minimize the problem, urine storage on future missions will be

limited to critical mission time. An additional spare filter also will

be stowed as a further measure.

This anomaly is closed.

14.1.11 Window Contamination

The hatch, left-hand side, and both rendezvous windows of'the com-

mand module had considerable amounts of contamination appearing as verti-

cal streaks on the exterior surfaces. Before flight, gaps in the boost

protective cover were noted in the hard-to-soft transition region over

the left rendezvous window (fig. 14-13). A procedure requires that these

gaps be sealed with a composition sealant on final installation of the

boost protective cover; however, some gaps were not sealed. The crew re-

ported that during the heavy rain Just prior to launch they saw water on

the exterior window surfaces and also observed water flowing over the win-

dows at tower Jettison. The water rivulets acted as collection sites for

the exhaust residue during escape motor firing. After the water evapo-

rated, the residue deposits remained on the surfaces of the windows.
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Figure 14-15.- Boost protective cover view looking aft.
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Contamination was also noted on the inside surface of the heat-

shield panes on the left-hand side and hatch windows. The contamination,

which disappeared on the left-hand side window after the first day, prob-

ably resulted from water entrapped between the heat shield and pressure

structure in the general area of this window. The contamination on the

inside surface of the hatch heat shield window remained throughout the

flight and varied in size with the thermal cycles of the spacecraft. This

contamination could have resulted from either entrapped moisture in the

hatch area between the heat shield and the pressure structure or from out-

gassing of sealant materials in this area (fig. 14-14). Such outgassing

has been minimal in the past three flights because the curing processes

were changed to alleviate this problem. However, a chemical analysis of

the contamination on the inside surface of the hatch window has shown the

concentration of silicone oils to be higher than expected. These oils are

the outgassed products from the material used to seal the thermal blankets

near the window.

NASA-S-70-609
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Figure 14-14.- Cross section of hatch window.

For Apollo 13 and subsequent spacecraft, seals will be added to the

boost protective cover to prevent leakage of rain water. Prior to flight,

the hatch window cavity will be purged with a 35/65-percent mixture of dry

nitrogen and oxygen to remove entrapped moisture. To further alleviate

the outgassing of silicone oils, the insulation material will be removed

from between the outer and inner hatch windows on future spacecraft.

This anomaly is closed.
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lh.l.12 Improper Deployment of VHFRecovery Antenna

During the commandmodule descent on the main parachutes, ground
plane radials 1 and 3 of VHFrecovery antenna 2 (fig. lh-15) did not

properly deploy. However, voice communications with the recovery forces

while using this antenna were not significantly affected. Postflight

examination of the antenna revealed that the cloth flap which normally

covers the radials to prevent entanglement with the parachutes could be

made to stick to the gusset by an adhesive substance which was _nadvert-

ently present on both the flap and the gusset. The radials would not de-

ploy when the flap had stuck to the gusset; however, radial 1 would not

always deploy, even when the flap was not stuck. A slight binding at the

spring end or at the retaining clip has been experienced on radial 1.

Antenna (deployed)

Ground plane radials de

/

Ground plane radials stowed

Figure 14-15.- VHF recovery antenna configuration.

For Apollo 13 and subsequent missions, recovery antenna 2 will be

used for recovery beacon transmissions instead of voice. However, even

L
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with no radials deployed, antenna 2 will provide a satisfactory beacon

signal, with performance parameters as listed in table 14-1. Installa-

tion instructions are being studied to assure proper deployment of the

radials on future flights and to insure proper removal of adhesives.

This anomaly is closed.

TABLE lh-l.- VHF RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS

Primary post-

landing

Secondary post-

landing

Primary descent

Range ,

miles

With radials

a
Coverage,

percent

195 100

i00 i00

270 99

Worst-case

circuit margins,

dB

plus 7.7

minus 3.3

plus _.9

Coverage,

percent

99

99

9Z.5

98

Without radials

Worst-case
Gain,

circuit margins,
dh

dB

-18 plus 1.7

-18 minus 9.3

-13 minus h.3

-17 minus 0.i

aFor -12 dB gain or better.

14.1.13 Command Module Reaction Control Isolation Valve Failure

During the postflight decontamination of the command module reaction

control system, the system 1 oxidizer isolation valve would not remain in

the closed position; however, the valve responded normally to open and

close commands. This failure to remain in the closed position has been

experienced when the valve bellows are distorted or damaged. The bellows

hold the valve poppet in the closed position against the pull of a perm-

anent magnet, which is used to hold the valve poppet in the open position

(fig. 14-16). A damaged bellows cannot exert enough force to hold the

poppet closed. Note that the valve can be held closed by applying power

to the closing electromagnetic coil.

Deformed bellows are most frequently encountered when the command

module reaction control system is pressurized with the isolation valves

in the closed position. In this configuration, the '_ater hammer" effect

of the fluid can deform the bellows, as was experienced in Apollo 7. How-

ever, the crew verified that the valves were opened before pressurization.

When the oxidizer isolation valve was disassembled after flight, the

inlet-side bellows had been deformed enough to prevent the valve from

staying in the closed position. The bellows in the system 1 propellant
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Figure 14-16.- Cross sectional view of reaction control system isolation valve.

isolation valve had also been deformed, but not enough to prevent the

valve from staying closed. A review of the test and checkout history, as

well as inspection records, for the Apollo 12 isolation valves indicates

the valves were not degraded prior to flight. The necessity for having

the valves open prior to system activation and purging will be emphasized

to future crews.

This anomaly is closed.
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14.1.14 Oxygen Hose Retention Bracket Failure

At earth landing, an aluminum retention bracket for the oxygen hoses

pulled loose from the main display panel (fig. 14-17). The bracket is

bonded to the panel and supports four oxygen hoses, which are attached to

the bracket by Beta cloth straps that snap to the panel.

Postflight inspection of the bracket revealed an inadequate adhesion

area between the bracket and the panel. The adhesive material was not

uniformly spread under the bracket, thereby creating large voids. A non-

uniform application of pressure during the cure cycle is the most probable

cause of this condition. Manufacturing requirements have been changed to

include torque testing of the bracket to assure that a proper bond has
been achieved.

This anomaly is closed.
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Figure 14-17.- Oxygen hose retention bracket.
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lh.l.15 Food Preparation Unit Water Leakage

After actuation of the hot water dispenser on the food preparation

unit, the metered water flow failed to shut off completely and a slight

leakage continued for l0 or 15 minutes after handle release. This leak-

age formed a water bubble at the end of the valve stem assembly and re-

quired blotting by the crew.

Postflight tests showed no leakage when room temperature waZer was

dispensed through the hot water valve; however, with the heaters activated

and the water temperature at the normal value of approximately 150 ° F, a

slight leakage appeared after valve actuation. Similar results were

obtained during bench tests of the unit at the vendor. Subsequent dis-

assembly of the dispenser revealed damage in two valve O-rings, apparently

as a result of the considerable particle contamination found in the hot

water valve. Most of the contamination was identified as material related

to component fabrication and valve assembly and probably remained in the

valve because of incomplete cleaning procedures. Since the particles were

found only in the hot water valve, the contamination apparently originated

entirely within that assembly and was not supplied from other parts of the

water system.

Since no flight anomalies of this nature have occurred in previous

spacecraft, this failure is considered to be an isolated problem and has

no impact on future spacecraft.

This anomaly is closed.

14.1.16 Severed Lanyard on Forward Heat Shield Electrical Leads

During postflight inspection of the upper deck, the lanyard which

retains the forward heat shield electrical cable had been severed, and

only 18 inches of the approximately 45-inch lanyard remained. The lan-

yard is fabricated from natural Nomex cord with a breaking strength of

approximately 600 pounds. The function of the lanyard is to provide for

orderly deployment of the electrical wire bundle which connects the for-

ward heat shield mortar cartridges and the electrical connectors on the

upper deck. As the heat shield separates from the command module, the

lanyard, which is anchored to the spacecraft at one end, sequentially

breaks each of a series of 16- and 50-pound retainers which secure the

wire bundle to the inner wall of the forward heat shield (fig. lh-18).

The crew reported that parachute deployment was normal, and this is con-

firmed by onboard camera coverage.
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NASA-S-70-613 


Figure 14-18.- Forward heat shield mortar umbilical. 
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Examination and comparative laboratory tes~s on a similar type cord 
disclosed that the failure is nearly identical to those which occur in 
l anyard knots when loaded in tension. A small flake of yellow material 
was found embedded in the weave of the severed end of the lanyard. Com
parison of the flake with yellow Mylar tape, which is used to wrap the 
steel drogue riser, showed a definite similarity. Foreign material re
moved from the lanyard and a piece of tape from a drogue riser contained 
significant amount of a grayish- black material (fig. 14-19), which is be 
li eved to be deposits of a dry-film lubricant used on the stee l risers. 

NASA-S-70-614 

Figure 14-19.- Deposit on end of heat shield lanyard. 
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When the failed lanyard was draped over the top of the right-hand

drogue mortar tube, the severed end matched the point at which the steel

cable exits the mortar tube (fig. 14-20). It is therefore believed that,

after the lanyard broke the last retainers but prior to drogue mortar

fire, the lanyard moved down over the mortar tube outboard of the drogue

riser. Furthermore, when the drogue mortar was fired 1.6 seconds after

heat shield Jettison, the lanyard was caught over the steel cable riser

and placed in sufficient tension to cause failure when the drogue was

deployed. However, lanyard entanglement within the steel drogue riser

would have no adverse effect on drogue function. No modification is

necessary, since the lanyard satisfies its intended function prior to

drogue deployment.

This anomaly is closed.

NASA-S-70-615
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Figure 14-20.- Failed lanyard at right-hand drogue mortar.
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i_.i.17 Instru_entatlon Discrepancies

Shift in quad D helium manifold pressure.- The measurement for re-

action control quad D helium pressure indicated erroneous values through-

out the flight. During the first 70 hours, the pressure exhibited a slow

drift of about lh psia upward. At approximately 160 hours, the measure-

ment then shifted from 192 to 150 psia, followed by a second slow drift

upward (fig. lh-21). Both the slow drifts upward and the Jump shown on

the figure tend to support the conclusion that the strain-gage bonding

had weakened. The measurement is primarily used during preflight testing

to indicate the helium manifold pressure downstream of parallel redundant

pressure regulators and is not necessary for flight.

This anomaly is closed.
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Figure 14-21.- Ouad D helium manifold pressure.
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Low readinss from suit pressure transducer.- The suit pressure trans-

ducer indicated low throughout the mission.

The suit pressure transducer operated properly throughout the pre-

launch and launch activities. When the helmets and gloves were removed

after launch, the transducer indicated 0.2-psid less than cabin pressure

and at approximately 22 hours the differential was 0.h psid. A 0.h- to

0.6-psid disparity existed between the indicated suit loop and cabin pres-

sures until the final hours of the mission (fig. lh-22).
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At 241:41, the suit pressure transducer reading dropped to 0.i psia,

while cabin pressure was stable at 5.0 psia. About 3 hours later, at

command module/service module separation, the transducer recovered to

4.6 psia. The transducer indicated a 0.4- to 0.5-psid discrepancy through-

out entry. Postflight tests of the installed transducer repeated the

flight anomaly. However, during subsequent tests of the removed trans-

ducer, the unit operated normally. The transducer was then returned to

the manufacturer's facility, where flushing and disassembly revealed in-

ternal contamination from metallic nickel-plating particles. These par-

ticles could have caused an irregular transducer output by physically in-

terfering with the Bourdon tube movement or by changing the inductance

field of the unit. After the transducer was cleaned and reassembled,

testing produced satisfactory operation. The noted contamination appar-

ently resulted from either improper cleaning procedures or from self-

generated particles within the unit.

Since previous spacecraft using both this and similar cabin pressure

transducers have exhibited no problems of this type, the failure is con-

sidered to be an isolated occurrence for Apollo 12. Therefore, no impact

on future spacecraft is evident.

This anomaly is closed.

Erratic potable water quantity.- Potable water quantity data were

erratica prior to launch and also occasionally during flight. Operation

of this sensor was not necessary because the known onboard water quanti-

ties were within launch specifications. Therefore, replacement, which

would have required rescheduling the launch, was not performed. The

sensor continued to operate erratically until about 20 hours, when the

potable water tank was completely filled. The tank remained essentially

full for the remainder of the flight and quantity data appeared normal

during most of the mission.

Tank calibration data after flight compared favorably with those from

preinstallation calibrations. Disassembly and inspection revealed that

corrosion had partially obstructed the oxygen overboard bleed orifice

(fig. 14-23). No evidence was found of moisture or urine contamination

on components of the water measuring system.

Tests of the potentiometer reproduced the output fluctuations for

wiper positions equal to approximately zero quantity (zero volts) and

full quantity (5 volts). The potentiometer was disassembled and appeared

clean and free of contamination except for a slight stain on the end

surfaces of the resistance wafer (fig. 14-24) corresponding to wiper posi-

tions for the 0 and 5 volts. The film was removed with a water-moistened

swab, but the quantity of contaminate was too smal], to be identified.
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Figure 14-23.- Area of failure in erratic potable water transducer.
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Figure 14-24.- Schematic of oxygen bleed flow and overboard urine dump line.
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After removing the film, the potentiometer was reassembled and no further

fluctuations were noted. Although the source of the film is unknown,

acceptable alternate methods exist for determining onboard water quantities.

This anomaly is closed.

Fuel cell 3 re6ulated h[drogen pressure decay_.- The fuel cell 3

regulated hydrogen pressure graduslly decayed from 61.5 psia to about

59.5 psia, but remained within specification limits. The hydrogeh regu-

lator was eliminated as a possible cause of the decay, because the only

regulator failure mechanism that would allow a 2-psi decay would be vent

valve leakage at a rate of 2.6 pounds/hr. A 2.6-pound/hour flow rate is

38 times greater than normal for a 25-ampere individual fuel cell load

and would have been easily observed on the fuel cell flowmeter.

The apparent pressure drop has been attributed to a pressure trans-

ducer failure, with the most probable failure mode being a sma]l leak

through or around the stainless steel diaphragm in the transducer

(fig. 14-25). Such a le_k would allow hydrogen to enter the vacuum ref-

erence chamber of the transducer, thus destroying the normal pressure

differential across the diaphragm. This reduction would result in the

indicated pressure decay observed during the flight. A similar trans-

ducer failure occurred during a production fuel cell pre-test checkout.

This anomaly is closed.

NASA-S-70-620
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Figure 14-25.- Fuel cell 3, transducer schematic.
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14.1.18 lfiteEnittent Tuning Fork Display

The tuning fork display on the panel 2 mission clock operated inter-

mittently prior to and during launch. Soon after launch, the tuning fork

came on and remained on throughout the remainder of the flight. This con-

dition caused a timing error, and the mission clock had to be reset repeat-

edly to the correct time. The same clock had two cracks in its glass face.

Operation of the tuning fork indicates the mission clock has switched

from the central-timing-equipment timing signal to an internal timing

source, thus indicating loss of the central timing signal. However, the

two digital event timers, which also use signals from the central timing

equipment, operated correctly.

Based on previous mission clock failures, the most probable cause

for this anomaly is a cracked solder Joint in the cordwood construction.

As seen in figure 14-26, electrical components (resistors, capacitors,

diodes, etc.) are soldered between two circuit boards, and the void be-

tween the boards is filled with potting compound. The differential ex-

pansion between the potting compound and the component leads can cause

solder Joint cracks.

NASA-S-70-621
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Figure 14-26.- Mission timer construction.
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New mission timers, which will be mechanically and electrically

interchangeable with present clocks, are being developed for Apollo 13

and subsequent spacecraft. The new clock design eliminates the cordwood

construction and is less susceptible to electromagnetic interference.

Both mission clocks in the Apollo 7 spacecraft and several clocks

on other vehicles had cracked glass faces. The glass is bonded to the

metal outer faceplate by fusing it with a ceramic frit at ll00 ° F. A

stress induced into the glass during this process makes the glass suscept-

ible to cracking. A clear, pressure-sensitive tape was placed over the

glass face to preclude complete breakage.

This anomaly is closed.

lh.l.19 Unacceptable VHF Communications

During ascent and rendezvous, there was a VHF communications problem

between the command module and the lunar module. During this time period,

there appeared to be only one problem associated with VHF voice but there

were actually two separate problems. Figure lh-27 shows the VHF system

as it was configured in the command module during these phases.

During ascent, there were communications from the command module to

the lunar module using VHF through the lunar module aft and command module

right antennas. However, beginning at lh2 1/h hours, communications from

the lunar module to the command module had to be accomplished using an

S-band network relay. In this case, the predicted RF signal strength

(fig. lh-28) was below the sensitivity of the squelch thumbwheel setting.

During the 23-minute time period following lunar module lift-off, the two

vehicles had closed to a range of approximately 200 miles and the lunar

module crew had switched to the forward antenna. At this point, the re-

ceived signal strength at the command module improved and the Command
Module Pilot began to understand the VHF voice communications.

During the time period from lh2:h3:00 to approximately ih2:53:00,

the signal strength was strong enough to maintain the squelch circuit

open, as verified by flight data. During the concentric sequence initi-

ation maneuver, the squelch was noted as dropping in and out. According

to predictions, the selection of either the left or the right command

module antenna did not significantly affect voice communications. During

this time, the received signal strength (fig. lh-28) was approximately

minus 105 dBm while using the command module right antenna and lunar mod-

ule forward antenna. This figure also shows the signal strength to be

minus 102 dBm or less while using the command module left antenna and

lunar module forward antenna according to the flight plan. From previous

tests, the squelch thumbwheel, when set at approximately 6, requires from

minus 100 to 105 dBm to unsquelch the audio signal.
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Figure 14-28.- Spacecraft received power.

During the preflight checkout period, the backup crew is required

to set the squelch thumbwheel to the squelch trip point and then add one

increment of the thumbwheel. Since the received VHF signal is strong

during this time period, there is no requirement to operate the receiver

unsquelched because excessive noise would enter the system.

The VHF communications problem associated with command module recep-

tion of lunar module voice during ascent and the early part of rendezvous

resulted from a low squelch-sensitivity setting in the command module VHF

system. Future crews will be briefed on procedures to prevent this problem.

The second VHF voice problem during ascent and rendezvous is attri-

buted to the use of the lightweight headset by the Command Module Pilot.

S-band voice data indicate that during the time period when VHF voice to

the lunar module was degraded, the voice was also degraded on the S-band

link.

When the lightweight headset microphone is placed directly in front

of the mouth at any distance, the headset microphone can, in effect, be-

come a voice-cancelling circuit and reduce the voice signal level. The
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reduced level can then cause a voice-operated dropout of the voice oper-

ated transmitter. Such dropout did not occur at this time, because the

Command Module Pilot was using the push-to-talk mode. Figure lh-29 shows

the percent distortion of the lunar module received signal versus the

command module audio center input, both with and without ranging. The

curve shows that, in the ranging mode as the input level to the audio

center decreases, distortion of the received signal increases significant-

ly. This distortion cannot be directly related to intelligibility, but

it does indicate that system performance is degraded by the low input
levels.
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Figure 14-29.- Lunar module received VHF audio distortion.
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The headset microphone was designed to provide noise cancelling

through mechanical spacing of the voice-capture and noise-cancelling ports

(fig. 14-30). The output of the microphone amplifier is the amplified

difference between the voice and noise transducer outputs. Therefore,

with improper microphone placement, voice transmissions also enter the

noise port, partially cancel transmissions entering the voice port, and

thereby reduce the overall voice output level.

NASA-S-70-1425
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Figure 14-30.- Headset microphone voice/noise ports and amplifier circuitry.

Postflight tests conducted on the headset indicate its performance

to be within specification when the voice is directed properly into the

voice/noise capture port, and the degraded VHF voice most probably re-

sulted from improper placement of the lightweight headset microphone.

Since there was no indication of a problem with the communications-carrier

headsets, future crews will be instructed to use these headsets during

critical mission phases.

This anomaly is closed.
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14.2 LUNAR MODULE

14.2.1 Docking Hatch Floodlight Switch Failure

Following initial inflight checkout of the lunar module, the elec-

trical current from the command and service module to the lunar module

was approximately i ampere higher than expected. When the floodlight

circuit breaker was turned off, the current returned to the expected
level.

The floodlight is controlled by a switch that is actuated by open-

ing and closing the docking hatch in a manner similar to that for a re-

frigerator door. The crew checked the operation of the hatch switch and

verified floodlight operation by manually depressing the plunger. How-

ever, the hatch did not. depress the plunger sufficiently to actuate the
switch.

The method of setting plunger travel was found to be inadequate,

and a new procedure has been incorporated to specify a plunger travel

of 0.120 (±0.005) inch.

This anomaly is closed.

14.2.2 Water in the Suit Loop

During preparations for the first extravehicular activity, water

was reported coming from both suit inlet hoses when disconnected.

After the first extravehicular activity, the Commander reported that

his boots had water in them and that the suit inlet hose was delivering

cold moist air when disconnected. The Lunar Module Pilot also noted drops

of water in his inlet hose. The water separators were switched with no

improvement in the free water condition. Prior to the sleep period, the

water was drying in the Commander's suit, and there was no further problem
with water in the suits.

Two possibilities exist for introducing free water into the suit

loop: water may have been bypassing the water separator, or water may

have been condensing out of the gas in the suit hoses.

The water separator speed indication was above the upper limit (in

excess of 3600 revolutions per minute) for about 50 percent of the mis-

sion. Since the water separator is a gas-driven centrifugal pump, this

high speed indicates a higher than normal gas flow through the separator.

Tests have shown that, at separator speeds in excess of 3700 revolutions

per minute, water splashing occurs at the pitot tube (fig. 14-31) allow-

ing water to bypass the separator.
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Since the coolant lines for the liquid cooling garment are adjacent

to the oxygen hoses in each crewman umbilical assembly, condensation in

these hoses was investigated. The analysis showed that with the flight

conditions, condensation did not take place in the suit hoses.

For Apollo 13 and subsequent missions, a flow limiter (fig. 14-32)

will be added to the primary lithium hydroxide canister to reduce suit-

loop gas flow and consequently limit the separator speed to within the

no-splash range. The flow limiter provides restriction of flow equiva-

lent to the secondary canister. If necessary, this added resistance can

be removed in flight.

This anomaly is closed.

NASA-S-70-1427
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Figure 14-52.- Suit circuit flow limiter.
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ih.2.3 Carbon 'Dioxide Sensor Malfunction

Following lunar lift-off, the crew reported a master alarm at about

the time of ascent-engine shutdown. Ground data show a short-duration

spike in the indicated carbon dioxide partial pressure at that time.

During the second pass behind the moon following lift-off, the crew re-

ported that the indicated carbon dioxide partial pressure again tripped

the carbon dioxide high partial pressure light and master alarm. The

crew selected the secondary lithium hydroxide canister at this .time.

The primary canister was later reselected at the request of ground con-

trollers. The crew later reported that erratic carbon dioxide indica-

tions occurred while using either the primary or secondary lithium hy-
droxide canisters.

The carbon dioxide sensor is sensitive to free water, and the mal-

function was probably caused either by water from the water separator

slump tank entering the sensor or by water bypassing the water separator

and entering the sensor. The water separator sump tank vent line joins

the carbon dioxide sensor inlet sense line (fig. 14-33). This vent line

has been rerouted for Apollo 13 and subsequent vehicles.

This anomaly is closed.

NASA-S-70-1428
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Figure 14-33.- Simplified suit loop schematic.
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14.2.S Tracking Light Failure

At the beginning of the second darkness pass after lunar lift-off,

•the crew reported that the tracking light had failed. Subsequent cycling

of the light switch indicated that power consumption was normal, indicat-

ing the high-voltage section of the light had experienced a corona fail-
ure.

The characteristics of the failure are very similar to failures that

were experienced on Apollo 9 and in ground testing. These previous fail-

ures were attributed to corona in the high voltage section of the light.

After the Apollo 9 failure, numerous design modifications were made to

reduce the corona problems. Lights with these modifications successfully

completed qualification testing and a lunar flight simulation and operated

satisfactorily on Apollo ll.

Tests indicate that off-axis solar impingement on the flash head

reflector can cause temperatures on the flash head potting as great as

500 ° F, which could degrade the potting compound enough to cause a corona.

For Apollo 13 and subsequent missions, the tracking light will be

redesigned to reduce the 4000-volt voltage source to 2000 volts, and

flash head potting will be protected from direct solar impingement. The

1-hour acceptance test operating time will be increased to 5 hours so

that units with defective potting can be identified.

This anomaly is closed.

14.2.5 Equipment Compartment Handle Did Not Release

During the initial egress, the modularized equipment stowage assembly

was to be deployed by pulling a special D-ring handle. Although the Com-

mander was unable to release the handle from the support bracket, it could

be rotated in its bracket. The equipment compartment was subsequently

deployed by pulling on the bellcrank cable, which attaches to the center

of the D-ring handle. A retention pin at the bottom of the D-ring handle

plugs into a socket in the retaining bracket (fig. 14-34). This socket

contains a ball detent mechanism which holds the D-ring to the bracket.

Apparently, either there was binding in the ball detent or the crewman

pulled on the D-ring handle at such an angle that a lateral load was

applied to the retention pin, causing it to bind in the retention socket.

For Apollo 13 and subsequent, the D-ring will be deleted and a loop

will be clamped to the end of the deployment cable. The loop will be

retained using the same type of pin presently installed to retain the

safety wire (fig. 14-34).

This anomaly is closed.
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Figure 14-34.- Deployment handle (D-ring) on the modular equipment storage assembly.

14.2.6 Torn Forward Hatch Thermal Shield

During egress, the Commander's portable life support system came in

Contact with and tore the hatch micrometeoroid shield (fig. 14-35). Such

a tear could represent a potential hazard to the suit. For Apollo 13

and subsequent, the thermal shield thickness will generally be increased

from 0.004 to 0.010 inch. At the standoff, however, the shield thickness

will be increased from 0.020 to 0.040 inch. In addition, the diameter

of the shield mounting holes will be increased from 0.375 to 0.5 inch

(fig. 14-36). These modifications should strengthen the shield suffi-

ciently to prevent tearing in any future contacts by the egressing crew-

men.

This anomaly is closed.
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Figure 14-35.- Tear in forward hatch outer skin.
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14.2.7 Early Illumination of the Low-Level Descent Light

The low-level light for descent propulsion propellant quantities

illuminated about 25 seconds early. The low-level light is activated

and remains latched on when any one of the four low-level point sensors

(one in each propellant tank) is uncovered (fig. 14-37).

NASA-S-/0-1432

---Propellant tanks -"

- Stand pipe

'_ Analog probe

Stand pipe

_ac power

PointsensorJI i
Light

Figure 14-37. - Descent propellant tank low-level sensor schematic.

At low-level light activation, the gaging system indicated that fuel

tank 2 had a mean propellant quantity of 6.7 percent. In addition, it

had about a 2.3-percent peak-to-peak oscillation (fig. 14-38), probably

caused by propellant slosh, which continued for some time after landing.

The other three tank readings experienced similar oscillations, although

at a slightly higher mean quantity level. One of the four low-level point

sensors, probably fuel tank 2, uncovered momentarily because of propel-

lant slosh, causing the low-level light to latch on.

The quantity warning light should illuminate when the lowest indi-

cated propellant level remaining in any tank reaches a value of 5.6

±1/4 percent. Since the light came on when the averaged quantity mea-

surement indicated 6.7 percent with an oscillation of ±i.i percent, the
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lowest excursion of the quantity reading was 5.6 percent and the display

operated properly. The averaged propellant quantity reached 5.6 percent

about 25 seconds later.
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Figure 14-38.- Descent propellantquantity just prior to landing.

For Apollo 13, the quantity measurements for the four descent pro-

pellant tanks have been increased in sampling rate from 1 to I00 samples

per seconds. These data will be averaged automatically and used to

determine the low-level point from which the remaining firing time can

be calculated. The i00 samples per second rate will provide data that

will permit an understanding of the particular dynamics of the fluid in
the tanks.

This anomaly is closed.
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14.3 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT

14.3.1 Color Television Failure

The color television camera provided satisfactory television cover-

age for approximately 40 minutes at the beginning of the first extrave-

hicular activity. Thereafter, the video display showed only white in an

irregular pattern in the upper part of the picture and black in the re-

mainder. The camera was turned off after repeated attempts by the crew

to restore a satisfactory picture.

Ground tests using an Apollo-type image sensor (secondary electron

conducting vidicon tube) exposed the camera system to extreme light

levels. The resulting image on a monitor was very similar to that seen

after the flight camera failure.

After decontamination and cleaning, the flight camera was inspected

and power was applied. The image, as viewed on a monitor, was the same as

that last seen from the lunar surface. The automatic light-level control

circuit was disabled by cutting one wire. The camera then reproduced good

scene detail in that area of the picture which had previously been black,

verifying that the black area of the target was undamaged, as shown in

figure 14-39. This finding also proved that the combination of normal

automatic light control action and a damaged image-tube target caused the

loss of picture. In the process of moving the camera on the lunar sur-

face, a portion of the target in the secondary-electron conductivity

vidicon must have received a high solar input, either directly from the

sun or from some highly reflective surface. That portion of the target

was destroyed, as was evidenced by the white appearance of the upper

part of the picture.

Training and operational procedures, including the use of a lens cap,

are being changed to reduce the possibility of exposing the image sensor

to extreme light levels. In addition, design changes are being considered

to include automatic protection, such as the use of an image sensor which

is less susceptible to damage from intense light levels.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.2 Intermittent 16-mm Camera During Ascent

The 16-mm camera was turned on Just before lift-off, but it stopped

after a brief period of operation. During ascent, it was activated two

additional times, and each time it stopped after 20 or 30 seconds of

operation. During rendezvous, the camera was operated by constantly de-

pressing the triggering button, thereby overriding the automatic shutoff.

U L L L
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Figure 14-39.- Secondary electron conductivity tube in the color television.
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The camera had performed 'satisfactorily for more than 8-1/2 hours

during separation, descent, panoramic views of the lunar surface, and

continuously throughout the two extravehicular activities. The camera

is certified for l0 hours of operation in a vacuum.

Although postflight tests showed the 16-mm camera and magazine to

be in satisfactory operating condition, the characteristic sensitivity

of the magazine interlock microswitch installation is such that the oper-

ating limits of the switch could cause intermittent actuation. The inter-

mittent operation was duplicated on the flight and similar equipment by

the application of pressure to the end of the magazine. The problem will

be resolved by changing the interlock switch (fig. 14-40) to a configura-

tion that is much less sensitive to variation in switch settings.

This anomaly is closed.

NASA-S-70-1435
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Figure 14-40.- Sequence camera interlock switch modification.
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Ih.3.3 Difficulty in Removing the Radioisotope Fuel Capsule

The crew experienced difficulty in removing the radioisotope fuel

capsule from the fuel cask assembly during deployment of the Apollo lunar

surface experiments package.

Thermal tests and analyses show that dimensional tolerances can

diminish with temperature and result in binding between the latch fitting

(C-ring) on the cask and the contact surface of the backplate on the fuel

capsule (fig. 14-41). The longitudinal contact distance for these two sur-

faces is approximately 0.6 inch, and extraction was easily accomplished

once this distance was negotiated.

NASA-S-70-1436
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Figure 14-41.- Radioisotope fuel capsule configuration.
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As a result of the dimensional checks, the thermal tests, and analy-

ses performed with both the qualification and Apollo 13 flight hardware,

the contact surfaces of the fuel capsule backplates are being reworked as

indicated in the figure. The outside diameter of the 0.10-inch long

contact surface, while remaining within design limits, may be reduced as

much as 0.005 inch for ease of capsule extraction. All existing capsule

backplates will be reworked in this manner.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.4 Difficulty in Deploying the Passive Seismometer

The lunar surface material at the deployment site for the passive

seismic experiment was soft and irregular, and a crewman had to use his

boots to tamp a depression in the surface material in preparation for

deployment. This procedure, however, was in accordance with the pre-

flight plan for this surface condition.

The thermal shroud tended to delaminate and rise up off the lunar

surface. This condition had been anticipated, and lunar soil was placed

on the periphery of the shroud to hold it down. When this operation

proved difficult, tie-down bolts, which had been removed from the pallet

during deployment of the experiments package, were placed on the shroud

with satisfactory results (fig. 14-42).

NASA-S-70-1437
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Fi9ure 14-42. - Passive seismic experiment deployed.
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For Apollo 13 and subsequent spacecraft, the shroud laminations will

be spot-sewed together at intervals around the periphery, a weight will

be sewed to each of the six attach-pullout points on the shroud, and a

5-foot diameter Teflon blanket will be added for thermal control to de-

crease solar degradation.

This anomaly is closed.

ih.3.5 Difficulty in Deploying the Cold Cathode Ion Gage

The cold cathode ion gage would not remain upright when deployed.

Its final position was on its back with the sensor aperture at an angle

of approximately 60 degrees from the horizontal but was satisfactory

(fig. 14-h3).

The cable connecting the cold cathode ion gage with the suprathermal

ion detector was quite stiff. The combination of the spring effect in

the cable, the reduced weight of the cold cathode ion gage under lunar

gravity, and the softness of the lunar surface was apparently sufficient

to cause the equipment instability during deployment. Final positioning

of the equipment requires that the sensor aperture does not point directly

at the surface nor directly at other experiment package components. The

final positioning fulfilled this requirement.

NASA-S-70-1438
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Figure 14-43.- Cold cathode gage deployed.
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The combination of the suprathermal ion detector with the cold cath-

ode ion gage will not be included for Apollo 13. For Apollo 14 this equip-

ment will be flown, and the wires of the connecting cable will be tied at

6-inch intervals instead of being wrapped with heavy Mylar tape. This

modification not only reduces cable stiffness by 70 percent, which de-

creases the spring effect, but also decreases cable bulkiness to permit

easier stowage.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.6 Unsatisfactory Tool Carrier Bag Retention

At the beginning of extravehicular activity, the empty tool carrier

collection bag tended to rise out of the tool carrier until some lunar

surface soil was put in to hold it down. The bag is attached to the car-

rier structure by three aluminum spring clips (fig. 14-44). The weight

of the loaded bag is shared by these clips and three hangers. The reten-

tion force is limited so that the loaded bag may be easily lifted out of
the carrier.

NASA-S-70-1439 Double clip to be added for Apollo 13
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Figure 14-44.- Tool carrier collection bag retention.
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The retention charatteristics of the left side, with two spring

clips over the 0.37-inch diameter rolled bead of the carrier structure,

is satisfactory. However, the single spring clip over the 0.18-inch lip

of the carrier on the right side did not provide sufficient positive re-

tention. A separate double spring clip, which reaches over both the bag

hanger and tool carrier structure, will be added for Apollo 13 to provide

the necessary retention force as shown in the figure.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.7 Intermittent Counting on the Command Module 70-am Camera

During landmark tracking using 70-am camera with the 500-am lens,

the magazine opened up and the counter did not agree with the crew count.

The crew had inadvertently actuated the mechanism which opens the magazine,

allowing the entire film holder portion of the magazine to come out of the

magazine housing. When the film holder is not inserted properly and not

locked in the magazine, the film drive mechanism will become disengaged

and the camera may not transport an entire frame of film each time. Over-

lapping exposed frames of film from this magazine indicate that this con-

dition occurred. Since there is no requirement to remove film during the

mission, tape will be placed over the retracted film release knob after

loading the magazine, and proper frame counting should be preserved.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.8 Suit Pressure Pulses

During the second extravehicular period, the Lunar Module Pilot indi-

cated that he felt something which could have been two pressure pulses in

the pressure garment assembly, but he could not determine whether the

pulses were increases or decreases in pressure. During the first pressure

pulse, the cuff gage indication for the pressure garment assembly was nor-

mal. The mission time for the reported pressure pulse, based on a sharp

rise in the Lunar Module Pilot's heart rate, was determined to be between

133:09:00 and 133:12:00.

Although suit data were reviewed throughout both extravehicular

periods, there was no evidence of a pressure pulse. In particular, data

from 133:06:16 until 133:12:29 showed that the pressure garment assembly

pressure remained constant at 3.86 psi.

A sudden pressure increase must come from the pressure regulator in

the portable life support system. The increased pressure would remain

high until the suit pressure returned to normal, but at a slow rate which

would not exceed 0.3 psi/min. For a measurable pulse increase of 0.i psi,
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this decs_vwould take 20 seconds and would be detectable in telemetry data.

A sudden pressure decrease indicates a momentary leak in the system. For

a measurable decrease of 0.1 psi, the portable life support system maximum

makeup rate at the given conditions would take 1.7 seconds and would also

be detectable in the data.

Considering the slow makeup capability of the portable life support

system, the slow pressure deca_ rate of the pressure garment assembly,

and the capability to detect, in the data, pressure changes greater than

0.0& psi which last for more than 1 second, there is no evidence that in-

dicates a system malfunction. The crewman had a stuffy head condition

during this time period. "Popping" the ears was ruled out, but some

other effect internal to the ear may have created the sensation.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.9 Stoppage of the Lunar Surface Camera Counter

The exposure light on the lunar surface close-up camera came on for

each exposure, but the mechanical exposure counter did not count every

exposed frame. The counter is housed in the handle, which is a matte-

surface, uncoated aluminum casting. Postflight analysis has indicated

that, during extravehicular activity, the camera reached a stabilized

handle temperature of approximately 220 ° F, which is above the mechanical

interference point for the counter.

Calculations show that painting the handle white will reduce the

stabilization temperature to approximately ii0 ° F, which is a satisfac-

tory operating temperature for the counter. Camera handle castings will

be painted white for future missions.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.10 70-mm Lunar-Surface Camera Difficulties

During the second extravehicular period, the Commander's camera did

not advance and count every time the trigger was squeezed. Shortly after-

wards, when both the camera assemblies were being removed from the remote

control units in order to exchange them, both assemblies were loose,

although they had been well tightened before egress. In the process of

retightening on the lunar surface, the thumbwheel fell off the Lunar

Module Pilot's camera assembly, making reassembly impossible (fig. 14-45).

The empty camera and faulty assembly were then discarded. The Commander's

camera assembly was retightened and performed satisfactorily during the

remainder of the extravehicular activity.
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Figure 14-45.- 70-mm camera handle assembly.
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The intermittency experienced by the Commander in the shutter, counter,

and film advance actions was the result of excessive trigger play caused by

the loose assembly. The loss of the thumbwheel experienced by the Lunar

Module Pilot was apparently the result of the improper installation of the
thumbwheel setscrew.

For future missions, the cupped spring washer will be replaced by a

star washer to resist rotation and loosening of the assembly screw, and

the thumbwheel will be secured to the screw with a roll pin, in_tead of
a setscrew.

This anomaly is closed.

14.3.11 Tone and Noise During Extravehicular Activity

An undesirable tone, accompanied by a random impulse noise signal,

was present intermittently for the first l-l/2 hours of initial extra-

vehicular activity. The same tone, but without the noise, was present

for approximately 12 seconds during the second extravehicular period.

This condition did not degrade voice communication but was annoying to
the crewmen.

A subsequent analysis of the telemetry data transmitted from the

extravehicular mobility unit did not show any degradation of data quality

as a result of the noise. Power spectral density plots, however, revealed

a fundamental frequency of approximately 1260 hertz and a harmonic frequ-

ency of 2520 hertz. Postflight interference tests of an equivalent extra-

vehicular mobility unit revealed the same 1260-hertz tone on the battery-

bus leads and shield which originated from the fan-motor ripple current.

This condition is normal and has been noted during qualification testing

of the extravehicular mobility unit. Figure 14-h6 illustrates the tone

interference generated by the fan motor. However, during these initial

tests, the noise interference could not be made to enter the audio system

such that the audio tone heard in flight was simulated.

Later laboratory testing of the communications carrier headset demon-

strated that lowering a microphone amplifier supply voltage below the regu-

lator threshold of 12.5 volts caused tone interference to enter the audio

system. Subsequent analysis showed that a high resistance or the failure

of a regulating diode or a transistor in the microphone amplifier regulator

could result in a loss of regulator filtering action. The normal operating

voltage for the microphone amplifier is from 15.7 to 20,5 volts, When the

microphone amplifier supply voltage is above the regulator threshold of

12.5 volts, the tone interference does not enter the audio system.

Postflight tests of the flight communications carriers revealed that

the Commander's left microphone was intermittent. Although this failure
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could not be correlated to the tone phenomena,the randomimpulse noise
heard inflight could be related to the intermittent microphone because a
failure analysis has revealed an intermittent open-circuit condition in
the primary winding of the amplifier transformer. Additional tests showed
no further malfunctions in the communications carriers or harnesses.

NASA-S-70-1441
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Figure 14-46.- Tone power spectral density.
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Figure 14-47.- Communications carrier headset power path.

14.3.12 Cracked Weigh Bags

The weigh bags were apparently too brittle and therefore cracked and

tore when handled on the lunar surface. Those stowed in the sample return

container were used to hold the samples of lunar surface material for

weighing, and those stowed in the equipment transfer bag were used as col-

lection containers (tote bags) during the geology traverse.

During the traverse, there was a tendency for samples to float out

of the bag. Therefore, some means should have been available for opening

and closing the bags as required, while maintaining a tight seal when

stowed in the spacecraft under zero-g.
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The Apollo 12 weigh bags were made from Teflon film. For Apollo 13,

the collection containers will be made of a Teflon cloth, which is more

flexible and is not as subject to cracks and tears. For Apollo 14 and

subsequent missions, both theweigh bags and the collection containers

will be constructed from the Teflon cloth. The collection containers will

also include a means for repeated opening and closing, as well as provid-

ing a tight seal for stowage of return samples in the spacecraft.

This anomaly is closed.
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15.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Apollo 12 mission demonstrated the capability for performing

a precision lunar landing, which is a requirement for the success in

future lunar surface explorations. The excellent performance of the

spacecraft, the crew, and the supporting ground elements resulted in a

wealth of scientific information. The following conclusions are drawn

from the information contained in this report.

i. The effectiveness of crew training, flight planning, and real-

time navigation from the ground resulted in a precision landing near a

previously landed Surveyor spacecraft and well within the desired land-

ing footprint.

2. A hybrid non-free-return translunar profile was flown to demon-

strate a capability for additional maneuvering which will be required for

future landings to greater latitudes.

3. The timeline activities and metabolic loads associated with the

extended lunar surface scientific exploration were within the capability

of the crew and the portable life support system.

h. An Apollo lunar surface experiments package was deployed for

the first time and, despite some operating anomalies, has returned valu-

able scientific data in a variety of study areas.

L.
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APPENDIX A - VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS

Very few changes were made to the Apollo 12 space vehicle from the

Apollo Ii configuration. The spacecraft�launch vehicle adapter was iden-

tical to that for Apollo ii, and the only change to the launch escape

system was the incorporation of a more reliable motor igniter. There

were no significant changes to the Saturn V launch vehicle. The few

changes to the command and service modules and to the lunar module were

minor and are discussed in the following paragraphs. A description of

lunar surface experiment equipment and a listing of spacecraft mass

properties are also presented.

A.1 COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULES

In the sequential system, wiring was rerouted to preclude a single

point failure in the abort system logic. In the service propulsion sys-

tem, filters were added to prevent contamination of the valve actuation

system. Four temperature measurements were added in the instrumentation

system to assist in determining spacecraft-to-sun orientation when the

guidance system was inoperative. In the water management system, a

hydrogen separator was added in the line between the fuel cells and water

valve panel. An improved gas separator cartridge was substituted for the

unit used in Apollo ii. In the displays and controls system, the service

propulsion flange high-temperature caution and warning circuitry, which

was no longer required, was removed. The scroll assembly in the entry

monitor system was modified to incorporate a more reliable scribe emulsion.

In the structural and mechanical systems, the canister for the sea dye

marker was mechanically pinned in place to preclude inadvertent actua-

tion, and a single nylon loop was added to replace the command module

recovery cable and auxiliary nylon loop.

A.2 LUNAR MODULE

In the thermal control system, a layer each of Inconel foil and of

nickel foil and mesh were added to the landing gear secondary struts to

provide additional protection against exhaust plume impingement from the

reaction control system; also, a portion of the plume shield was no longer

required and was removed from the landing gear deployment truss. The

structure was modified in accordance with an organized weight reduction

program to decrease weight by reducing the thicknesses of the descent

shear webs, ascent stage docking structure, base heat shield, propellant

tanks, and oxidizer line. Also, to support higher loads, the ascent pro-

pellant tank torus clamp was redesigned and was changed from aluminum to

steel.
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In the reaction control system, the regulated pressure upper warning

level was raised from 205 to 218 psia. In the environmental control sys-

tem, the accumulator quantity indicator in the suit cooling assembly was

modified to improve readability. In the water management section, a re-

designed spool was incorporated in the water tank select valve to reduce

leakage. Also, a backup measurement was added for descent water pressure.

The following changes were incorporated in the crew provisions as

a result of the Apollo ii experience. Two hammocks were added for in-

creased crew comfort during the lunar-surface stay. _ne valve; hoses,

and large urine bags of the waste management system were replaced with

a lighter, less complex system of small urine bags. A condensate collec-

tion assembly, having a flow indicator, was added to permit recharging of

the water in the portable life support system. The lunar equipment con-

veyor was redesigned to a single strap arrangement to preclude any pos-

sible binding caused by lunar dust. A color television camera was sub-

stituted for the slow-scan black-and-white lunar surface camera.

A. 3 EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT

The Apollo 12 experiment equipment included an Apollo lunar surface

experiments package instead of the early Apollo scientific experiments

package carried on Apollo ll. The seismic experiments in the two pack-

ages were similar in purpose but of different configurations; the other

experiments for the Apollo 12 package were new. The solar wind composi-

tion experiment and the lunar field geology tools were essentially the

same as the Apollo ll equipment.

The Apollo lunar surface experiments package consists of two sub-

packages (figs. A-I and A-2), which were stowed in the lunar module scien-

tific equipment bay for transportation to the moon. In addition the fuel

cask containing the radioisotope capsule assembly (part of the electrical

power system) was mounted on the external structure of the lunar module.

The experiment package includes a central station, an electrical power

system, and four experiments: passive seismic, solar wind spectrometer,

magnetometer, and suprathermal ion detector. A cold cathode gage is

associated with the suprathermal ion detector experiment. The two sub-

packages could be carried by one man (bar bell arrangement) using the

antenna mast as the handle. After the experiments were removed, the sub-

package i structure and thermal assembly containing the data subsystem

was used as the central station on the lunar surface. The subpackage 2

structure and thermal assembly was used for mounting the electrical power

sou_ce.
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"A.3.1 Central Station

The central station (fig. A-l) is the focal point for control of the

experiments and for the collection, processing, and transmission of scien-

tific and engineering data to the Manned Space Flight Network.

The central station includes a data system consisting of an antenna,

a diplexer, transmitter, command receiver and decoder, timer, data pro-

cessor, and power distribution unit.

The antenna, consisting of a copper conductor bonded to a fiberglass

epoxy tube for mechanical support, is a modified axial helix capable of

receiving and transmitting a right-hand circularly polarized S-band signal.

A two-gimbal aiming mechanism permits the position of the antenna to be

adjusted in azimuth and elevation. The diplexer consists of a filter that

provides the attenuation required at the operating frequencies and a cir-

culator switch that couples the selected transmitter (A or B) to the an-

tenna. Two mutually redundant transmitters generate an S-band carrier

frequency between 2275 and 2280 megahertz. The carrier is phase modulated

by the bit stream from the data processor. The command receiver receives

the uplink commands transmitted from the earth stations. The command de-

coder provides the digital timing and command data and applies the commands

required to control the operation of the experiments. The timer provides

predetermined switch closures to initiate specific functions within the

experiments and data system when the uplink commands are not available.

The timer consists of a clock and a long life mercury cell battery. The

data processor includes two mutually redundant data processing channels,

each of which generates experiment timing and control signals, collects

and formats experiment data, and provides data for phase modulation of

the transmitted carrier. The power distribution unit contains the cir-

cuitry for the power-off sequencer, monitors temperature and voltage, and

controls power for experiments and central station.

A dust detector mounted on the central station measures the dust

accumulation. The detector consists of a sensor, which has three photo

cells, and associated circuitry.

A.3.2 Electrical Power System

The electrical power system (fig. A-2) provides the power for oper-

ation of the experiment packages. The primary electrical energy is de-

veloped by thermoelectric action with thermal energy supplied by a radio-

isotope source. The expected output is a constant 16 volts.

The elctrical power system consists of a radioisotope thermoelec-

tric generator, fuel capsule assembly, power conditioning unit, and fuel

n u L
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cask. The radioisotope thermoelectric generator is a cylindrical case

with eight heat rejection fins on the exterior and an interior thermo-

pile to receive the fuel capsule. The fuel capsule is a thin-walled

cylindrical structure containing the radioisotope fuel, plutonium 238.

The power conditioning unit contains the dc voltage converters, shunt

regulators, filters, and amplifiers required to convert and regulate the

power. The graphite fuel cask, a cylindrical structure with a threaded

cover, was used to transport the fuel capsule from the earth to the moon.

A.3.3 Passive Seismic Experiment

The passive seismic experiment (fig. A-l) monitors seismic activ-

ity and detects meteoroid impacts and free oscillations. It also detects

surface tilt produced by tidal deformations resulting, in part, from peri-

odic variations in the strength and direction of external gravitational

fields acting on the moon and from changes in the vertical component of

gravitational acceleration.

The experiment consists of a sensor assembly, leveling stool, thermal

shroud, and an electronics assembly. The sensor assembly contains one

vertical short period seismometer and three orthogonally aligned long

period seismometers. The leveling stool is a short tripod that holds the

sensor and permitted the crewman to level the sensor to within 5 degrees

of vertical. The stool also provides thermal and electrical insulation

of the sensor from the lunar surface but at the same time can transmit

surface motion having frequencies of up to 26.5 hertz, with negligible

attenuation. The thermal shroud consists of lO layers of aluminized

Mylar separated by alternate layers of silk cord wound on a perforated

aluminum support. The shroud aids in stabilizing the temperature of the

sensor assembly.

The electronics assembly is functionally a part of the passive seis-

mic experiment but is physically a part of the central station. The

electronics assembly contains circuitry associated with the attenuating,

amplifying, and filtering of the seismic signals, processing of the appli-

cable data, and the internal power supplies.

A.3.4 Solar Wind Spectrometer

The solar wind spectrometer (fig. A-l) measures energies, densities,

incidence angles, and temporal variations of the electron and proton com-

ponents of the solar wind plasma that strikes the lunar surface.

The experiment consists of a sensor assembly, electronic assembly,

thermal control assembly, and leg assembly. The sensor assembly contains
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seven Faraday cups, which measurethe current produced by the charged
particle flux that enters. The electronic assembly contains the circuit-
ry for modulating the plasma flux entering the Faraday cups and for con-

verting the data into a digital format appropriate for the central sta-
tion. The thermal control assembly includes three radiators on one verti-
cal face and insulation on the outer faces of the electronic assembly.
The leg assembly consists of two tubular A-frames containing telescoping
legs.

A.3.5 Magnetometer

The magnetometer (fig. A-l) measuresthe magnetic fields resulting
from internal and external lunar forces to provide someindication of the
composition of the lunar interior.

The experiment consists of three magnetic (flux-gate) sensors mount-
ed on the ends of orthogonal 3-foot support arms. The support arms ex-
tend from an electronics and gimbal-flip unit, which is enclosed by a
fiberglass protective cover underneath a thermal blanket. The sensors
are wrapped with insulation, except for their upper flat surfaces, which
serve as heat radiators. Leveling legs are attached to the base of each
support arm.

A.3.6 Suprathermal Ion Detector

The suprathermal ion detector experiment (fig. A-2) measuresthe
ions streaming from the ultraviolet ionization of the lunar atmosphere
and from the solar wind. The cold cathode gage measuresthe density of
the lunar atmosphere.

The suprathermal ion detector consists of two curved plate analyzers
and a ground plane. Oneanalyzer counts the low energy ions (velocity
range of 40 000 to 9 350 000 cm/sec and energy range of 0.2 to 48.6 elec-
tron volts). The other analyzer counts the high energy ions at selected

energy intervals between i0 and 3500 electron volts. The electrical po-

tential between the analyzers and the lunar surface is controlled by ap-

plying a known voltage between the analyzers and the ground plane. The

cold cathode gage determines the pressure of the ambient lunar atmosphere

over the range of 10 -6 to 10 -12 torr.
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A.4 "MASS PROPERTIES

Spacecraft mass properties for the Apollo 12 mission are summarized

in table A-I. These data represent the conditions as determined from

postflight analyses of expendable loadings and usage during the flight.

Variations in spacecraft mass properties are determined for each signif-

icant mission phase from lift-off through landing. Expendables usage is

based on reported real-time and postflight data as presented in other

sections of this report. The weights and centers of gravity of' the in-

dividual command and service modules and of the lunar module ascent and

descent stages were measured prior to flight, and the inertia values were

calculated. All changes incorporated after the actual weighing were mon-

itored, sad the spacecraft mass properties were updated.
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TABLE A-I.- MASS PROPERTIES

Event

Lift-off

Earth orbit _nsertion

Transposition and docking
Command & service modules 63 535.6 93J'.i h.0 6.5 33 931

Ltu_ar module 33 58h.2 1237.O -.2 .0 22 5h0

Total docked 97 119,8 I038.9 2.5 4.3 56 753

First midcourse correction

Ignition 96 870.6 1039.1 2.6 L.3 56 53 _'

Cutoff 96 kOi.2 1039.5 2.5 h,2 56 289

LunLr orbit insertion

I_ition

Cutoff

Circularlzat ion

Ignition
Cutoff

SepLration

Docking

product of inertia,
Center of gravity, in. M_ent of iner%iL, llug-f't 2 slug_ft2Weight,

ib

XA YA ZA IXX Iyy IZZ IXy IXZ Iyz

If0 090.3 8_'6.6 2._ 3.8 67 785 I 173 398 i 175 9hl 3055 9 618 3672

iOl 126.9 8o_,.6 2.5 h.l 66 935 717 363 719 955 _955 !12 028 3357

75 9hl 78 5_6 -1837 -66 3179

2h 713 25 252 -_55 9_ 27_

535 814 538 8hO -8258 -91:'85 3581

534 8_0 537 907 -8313 -9232 36_3

534 105 537 375 -8307 -9181 3575

96 261.1 1039.6 2.6 _.2 56 201 533 591 536 872 -8393 -9o79 3609

72 335.6 1080.2 1.5 2.9 _3 798 hl_ 533 h21 908 -6191 -5179 686

72 2h3.7 1080.h 1.6 2.9 _3 711 &ib 139 _21 538 -6209 -515h 708
71 028.4 1082.9 I.L 2.9 _3 096 _08 156 _i_ 962 -5823 -5207 633

70 897.3 1083.9 1.6 2,8 _ 817 _08 272 _15 121 -5h87 -5_16 611

Command & aervlce modules 35 306.2 9_h.7 2.5 5.7 19 3h5 55 835 61 58h -2083 829 326

Ascent stage 5 765.6 1168.7 _.3 -2.O 3 3&l 2 361 2 680 -l&6 17 -285

Total after doekln8

Ascent sts4_ manned _I 071.8 976.1 2.7 _.6 22 752 111 93_ 117 9h3 -179_ -989 25

Ascent stage unmanned _I 059._ 97_.6 2.5 _.6 22 652 108 717 lib 655 -2278 -786 60

After ascent stage Jettison 35 622,9 9b5.0 2.6 5.5

Trsnseartn injection

Ignition

Cutoff

Ccanand and service module

separation

Before

After

Service module

CoMmand module

Entry

Drogue deployment

3h 130.6 9h6.2 2.h 5.6

25 72h.5 965.5 --5 6.9

25 4_h.2 966.0 -.h 6.8

13 160,7 897.0 -._ 7.5

12 283.5 1039.9 -.3 6.1

12 275.5 1039.9 -.3 6.0

ii 785,7 1038.6 -.3 6.0

Main parachute deployment ii h96.1 1038.5 -.2 5.3

Landing ii 050.2 1036.5 -.2 5.2

19 _32 55 62_ 61 357 -2012 700 322

18 576 55 260 60 _17 -1916 691 300

lh 268 h6 636 h7 715 -6_6 115 -160

lh 057 b6 417 a7 515 -685 177 -10o

8 250 13 h92 15 13_ -773 870 -IOI

5 803 _ 93h _ 393 66 -h01 o

5 799 _ 930 _ 392 66 -_0o o

5 612 _ 596 _ o8_ 67 -375 o

5 hTl _ h06 h 02/ 61 -312 18

5 h05 _ 123 3 720 55 -321 18

Luna/ Module

L_n_r module at launch 33 586.9 185.3 -.0 -.2 22 5_5 2_ 837

Separation 33 985.5 186.2 -.0 .b 23 908 25 928

Descent orbit insertion

Ignition 33 971.8 186.2 -.0 ._ 23 899 25 911

Cutoff 33 719.3 186.2 -.0 ._ 23 7h0 25 849

Lunar landing 16 _6&.2 211.0 -.0 .8 12 921 I_ _I

Lunar lift-off 10 ?_9.6 2_3.6 .2 2.5 6 727 3 263

Orbit insertion 5 965.6 255.O ._ _.6 3 _30 2 893

Coelliptic sequence ialti-

&tion 5 _5.9 25h.6 .h h.6 3 39_ 2 87h

DOcking 5 765.6 25h.1 ._ _.7 3 3hl 2 8h8

Jettison 5 _36.5 2_h.7 .2 2.2 3 178 2 816

25 O47 150 hhO 368

26 0O9 lh9 685 366

25 989 I_8 68_ 363

25 96h i_8 68h 363

16 981 lh7 612 366

5 936 67 196 -io

2 307 57 129 -ii

2 260 57 131 -8

2 193 57 135 -_

2 233 76 120 -26

I/ IJ 12 L: 12 12 L 12 n LL i/ II II L' il k L L
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APPENDIX B - SPACECRAFT HISTORIES

The history of command and service module (CSM 108) operations at

the manufacturer's facility, Downey, California, is shown in figure B-l,

and the operations at Kennedy Space Center, Florida, in figure B-2.

The history of the lunar module (LM-6) at the manufacturer's facil-

ity, Bethpage, New York, is shown in figure B-3, and the operations at

Kennedy Space Center, Florida, in figure B-4.
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APPENDIX C - POSTFLIGHT TESTING

The command module arrived at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, Houston,

Texas, on December 2, 1969, after reaction control system deactivation and

pyrotechnic safing in Hawaii. At the end of the quarantine period, the

command module was shipped to the contractor's facility in Downey, Cali-

fornia, on January ll. Postflight testing and inspection of the command

module for evaluation of the inflight performance and investigation of

the flight irregularities were conducted at the contractor's and vendor's

facilities and at the Manned Spacecraft Center in accordance with approved

Apollo Spacecraft Hardware Utilization Requests (ASHUR's). The tests per-

formed as a result of inflight problems are described in table C-I and

discussed in the appropriate systems performance sections of this report.

Tests being conducted for other purposes in accordance with other ASHUR's

and the basic contract are not included.

II il II l_ E L 12 k 1_ R la 12 k_ 1t lI l/. L k L E
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APPENDIX D- DATA AVAILABILITY

Tables D-I and D-II are summaries of the data made available for

systems performance analyses and anomaly investigations. Table D-I lists

the data from the command and service modules, and table D-II, the lunar

module. For additional information regarding data availability, the status

listing of all mission data in the Central Metric Data File, building 12,

MSC, should be consulted.
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TABLE D-I.- COMMANDAND SERVICE MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY

Time, hr:min
Range

station
From To

-04:00 +00:02 ALDS

-00:02 00:03 GDS a

-00:01 00:12 MILA

00:00 03:34 MSFN

+00:02 00:14 BDA

00:07 00:18 VAN

00:25 00:53 VAN a

01:03 01:29 VAN a

01:55 02:44 MAD a

02:42 02:54 ARIA a

02:45 03:40 GDS

02:45 02:52 MAD a

02:48 03:05 HAW

02:54 83:ii MSFN

03:13 03:31 GDS

03:34 08:37 MSFN

03:54 04:07 GDS

04:08 04:24 GDS

04:43 05:12 GDS

08:37 11:29 MSFN

10:49 10:52 GDS

11:29 15:25 MSFN

16:22 31:39 MSFN

29:42 30:41 GDS

30:35 31:05 MAD

30:40 31:09 GDS

30:50 31:00 GDS

31:00 32:03 GDS

31:27 31:45 GDS

31:39 31:44 MSFN

31:39 39:40 MSFN

35:39 35:46 GDS

38:01 43:31 M_FN

39:25 39:36 GDS

41:19 41:21 HSK

43:38 59:30 MSFN

54:12 54:20 GDS

57:39 57:41 GDS

59:30 67:21 MSFN

62:54 63:15 GDS

64:04 64:12 GDS

67:21 83:11 MSFN

83:11 83:23 GDS a

83:11 87:12 MSFN

83:23 83:33 GDS a

83:33 83:44 GDS a

84:10 84:45 MSFN

84:15 85:10 GDS

85:11 85:52 GDS a

86:50 87:00 GDS

87:12 91:11 MSFN

87:17 88:01 HSK a

87:46 87:51 HSK a

89:13 90:47 HSK a

90:40 91:11 HSK

91:07 95:07 MSFN

aData dump

Bandpas s

plots

or tabs

Bilevels
Computer

words

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

O'graph Brush

records records

X X

X X

X

X

X X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

Special

plots

or tabs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Special

programs

X
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TABLE D-I.- COMMAND AND SERVICE MODUI_ DATA AVAILABILITY - Continued

Time, hr:min

From To

Range

station

91:11 91:58 HSK a

93:09 93:56 HSK a

95:07 95:54 MAD a

95:07 98:35 MSFN

97:05 97:53 MAD a

97:50 98:40 MAD

98:35 102:53 MSFN

99:0_ 99:52 MAD a

99:57 100:57 MAD

100:40 i01:i0 MAD

100:58 101:50 MAD a

102:53 106:40 MSFN

i03:00 103:48 GDS a

i03:51 lob:01 GDS

104:59 105:48 GDS a

106:12 106:48 GDS

106:40 111:20 MSFN

i07:46 108:57 GDS

107:50 108:00 GDS

108:20 108:30 GDS

108:23 108:26 GDS

108:55 i09:44 GDS a

109:41 110:20 GDS

llO:h0 110:55 HSK

110:54 111:54 GDS a

111:20 115:39 MSFN

ill:50 i12:00 HSK

i12:03 112:30 GDS

ll4:lO 114:30 HSK

114:50 115:38 HSK

115:41 118:57 MSFN

115:45 116:05 HSK

116:00 116:36 HSK

116:49 117:30 HSK a

i18:46 119:35 MAD a

119:17 123:06 MSFN

119:39 119:56 MAD

119:43 119:58 MAD

120:00 120:30 MAD

120:30 120:36 MAD

120:53 121:33 GDSaX b

123:06 127:40 MSFN

125:03 125:31 GDS a

126:43 127:29 GDSaX °

127:41 131:44 MSFN

128:39 129:29 GDSaX b

130:35 131:26 GDS a

131:44 135:39 MSFN

132:37 133:26 GDS a

133:24 134:26 GDS

134:00 134:35 GDS

134:35 135:22 HSK a

135:39 139:20 MSFN

135:50 136:10 GDS

136:33 137:21 HSK a

aData dump

blndicates wing site.

Bandpas s

plots

or

Bilevels

t_s

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Computer

words

X

X

X

O'graph

records

Brush

records

Special

plots

or tabs

X

Special

programs
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TABLE D-I.- C0_4AND AND SERVICE MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY - Continued

Range Computer Special

st at ion words progrsms

Time, hr :sin

From To

138:31 139:19 HSK a

139:31 143:30 MSFN

140:33 141:18 HSK a

142:03 142:28 HSK

142:28 143:17 HSK a

143:40 147:28 MSFN

145:26 145:09 MAD a

145:35 ih5:38 MAD

146:20 146:30 MAD

146:25 147:15 MAD a

147:10 148:20 MAD

147:28 150:06 MSFN

147:58 148:O6 MAD

148:23 149:09 MAD

150:06 159:56 MSFN

156:17 157:05 GDSaX b

157:20 158:20 GDS

158:09 158:20 HSK a

159:01 159:10 HSK

159:04 159:20 GDS

159:56 163:44 MSFN

160:02 160:11 GDS

162:14 162:57 HSK a

163:30 163:45 HSK

163:44 167:24 MSFN

165:11 165:07 HSK a

165:00 165:35 HSK

166:10 167:17 HSK a

167:24 170:05 MSFN

168:08 168:56 MAD a

169:20 169:30 MAD

170:05 175:37 MSFN

170:06 170:58 MAD a

172:25 172:32 MAD a

172:32 172:41 MAD a

172:40 244:21 MSFN

173:10 173:50 MAD

175:37 191:36 MSFN

188:20 188:33 HSK

189:10 189:32 HSK

191:36 195:32 MSFN

192:30 194:30 MAD

195:32 203:39 MSFN

200:02 200:07 GDS

203:39 !207:39 MSFN

205:57 206:04 GDS

207:39 215:21 MSFN

212:02 212:07 GDS

215:06 215:22 HSK

215:21 219:35 MSFN

215:40 216:50 HSK

216:00 216:27 HSK

218:10 219:50 MAD

219:35 223:37 MBFN

221:06 221:11 MAD

223:37 227:32 MSFN

223:40 225:40 MAD

aData dump

blndicates wing site.

Bandpass

plots

or tabs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bilevels

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

0'graph

records

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Brush Special

records plots
or tabs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Time, hr:min

From To

227:32 23h:27

233:02 235:07

234:27 239:07

235:09 239:45

239:07 243:36

239:24 241:04

241:15 241:25

241:46 244:07

243:36 244:18

243:58 244:07

244:06 244:21

244:06 244:35

aData dump

TABLE D-I.- COMMAND AND SERVICE MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY - Concluded

Range

station

MSFN

GDS

MSFN

HSK

MSFN

GWM

GWM

GWM

MSFN

GWM

GWM

(DSE)

On board

Bandpass

plots

or tabs

X

X

X

Bilevels Computer

words

X

X

X

0 'graph

records

Brush

records

Special

plots Special

or tabs programs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X
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Time, hr :min

From To

TABLE D-II .- LUNAR MODULE DATA AVAILABILITY

Range Bandpas s Computer O'graph Brush Special Special
plots

station plots Bilevels words records records programs
or tabs or tabs

-04100 00:00 ALDS

+07:50 +08:00 MSFN

89:58 90:20 HSKX b

104:03 105:00 GDS

i04:05 106:38 MSFN

105:46 i06:04 GDS

106:03 i06:40 GDS

i06:38 iii:20 MSFN

106:40 106:59 GDS

107:46 108:33 GDS

108:32 108:57 GDS

108:57 109:25 GDS a

108:58 110:34 MSFN

109:22 109:25 GDS
ii0:i0 110:46 GDS

110:46 111:52 GDS

Ii0:20 i15:39 MSFN

iii:50 113:02 GDS

113:02 i15:42 HSK

i15:41 118:57 MSFN

i15:44 119:33 HSK

i19:17 123:06 MSFN

i19:20 119:30 HSK

119:22 123:26 MAD

123:06 127:40 MSFN

123:26 128:27 MAD

127:41 131:44 MSFN

128:27 129:33 MAD

129:33 132:44 GDS

131:44 135:39 MSFN

131:45 135:58 GDS

135:39 139:20 MSFN

136:08 139:33 HSK

139:31 143:30 MSFN

139:33 141:52 HSK

141:52 142:21 HSK

142:19 142:32 HSK

142:30 143:11 HSK

143:11 143:52 MAD

143:40 147:28 MSFN

143:44 144:05 HSK

144:04 144:30 MAD

145:11 145:50 MAD

145:50 147:39 MAD

147:28 150:06 MSFN

147:39 149:56 MAD

aData dump

blndicates wing site.

X

X

X

X

x
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APPENDIX E - MISSION REPORT SUPPLEMENTS

Table E-I contains a listing of all supplemental reports that are

or will be published for the Apollo 7 through Apollo 12 mission reports.

Also indicated in the table is the present status of each report not pub-

lished or the publication date for those which have been completed.
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TABLE E-I.- MISSION REPORT SUPPLEMENTS

Publi cat ion
Mission Supplement Supplement title

n_nber date/s tat us

Apollo 7

Apollo 7

Apollo 7

Apollo 7

Apollo 7

Apollo 7

Apollo 8

Apollo 8

Apollo 8

Apollo 8

Apollo 8

Apollo 8

Apollo 8

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo 9

Apollo i0

Apollo i0

Apollo i0

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

Trajectory Reconstruction and Analysis

Communications System Performance

Guidance, Navigation, and Control

System Performance Analysis

Reaction Control System Performance
Cancelled

Entry Postflight Analysis

Trajectory Reconstruction and Analysis

Guidance, Navigation and Control

System Performance Analysis
Performance of Command and Service

Module Reaction Control System

Service Propulsion System Final

Flight Evaluation
Cancelled

Analysis of Apollo 8 Photography and

Visual Observations

Entry Postflight Analysis

Trajectory Reconstruction and Analysis

Command and Service Module Guidance,

Navigation, and Control System Per-

formance Analysis

Lunar Module Abort Guidance System

Performance Analysis

Performance of Command and Service

Module Reaction Control System

Service Propulsion System Final

Flight Evaluation
Performance of Lunar Module Reaction

Control System

Ascent Propulsion System Final Flight
Evaluation

Descent Propulsion System Final

Flight Evaluation
Cancelled

Stroking Test Analysis

Communications System Performance

Entry Postflight Analysis

Trajectory Reconstruction and Analysis

Guidance, Navigation and Control Sys-

tem Performance Analysis
Performance of Command and Service

Module Reaction Control System

May 1969

June 1969

November 1969

August 1969

December 1969

December 1969

November 1969

Final review

Final review

December 1969

December 1969

November 1969

November 1969

November 1969

Final review

December 1969

Preparation

December 1969

Preparation

December 1969

December 1969

December 1969

Final review

December 1969

Final review

11 i/ i/ _ 1; _ K L _ U. L L_ U t_ H u E L L [
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TABLE E-I.- MI'SSION REPORT SUPPL_4ENTS - Concluded

Mission

Apollo i0

Apollo i0

Apollo I0

Apollo i0

Apollo l0

Apollo l0

Apollo l0

Apollo l0

Apollo ii

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo ll

Apollo 12

Apollo 12

Apollo 12

Apollo 12

Apollo 12

Apollo 12

Apollo 12

Supplement Publication
number Supplement title date/status

5

6

7

8
9

ii

ii

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

Service Propulsion System Final

Flight Evaluation

Performance of Lunar Module Reaction

Control System

Ascent Propulsion System Final Flight
Evaluation

Descent Propulsion System Final
Evaluation

Cancelled

Analysis of Apollo i0 Photography and
Visual Observations

Communications Systems Performance

Entry Postflight Analysis

Trajectory Reconstruction and Analysis

Guidance, Navigation and Control Sys-

tem Performance Analysis
Performance of Command and Service

Module Reaction Control System

Service Propulsion System Final

Flight Evaluation

Performance of Lunar Module Reaction

Control System

Ascent Propulsion System Final Flight
Evaluation

Descent Propulsion SystemFinal Flight
Evaluation

Cancelled

Apollo ll Preliminary Science Report

Communications Systems Performance

Entry Post flight Analysis

Trajectory Reconstruction and Analysis

Guidance, Navigation and Control Sys-

tem Performance Analysis

Service Propulsion System Final Flight
Evaluation

Ascent Propulsion System Final Flight
Evaluation

Descent Propulsion System Final Flight
Evaluation

Apollo 12 Preliminary Science Report

Landing Site Selection Processes

Rework

Preparation

January 1970

January 1970

Preparation

December 1969

December 1969

Preparation
Final review

Preparation

Preparation

Preparation

Preparation

Preparation

December 1969

January 1970

Preparation

Preparation
Review

Preparation

Preparation

Preparation

Preparation

Preparation
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APPENDIX F - GLOSSARY

albedo

anorthositic

b as alt

breccia

eJecta

fa_alitic

feldspar

fines

gabbro

hydrous

igneous

ilmenite

induration

mafic

modal

morphology

olivine

percentage of incoming radiation that is reflected by a

natural surface

pertaining to a plutonic (originating far below the sur-

face) rock composed almost wholly of plagioclase

generally, any fine-grained dark-colored igneous rock

a rock consisting of sharp fragments embedded in any fine-

grained matrix

material thrown out as from a volcano

pertaining to a mineral consisting of an iron silicate

isomeric (Fe2SiO _) with olivine

any of a group of white, nearly white, flesh-red, bluish,

or greenish minerals that are aluminum silicates with po-

tassium, sodium, calcium, or barium

very small particles in a mixture of sizes

a medium- or coarse-grained basic igneous rock-forming

intrusive body of medium or large size and consisting

chiefly of plagioclase and pyroxene

relating to water

formed by solidification from a molten or partially molten
state

a usually massive, iron-black mineral of sub-metallic luster

hardening

of or relating to a group of minerals characterized by

magnesium and iron and usually by their dark color

most common

study of form and structure in physical geography

mineral; a magnesium-iron silicate commonly found in basic

igneous rocks
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orthoclase

pegmatiti c

pigeonite

plagioclase

polymorph

pyr oxene

ray

regolith

sanidine

scoria

trachyte

a type of feldspar

pertaining to a natural igneous rock formation consisting
of a variety of granite that occurs in dikes or veins and
usually characterized by extremely coarse structure

mineral consisting of pyroxene and rather low calcium,
little or no aluminum or ferric iron, and less ferrous
iron than magnesium

a type of feldspar

rock crystallizing with two or more different structures

a family of important rock-forming silicates

any of the bright, whitish lines seen on the moonas ex-
tending radially from impact craters

fine grained material on the lunar surface

a variety of orthoclmse in often transparent crystals in
eruptive rock, sometimes called glassy feldspar

rough, vesicular, cindery, usually dark lava developed by
the expansion of the enclosed gases in basaltic magma

a usually light-colored volcanic rock, consisting primarily
of potash feldspar
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Mission Spacecraft

Apollo h SC-017

LTA-IOR

Apollo 5 LM-1

Apollo 6 SC-020

LTA-2R

Apollo 7 CSM i01

Apollo 8 CSM 103

Apollo 9 CSM 10h

LM-3

Apollo i0 CSM 106

LM-h

APOLLO SPACECRAFT FLIGHT HISTORY

(Continued from inside front cover)

Description Launch date Launch site

S_percircular Nov. 9, 1967 Kennedy Space

entry at lunar Center, Fla.

return velocity

First lunar Jan. 22, 1968 Cape Kennedy,

module flight Fla.

Verification of April 4, 1968 Kennedy Space

closed-loop Center, Fla.

emergency detection

system

First manned flight; Oct. ll, 1968 Cape Kennedy,

earth-orbital Fla.

First manned lunar Dec. 21, 1968 Kennedy Space

orbital flight; first

manned Saturn V launch

First manned lunar Mar. 3, 1969 Kennedy Space

module flight; earth Center, Fla.

orbit rendezvous; EVA

First lunar orbit May 18, 1969 Kennedy Space

rendezvous; low pass Center, Fla.

over lunar surface

Apollo ii CSM 107 First lunar landing July 16, 1969 Kennedy Space

LM-5 Center, Fla.

Apollo 12 CSM 108 Second lunar landing Nov. lh, 1969 Kennedy Space

LM-6 Center, Fla.
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